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PREFACE
Controlled fusion is a potential solution to the world's energy needs. Its development represents a
sophisticated and challenging problem in which the technical hurdles promise to be as demanding as the scien
tific groundwork. An enormous commitment of human and financial resources must be made to meet this
challenge, but the problems and the efforts required to solve them are dwarfed by the significance of the
payoff—an inexhaustible and affordable source of energy that is compatible with our environment.
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CIVILIAN APPLICATIONS OF
LASER FUSION

ABSTRACT
We have evaluated the commercial aspects of laser fusion in an attempt to relate the
end products (neutrons and energy) to significant commercial applications. We have found
that by far the largest markets and highest payoffs for laser fusion are associated with elec
tric power production. Hence, much of this report evaluates the prospects of producing
commercial electricity with laser fusion. To this end, we have described in detail a new and
promising laser fusion concept—the liquid lithium waterfall reactor. In addition, we have
taken the most attractive features from our laser fusion studies and used them to compare
laser fusion to other long-range sources of energy (breeder reactors and solar energy). It is
our contention that all three sources of electrical energy should be developed to the point
where the final selections are primarily based on economic competitiveness. The other
potential applications of laser fusion (fissile fuel production, synthetic fuel production, actinide burning, and propulsion) are also discussed, and our preliminary plan for the
engineering development of laser fusion is presented.

INTRODUCTION
U. S. rate because many third world nations will be
greatly increasing their energy comsumption during
the next century, although their domestic energy
supplies are smaller than ours. Therefore, unless in
exhaustible sources are developed, the world energy
shortfall will develop sooner than Fig. 2 indicates.
The resulting socio-political stresses could lead to
wars over dwindling energy sources. To meet our
own and the world's energy needs, the U. S. is
currently developing inexhaustible sources of
energy including solar energy and fusion reactors.

Need For An Inexhaustible Energy Source
The increasing demand for energy in the United
States coupled with a shrinking supply of fossil fuels
has led this country to reassess our energy reserves
and resources. The results of that reassessment
(Figs. 1 and 2) show that our fossil fuels are limited.
For example, in 1976, petroleum and natural gas
supplied 77% of the total U. S. energy demand; yet
Fig. 2 shows the total U. S. resources could not meet
that fraction of the demand beyond the turn of the
century. All of our exhaustible resources put
together (petroleum, natural gas, coal, oil shale,
geothermal, and uranium in fission burner reactors)
could only meet the demand until somewhere be
tween 2050 and 2225, depending on the demand
growth ate. U. S. exhaustible reserves could only
meet the demand until about 2040, even in tl e nost
optimistic scenario. Thus, it is apparent that "inex
haustible" sources such as fission breeders, solar
energy, and fusion reactors are the only sources
capable of meeting long-term U. S. energy demand.
Of course, the need to develop long-term sources
of energy is not limited to the U. S. Indeed, world
energy needs will increase much faster than the

The Payoff
Electrical energy consumption in the United
States has been historically growing at approx
imately twice the rate of total energy consumption
(7% per year for the last 25 years). However, a con
tinuation of historical growth is highly unlikely.
ERDA's most recent estimate ' (April 1977) is that
electrical capacity will grow from the present 530
GW to 1390 G W in 2000. These projections repre
sent electrical demand growth rates of 5.3% from
the present to 1985, 5% from 1985 to 1990, and 4%
from 1990 to 2000. Even with these reduced growth
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Fig. 1. I'. S. exhaustible energy sources. Reserves refer to an assured supply or raw materials that can he converted to energy while
resources refer to raw materials that may become recoverable at higher prices, with more exploration, or with new technology.

rates the electricity fraction of our total energy con
sumption is expected to increase from the present
27% to 44% by the end of the century.
In Table 1 we have extended ERDA's estimate of
electrical energy capacity to 2050. The projections
have been made at lower rates of growth in order to
provide a lower bound estimate on the number of
..tecirical installations that will be required in the
v, half of the next centu.-y. The significant feature
• I Muse projections is that even at zero annual

growth from 2000 to 2050, more than 2000 power
plants of GW size will have to be constructed. At a
cost of a billion dollars per plant, the 2300 plants
represent an investment of mare than 2 trillion
dollars.
In our development scenario, we have estimated
that it will cost 10 to 20 billion dollars to develop inertial confinement fusion into a commercially
available source of energy. This cost estimate is con
sistent with projected costs for the development of
the fast breeder reactor (24 billion) and magnetic fu
sion energy (16 billion). The point to be made is
that development costs during the next 25 years for
long-range sources of electrical energy will be in the
tens of billions of dollars, whereas the pay-off to our
children in the next century will come in the form of
available energy at reasonable cost with savings in
the trillions of dollars.
e

2

Table I. Projection of U.S. electrical capacity from
2000 to 2050.

Annual rate
of growth, %

Installed
capacity, GWo
6092
228S
1390

Assumes 30-year plant lifetime.

Cumulative
number of GW
installations

e

3

8141
3S20
2307

Fuel For Inertial Confinement Fusion
Early commercial fusion sources of energy will
use deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel, in which the
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annual energy consumption of 3.4%, which corresponds to the historical growth rate from 195ft r« 1973. The medium demand forecast uses a
2% annual growth rate that emphasizes conservation measures to reduce energy consumption without diminishing our standard of living. The
third forecast follows a 2% growth curve until the year 2000 with zero growth thereafter.

Lithium is commercially recovered in the United
Stales from pegmatite and land-based brines. Pre
sent reserves are estimated to be on the order of
10 k g and to cost $20/kg. This supply of lithium
would last more tl-.an a hundred years in a full fu
sion economy. Additional resources of lithium
recoverable at three times present prices have been
estimated to be in excess of 4 X 10 kg.

tritium is bred from lithium by neutron capture in
the blanket. Thus, DT fusion's basic fuels will be
deuterium and lithium. Deuterium is present in sea
water at a ratio of one part in every 6500 atoms of
hydrogen. The oceans and other surface waters on
earth contain more than 10 tonnes of deuterium.
This enormous quantity ensures an almost inex
haustible supply.

3
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Table 2. Inexhaustible resources available from the oceans.

Concentration,
g/ tonne

Resource
Deuterium
Lithium
Uranium (

2 3 5

U)

34
a 17
0.000011

TJT'-'.ial
energy per
tonne of
seawater,
kWb/tonne

Thermal
energy
per gram,
kWi/g

8,920,000

b

26l,OOO
83,O00
24,000

b

14,100
0.27

Allowable cost for fuel is limited to S% of the cost of electricity (1.5 mills/kWh).
Assumes that 40% of the tritium is bred in Li reactions.
Current cost of deuterium is about 52 per tonne of seawater.

c

3

Allowed
cost per
tonne of
seawater,
S/tojme
3

c

4460
7
0.00014

Energy
available
at 1976
consumption
rate, years
11

6 X 10
9 x 10
1.7 X 1 0
8

4

Like deuterium, the lithium resource in the ocean
is virtually limitless. Table 2 compares the physical
and potential economic properties of deuterium,
lithium, and uranium extracted from the oceans. If
we limit the price for lithium in a fusion reactor to
less than 5% of the present cost of electricity (~ 1.5
mills/kWh), its value would still be more than
$I7,000/kg. This is a price that appears more than
adequate to assure the economic feasibility of ex
tracting lithium from the oceans, thereby guarantee
ing a virtually inexhaustible source of fuel for fu
sion.

pendix) to help answer this question. The plan will
guide the Laboratory in its attempts to keep the
laser fusion program in line with changes in
technical progress, national needs, and the nation's
commitment to inertial confinement fusion.
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Long-Range Plan
This report tries to answer the questions:
• Why do we need laser fusion?
• What are the potential applications of laser
fusion?
These questions lead to u third question: How do we
take laser fusion from the physics experiments of tod * to the commercial applications of tomorrow. At
LEL, we have initiated a long-range plan (see Ap

4

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In our evaluation of the commercial aspects of
laser fusion, we have tried to relate the end products
(neutrons and energy) to significant commercial ap
plications. Some of the more attractive applications
include electric power production, propulsion, hightemperature process heat, fissile fuel production,
burnup of radioactive fission waste, and synthetic
gas production. In I'ig. I-I these applications have
been separated into two categories: applications
that use the fusion reaction for energy or for
neutrons.
We have found that by far the largest markets
and highest payoffs for inertial confinement fusion
are associated with electric power production.
Hence, a major portion of our effort has been
devoted to evaluating the prospects of producing
commercial electricity with laser fusion. In our
systems studies, we have designed and analyzed
high-average-power laser and reactor concepts that
could be used in a laser fusion power plant. The
most attractive features resulting from our laser and
reactor design studies have been used to compare
laser fusion to the other long-range sources of
energy (breeder reactors and solar energy). The
comparisons have been made on the basis of abun
dance, social costs (health, environment, and
safety), technical feasibility, and economic com
petitiveness. As a result of these comparisons, we
have found that while laser fusion technology is not
as advanced as that of the fast breeder reactor it of
fers the following advantages over fission:

It is our contention that all three long-range
sources of energy should be developed to the point
where the final selections are primarily based on
economic competitiveness.
Applications other than central station electric
power offer the possibility of increasing the overall
impact of laser fusion and of hastening its commer
cial application. Nonelectric applications thai we
have investigated in this report include fissile fuel
production, uctinide burning, synthetic fuel produc
tion, and propulsion systems. The decision to pur
sue any of these alternative applications in conjunc
tion with the production of commercial electricity
must be made by weighing the recognized benefits
against the additional costs for development. In
determining recognized benefits, we have con
sidered:
• The need for the application.
• Alternatives to laser fusion for providing the
application.
• The possibility of the application having an
earlier impact than central station electric power.
The primary factors favoring early introduction of
nonelectric applications are reduced laser fusion
performance ciiteria and relaxed economic con
straints.
Central Station Electric Power
with Laser Fusion
Technical Feasibility of
Laser Fusion

• No use o^ weapons grade material, thereby
avoiding the possibility of diversion for blackmail
or sabotage.
• No aflerheat cooling problem in case of lossof-coolant accident.
• No nuclear runaway from a reactivity inser
tion or crilicality accident.
• An inexhaustible fuel supply that is available
at low cost from the ocean.
• Significantly less radioactive byproducts with
much shorter half-lives.
In comparison to solar electric energy, laser fu
sion offers the following advantages:
• Significantly reduced cost.
• Geographical and climatic independence.
• Significantly reduced land use.
• No effect on climate.
• More feasible as a base load facility (no
energy storage systems required).
• Reduced transmission of electricity.

Fusion, iike all of the advanced sources of elec
trical energy, is expected to be technically more

Laser fusion

Synthetic fuel
Fissile fuel
Actinide burning
Radioisotope
Production
Fig. 1 - 1 .
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Electric power
Propulsion
Process heat

Applications of laser fusion.

complex than existing light water reactors (LWRs)
or fossil-fueled power plants. The technical
feasibility of laser fusion power plants requires
development of an efficient reactor system that
operates reliably at high average power. As an alter
native to magnetic confinement fusion, laser fusion
offers features that could significantly reduce its
technical complexity, thereby reducing the amount
o f advanced technological development thai will be
required to produce a technically successful fusion
power plant. These features include:
•
N o magnets* (asterisked items are design
dependent)
•
Sizing flexibility (i.e.. lower power units)
•
Possibility of multiple chambers to provide
higher availability

•

RPF = f£

Recirculating power fraction is a basic figure-ofmerit for any power plant. For reference purposes,
fossil-fueled power plants operate with recirculating
powers less than 5% while the majority of present
nuclear plants operate at or slightly above this
figure. Laser system efficiency ( i | | ) is a lumped
parameter that includes power c o n d i t i o n i n g ,
medium regeneration, lasing. and optical transport
efficiencies. It is defined as the ratio of fojusable

P

*„ i n > ? L

Flexible geometry

•
No direct conversion required
•
Reduced vacuum pumping requirements*
•
Reduced radioactivity from neutron activa
tion*
•
Reduced neutron damage to structural
materials*
In Chapter 2 we describe a reactor design concept
that features all o f the advantages listed above. The
major technical problems associated with a laser fu
sion power plant that must be solved to realize all o f
the above advantages include the development of:
•
A high-average-power driver with the re
quired efficiency (>1%) and reliability (>70%).
•
A first-wall able to withstand the effects of
x rays, debris, and neutrons from the fusion
microexplosion.
• Structural materials that can withstand the
cumulative damage effects of high-energy neutrons
and cyclical stresses.
•
Final-focusing elements that can be placed far
enough away from the microexplosion or protected
so that they can last a reasonable length of lime.
•
The technology to cheaply mass-produce fu
sion targets.
Sufficient solutions to the technical problems
listed above will allow laser fusion power plants to
efficiertly produce electricity with high plant
availability. The overall efficiency of such a plant
can be evaluated through a basic power flow
diagram like the one shown in Fig. 1-2. The simple
expression shown in this figure gives the plant recir
culating power fraction* (P, /Pg) as a function o f
laser efficiency (i)[_), pellet gain (Q), thermal ef
ficiency (i},), neutron energy fraction ( f ) , and
blanket energy multiplication ( M ) ; i.e.,

Q

Blanket

1

f

f

P

r

n i n 'L

Q

M

Electrical
conversion
system

P

< " n> i n * L Q

Laser system

%F

where

Bus
bar

"L

= laser system efficiency

Q

= pellet gain

thermonuclear energy
laser light energy

neutron energy

f

" thermonuclear energy

n
M

= blanket energy multiplication
B

- electrical conversion efficiency
"T

P:„

= electrical power input t o laser
= gross electrical power

n

n

B

RPF = P / P
i n

•Assuming most of the power recirculated is used by the laser.

Fig. 1 - 2 .
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= 1 / T ) Q i j (1 + f
L

t

B

n

(M

B

- 1))

Laser fusion power flow diagram.

beam energy to electrical energy input. Blanket
energy multiplication (M«) is defined as the ratio of
blanket thermal energy to fusion neutron energy.
The overall system efficiency (i? ) of a laser fusion
power plant can be related to the recirculating
power fraction (RPF) by the equation:

than those of LWRs. Therefore. LMFBRs with
capacity factors similar to LWRs (70%) can be ex
pected to generate electricity at costs that are 20 to
40% more than present prices. Present estimates in
dicate that sola) "ower plains will cost two to three
times more than LWRs presently cost. Moreover,
they will operate with capacity factors that arc less
than 30% because of the diurnal variation of insola
tion. As a result solar electric power plants can be
expected to generate electricity that costs some six
to nine times more than present prices.
From the cost comparisons presented here, ii is
obvious that the electricity generated by any of the

s

n = ,
s

t

(1 - RPF)

From the expressions for recirculating power
fraction and system efficiency, it logically follows
that the product of laser efficiency (i^ i and pellet
gain (0) should provide an excellent figurs-of-merit
for gauging the prospects of efficiently generating
electrical power with laser fusion. This product,
which is called fusion energy gain, represents the
ratio of thermonuclear energy produced to electrical
energy input to the laser. Fusion energy gain is an
extremely revealing performance parameter because
economic power production with laser fusion will
fundamentally lie with the pellet energy gains
achieved and the overall efficiencies at which large
pulsed ignition sources can operate. In Fig. 1-3 the
recirculating power fraction is plotted as a function
of fusion energy gain for power plants with a
blanket energy multiplication of 1.0 and several
thermal efficiencies. Reference designs for laser fu
sion power plants have used recirculating power
fractions in the neighborhood of 25%. However, it
may be difficult tc coirnete economically at these
high values because in general, plant capital costs
scale with the gross electrical power wiiile revenues
scale vvith the net electrical power.

300

5
10
50 100
Fusion energy gain — t? Q
L

Cost Comparisons with Breeders and Solar

Fig. 1 - 3 .
I'lanWcvirculating power requirements as a function
of fusiun energy gain. A blanket energy multiplicatit.n faetor uf 1.(1

Like fission reactors, all of the long range sources
of energy will be capital intensive. The cost of elec
tricity from capital intensive power plants is directly
proportional to plant cost and inversely propor
tional to plant capacity factor. We have used this
relationship to compare the cost of electricity from
laser fusion, breeder reactors, and solar energy. A
detailed cost analysis of a laser fusion power plant
has not been performed. Instead, we have focused
on identifying the economic constraints which will
ultimately prevail. In line with this objective, we
have concentrated on providing estimates of the
allowed cost of the laser and reactor portions of an
economically attractive power plant. Our results
show that a G W laser fusion power plant can
generate electricity at costs that are within 50% of
present prices with laser and reactor systems whose
combined costs are as much as 800 million dollars.

was UNCO*.

long-range sources of energy will be significantly
more expensive than electricity is now. However,
within a factor of two. the cost ofenergy in the U. S.
economy is much less critical than assured supply.
Present total energy costs are only 5% of the U. S.
gross national product, and it has been estimated
that a doubling ofenergy costs would result in a 2 or
3% reduction in consumption with little effect on
economic growth in the long run.

t

Lasers for Laser Fusion Power Plants
The development of a driver for an inertial con
finement fusion reactor is technologically challeng
ing. The driver must be capable of taking a small
fraction of the power generated by the reactor

Capital costs for liquid metal fast breeder reac
tors (LMFBRs) are estimated to be 50 to 75% more
7

system, form it into pulses of energy at the rate of I
to 10 per second, concentrate the energy into a pulse
a billionth of a second in duration, and project it
onto a target a millimeter or so in diameter from a
safe distance. Three kinds of beam generators have
the potential to be an incrtial confinement fusion
driver: ion beams, electron beams, and lasers. Solid
stale lasers are currently being used for scientific
feasibility experiments because they offer the
quickest and most cost-effective way of attaining
high-gain microexplosions and scientific breakeven.
The driver characteristics are determined pri
marily by target design. Target calculations together
with economic and system constraints have estab
lished preliminary laser system performance
requirements for commercial electric power produc
tion. The nominal requirements include
Wavelength
Pulse duration
Pulse energy
Pulse power
Pulse repetition rate
Average power
Overall efficiency

250-2000 nm
<10 ns
300-3000 kJ
>200 TW
1-10 Hz
1-10 MW

>\%

These requirements continue to evolve, reflecting
new knowledge in target and laser physics, materials
and laser engineering, systems analysis, and
economics.
There is no laser that currently satisfies all these
requirements. Design of such a laser should be
based on two aspects: efficiency and scalability. A
laser system of high efficiency will have lower recir
culating power needs and lower capital equipment
costs. The efficiency depends on the losses due to
power conditioning, fluorescence production,
coupling to the laser molecule, optical extraction,
and pumping, cooling, and chemical regeneration of
the flowing gases.
Scalability to large size is important because a
laser built with a large single-aperture size and high
energy per pulse lowers costs by reducing the num
ber of beams and components. The scalability de
pends on optical and e-beam foil damage limits.
pump constraints, flow and gas uniformity con
straints, parasitic suppression, thermal distortion,
and arrival at a configuration that simultaneously
pushes all the important technology barriers.
In the search for a laser that can meet the above
requirement, several laser media appear to be
promising. Depending on the medium, three dif
ferent kinds of stimulated emission can occur:
•

Electric dipole allowed transitions

• Electric dipole forbidden transitions (e.g.,
magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole)
• Optically induced transitions (e.g., Raman
scattering, frequency tripling, etc.)
Examples of laser media that fall into the first
category include rare gas and rare gas halogen excimers.* These laser media are volumetricaliy
scalable and efficient only when operated with
relatively long pulse durations (>50 ns)—pulses too
long for direct coupling to fusion pellets. To be
useful, the radiation from this first type of medium
must be converted to a proper pulse formal by
acting as a pump source for laser media of the
second or third types. Laser media of the second
type include iodine. Group VI atoms, and the
Irivalenl rare earth ions in molecular vapors and in
selected solid state hosts. These active species have
the property of being able to integrate pump excita
tion energy for times a hundred- or a thousand-fold
longer than characteristic fusion pulse widths, and
thus to act as "intermediale-energy-stores" for
power amplification. The third medium type in
cludes electronic Raman scattering in mercury excimers and backward wave Raman pulse compres
sion in methane gas.
From among these various media options, we
have singled out several type 2 laser media for
detailed presentation in Chapter 2. The examples
chosen are oxygen, sulfur, selenium (Group VI
atoms), and iodine. Emphasis in our preliminary
evaluation is on the efficiency and scalability. In
Table 1-1, we list features of photolytic lasers that
recommend them for fusion power plants. These
features include favorable target coupling charac
teristics, high-energy storage per aperture, promis
ing overall efficiency, and a choice of lasing atom
and pump molecule combinations.
Table I -2 presents the major results of the evalua
tion. The maximum overall system efficiency and
the maximum overall stored energy for a single am
plifier module is given for the specific case of a
fluorescer-pumped windowless configuration.
These calculations emphasize obtaining max
imum size; higher efficiencies would result even for
the same configuration, if we trade off scalability
for efficiency. Amplifiers can conceivably be built
large enough to reach I MJ in a reasonable number
of beams. Obtaining adequate efficiency will be the
most difficult task: only the selenium system
promises an overall efficiency above 1%, and even
then this value is at the high end of a range of es
timated efficiencies. The iodine system requires a
•An excimer is a molecule which only exists in the excited slate:
e.g.. Xe2. where the asterisk indicates the molecule is in the ex
cited slate.

Table M . Features of photc'ytic lasers.
I. Choice of system:
Lasing
atom

Lasing
wavelength, nm

Parent
molecule

Fluorescer
excimer

Fluorescer
wavelength, nm

Iodine
Oxygen
Sulfur
Selenium

1130
558
772
489

C^I
N 0
COS
COSc

XcBr*
ArJ
KTJ
Xe*

280
130
150
170

2

i

2. Favorable target coupling characteristics:
•
•

*

Wavelength: X = 0.5 - 1.3 ^m
Short pulse duration: T — 1 - 10 ns

3. High-energy storage;
•

F

sa.ura,i„n ~

l

i

a

' ' ^

4. Favorable scaling characteristics:
•
•
»
•

Configurations allow flowing, high-average-powcr systems.
Can use low-pressure (-1 atm), low-temperature (~300 K), low-index gases (e.g., helium) for good beam quality.
Beam quality and gain uniformity limited by gas density uniformity, not by e-beam deposition uniformity.
Aperture scaling limited by materials and gain constraints rather than by properties of the atoms and molecules.

5. Efficiency >\% possible from the physics.

Table 1-2. Efficiency and scalability of photolytically pumped Group VI lasers.

Maximum amplifier size
Overall laser system efficiency

Oxygen

Sulfur

Selenium

350 kl
0.33«

130 kj
0.72«

210 kj
1.53%

Iodine
140 kj
0.14%

species, a problem amenable lo some innovative
t h o u g h t . Excimer laser p u m p i n g is one
possibility—better directionality of the pump beam
will help immensely, although excimer laser efficien
cies are less than excimer fluorescer efficiencies for
all the rare gases. Accordingly, we have developed
several ideas for pumping geometries that use both
sides of the slab of fluorescer gas, a stratagem which
can raise both the electrical efficiency and the flow
efficiency by nearly a factor of two, provided no
deleterious electron scattering processes are found
in the storage media. This would put the selenium
laser in the 3% overall efficiency range, making it an
attractive prospect for a commercial power plant
driver.
In addition tc the photolytic energy-storage laser
media singled out for more detailed discussion in
Chapter 2, the scalability and efficiency of several
other laser media and concepts have also been

tenfold higher power input than the selenium
system. This could only be accomplished by
operating at 10 times the recirculating power or 10
times the fusion pellet gain, circumstances that are
either economically or physically unlikely.
This evaluation has been instrumental in showing
that a fluorescence-pumped photolytic laser has the
potential to be a full size fusion driver. There are
significant uncertainties remaining, and much ex
perimental work on kinetics, gain measurements,
self absorption, bleaching wave dynamics and beam
quality remains to be done. However, if the experi
ments now being undertaken bear fruit, fusion laser
amplifiers of significant size (> 1 0 J) and adequate
efficiency are possible.
The crucial issue is to improve the overall
efficiency—both the electrical and flow efficiencies.
The best chance of doing this involves improving
the coupling of the pump radiation to the laser
5
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in energy lo reactor class systems, albiet with differ
ing technological issues.
The second major conclusion is that, on an
"equal risk" basis, the K r F / C H
Raman
stacker/compressor laser system concept is judged
to offer a system efficiency significantly higher than
the others, possibly reaching as high as 4-6%. When
coupled with the fact that this laser system operates
at the shortest wave length (0.27 nm), and enjoys an
intrinsic, large range of system architectures and
technological options for implementation, we con
clude that this system concept has the highest poten
tial of (hose studied to meet anticipated fusion ap
plication needs
The third major conclusion of our analyses is that
the projected system efficiencies are as low as they
are (1-6%) primarily due to basic inefficiencies of
the coherent pumping sources. The laser medium
which converts this coherent radiation into a useful
format for use in fusion applications is. by com
parison, relatively efficient. One is therefore com
pelled to seek and identify intrinsically more ef
ficient coherent pump sources, find more efficient
processes for utilizing efficiently produced radiation
from incoherent pump sources or develop laser
media which operate in a fusion pulse format using
conditioned electrical energy directly.

assessed at LLL in the past year. These media/con
cepts and the specific systems analyzed are shown in
Table 1-3.
To assess these systems on a comparative basis,
preliminary device and systems models were
developed for each system. These models were then
exercised for a number of alternate device
geometries in an iterative fashion lo arrive at
preliminary technical designs. Throughout these
analyses, new experimental and theoretical data
generated for these media in on-going parallel
research efforts were integrated in the comparative
assessment, riach system was also examined for any
major physics or technological breakpoints in scal
ing to energies in excess of 100 kJ per beam line.
Three specific designs of lasers utilizing trivalent
rare earth ions as the active species were examined
in the study. A XeF excimer laser-pumped,
Tm :glass laser system characterized by a
relatively low specific thermal loading of the glass
medium was explored. ' This system can be directly
compared with the rare earth molecular vapor laser
systems in which the average power-thermal loading
problem is solved by flow cooling of the laser
medium. ' Designs based on two different
molecular carriers of the optically active terbium
(Tb ) ion were explored to illustrate the issues
associated with the distinct chemical, physical, anH
kinetic properties of these vapors. As a final system,
we analyzed the performance of a backward wave
pulsed Raman stacker-compressor laser using the
KrF excimer medium as a pump and methane gas
(CH ) as the Raman medium. 'The major conclusions of our analyses of these
laser systems can be drawn from the summary data
presented in Table 1-4. In this table, we have
divided the laser efficiency into two parts—that of
the pump source and that of the laser medium
which converts the pump radiation into a format
useful for target irradiation. These twe subsystem
blocks are further broken down into several con
stituent efficiencies or factors in order to display
which processes or subsystems dominate the reduction of the overall system efficiency and thereby
command our future attention. For each system, we
have identified an approach to significantly improve
on the most limiting process or subsystem ef
ficiency; these items are identified by parentheses
containing a higher projected efficiency.
The first conclusion to be drawn from this data is
that, based on information available to date, all of
the analyzed systems (including the Group IV
selenium laser) have the potential for meeting or vXceeding the minimum efficiency requiren.-nt of 1%.
They also all appear to be technologically scalable
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An Inertial Confinement Fusion Reactor Concept
Approximately 32% of the energy from a DT
thermonuclear microexplosion is in the form of
x rays and energetic debris. Most of this energy is
deposited over a short range in the first wall causing
high temperatures, ablation, and cyclical stresses.
Several different approaches to the first wall
problem have been considered including wet wall,
magnetically protected wall, dry wall, and fluid wall
concepts. These approaches differ primarily in the
way the inner surface of the vacuum chamber in
teracts with the x rays and microexplosion debris.
The wet wall concept features a thin layer of liquid
metal over a metal wall. This layer protects the wall
from the blistering and ablation that would nor
mally occur. In the magnetically protected wall ap
proach, a solenoid diverts the pellet debris from the
radial portion of a cylindrical blanket to conical
collectors at the top and bottom. In the dry wall ap
proach, a sacrificial metallic or ceramic liner is
placed between the fusion chamber and the blanket.
The fluid wall concept is a new and promising ap
proach which has been developed in our scoping
studies. In this approach, the first structural wall is
shielded from x rays, neutrons, plasma, and shock
effects by a thick falling region of lithium in liquid

2
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Table 1-3. Laser media and concepts analyzed.
Pump source

i. dium type

Generic species/concept

Active species

Rare earth molecular vapors

Tb-AI-CI, Tbthd^

E-beam driven rare gas
Monohalide excimcr (KrF)

Storage

Rare earth solid stare hybrids

Tm

E-bcam driven rare gas
Monohalide excimcr (XcF)

Storage

Raman stacker/compressors

Methane (CH4)

E-bcam driven rare gas
Monohaltdc excimcr (KrF)

Nonstoragc

: fjass, crystal

Table 1-4. Projected system efficiencies

several potential fusion lasers.
Rare earth ions

Subsystem
E-beam generation, transport and deposition

65

Raman
KrF pumped
Tb-AI-CI

KrF/CH
compressor
4

65

65

65

10-15 (25)

10-15 (25)

10-15 (25)

3.3-4.9 (9.8)

6.6-9.8 (16)

6.6-9.8 (16)

6.6-9.8 (16)

3.04.4 (8)

6-8 (12)

6-8 (12)

6-8 (12)

Pump medium-electron to light conversion

5-7.5 (I5)

Pump electrical efficiency
Total pump efficiency
Transport/coupling

KrF pumped
Tb-thdj

XcF pumped
Tm^iglass

a

90

90

Fil factor

80

80

(Extraction) - (Quantum)

35

28

90

b

90

80

80

28

55-75°

Laser system electrical

0.8-1.0 (2.0)

1.2-1-6 (2.4)

1.2-1.6 (2.4)

2.14 (6)

Total system after (low

0.8-1.0 (2.0)

1.1-1.5 (2.3)

1.I-I.S (2.3)

2.04 (6)

^Numbers in parentheses indicate percent efficiency with po
Assumes unit quantum efficiency.
Second Stokes gain suppression.

bieakthrough.

or solid pellet form. The fall contains enough
moderating material to degrade the fusion neutron
spectrum to the point where neutron damage levels
in structural materials will be low. These lower
levels allow consideration of smaller blanket struc
tures which could last for the useful lifetime of the
plant.
The liquid lithium waterfall reactor is shown in
Fig. 1-4. The principal feature of this design is a
thick continuously recyclable first wall of lithium.
On each shot the waterfall is disassembled; between
each shot it is reestablished. The lithium is con
tinuously pumped to the top of the vacuum cha
ber through a reservoir region which separates the
first wall from the pressure vessel. A small fraction
of the lithium in the fall and reservoir regions is cir-

culated to the heat exchanger which in turn
transfers heat to the steam generation cycle. Liquid
lithium serves as the primary coolant, the neutron
moderator, and the fertile material for tritium
breeding. It also protects the structural wall.
Our calculations show that a 60-cm thick region
of falling liquid lithium can be maintained with less
than 5% of the plants' output power. The fusion
neutrons deposit the majority of their energy in the
falling lithium region, thereby mitigating the
problems associated with neutron damage and ac
tivation of the structure. For example, our neutronics calculations show that the 60 cm region
attenuates the fusion neutron flux to a point where
the blanket structure can last the lifetime of the
plant (30 yrs).
11

Pellet injector and
vortex generator

Heat exchanger —•

Ki£
—

,Tip 1
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-Beam transport tube
and vacuum pump port
-Falling liquid lithium
- Pressure vessel
-Structural wall
-Recirculating liquid
lithium

Recirculation pumps

Fig. 1 -4.

Liquid lithium waterfall concept.

As one might suspect, the liquid lithium waterfall
concept has excellent tritium breeding charac
teristics and inherently good cooling characteristics.
With no structural material between the fusion
neutrons and the lithium fall, the design takes full
advantage of the lithium tritium breeding reactions.
In fact, this reactor concept will produce enough
excess tritium (T > 1.5) to relieve other applications
such as propulsion and synthetic gas production of

the burden of breeding and recovering their own
tritium.
Lithium is compatible with stainless steel to tem
peratures approaching 800 K; this compatibility
allows thermal to electrical conversion efficiencies
approaching 40%. With an operating temperature in
the neighborhood of 750 K, the vapor pressure of
lithium is sufficiently low (~ 10 Torr) to maintain
adequate vacuum conditions in the laser fusion
_ 3
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chamber. In fact, the lithium waterfall will itself act
as a vacuum pump by condensing the lithium (hat is
vaporized from the microexplosion.
Chapter 2 presents a preliminary conceptual
design of a laser fusion power plant that incor
porates the liquid lithium waterfall reactor concept.
After selecting a representative set of laser and
target parameters, we found that the plant could
produce 1160 MW of thermal power. The thermal
energy is converted to electrical energy with an ef
ficiency of 38%. Of the total 440 MW, produced,
80 MW of electrical power is recirculated for plant
operation (lasers and lithium flow). This results in a
power plant with a net electrical production of 360
MW, and an overall system efficiency of 31%.

with the ability to generate substanlial amounts of
power and fissile fuels from the abundant fertile
materials: T h and U . Since the hybrid reactor
operates in a subcritical mode with a low fissilematerial inventory, there is an absolute guarantee
against a nuclear excursion.
For several years, we have heen investigating
potential of producing fissile fuel and electricity in a
laser-l'uiion-drivcn subcritical fission blanket (i.e.. a
hybrid reactor). Our earlier studies '" primarily
used neuronic methods of analysis to identify at
tractive systems and provide an upper-bound es
timate of performance. They also demonstrated that
fusion-fission hybrids could be designed to meet a
broad spectrum of fissile-fuel-producing and
energy-multiplying requirements. The following are
the three most significant features that emerged
from our ncutronic scoping studies:
I Laser fusion hybrids produce 10 times more
fissile fuel (per unit of thermal energy generated)
than fission breeder reactors.
2. Laser-fusion hybrids economically produce
electricity with much lower laser efficiencies and
pellet gains than those required for pure fusion.
3. Inertially confined fusion systems can more
easily accommodate a fission blanket than mag
netically confined systems.
2,:!
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Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactors
Fusion-fission hybrid reactors can be viewed as
subcrilical fission blankets. They are driven and
controlled by an internal source of high energy
neutrons, the fusion reactor. The hybrid reactor
combines naturally the power-richness of fission
systems with the fast-neulron-richness of fusion
power sources. The term fasl-neittmn-rh-h should be
emphasized because it is the 14.1-MeV neutrons
from DT-fusion reactions that provide the reactor

Plutonium-'
enriched
fastfission

Blanket type—

3

4

5

10

20

30

40 50

Blanket energy multiplication
Fig. 1 - 5 .

Laser fusion energy gain requirements for hybrid fusion-fission systems.
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The production and consumption of fissile fuel.

The energy-multiplication characteristics of all
the hybrid blankets we have neulronically analyzed
are summarized in Fig. I-5. As the figure
dramatically points out, much less fusion energy
gain is required if the fission blanket is constructed
of fissile material with a high energy-multiplication
capability (M ). For example, in an energy
breakeven mode, the required fusion energy gain for
a depleted uranium-fueled hybrid is 2 to 10 times
less than the fusion energy gain required for a
thorium fueled hybrid.
Figure 1-6 shows the production capabilities of
laser-driven hybrids and fission breeder reactors
along with the consumption requirements of ther
mal burner and converter reactors. (Reactors are
considered "burners" for values of C < 0.8,
converters for 0.8 < C < 1.0, and breeders for
C > 1.0 where C, the conversion ratio, is defined as
the ratio of fissile atoms produced to fissile atoms
destroyed.) In Fig. 1-5, we saw that depleted
uranium-fueled hybrids can operate with much
lower fusion energy gains than those required for
thorium blankets. Figure 1-6 shows that thoriumfueled hybrids outperform uranium-fueled hybrids
on the basis of fissile fuel produced per unit of ther
mal energy.
It is interesting to match the consumption re
quirements of the fission reactors to the production
capabilities of the breeders. A thorium fast-fission
hybrid provides enough fissile material to fuel 20
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs) of
equivalent thermal power while a depleted uranium-

fueled hybrid produces enough fissile material to
fuel seven light water reactors (LWRs) uf equivalent
thermal power. Conversely, if fast breeder reactors
(FBRs) were used to fuel LWRs. they would not
produce enough excess fissile material to fuel even
one LWR of equivalent thermal power.*
Our neutronic results were encouraging, but it
was apparent that a more accurate assessement of
the hybrid's potential and a definitive ranking of the
more promising concepts would also require studies
of the engineering, safety, and economic issues.
With this in mind, Bechtel Corporation was
engaged to assist us in a conceptual design study of
a laser fusion hybrid. The design that evolved is a
depleted-uranium-fueled, fast-fission blanket which
produces fissile plutonium and electricity. The fis
sion blanket surrounding the fusion chamber was
designed with current fission technology so as to
simplify the assessment of the hybrid system's
technical feasibility.
One of the study's objectives was to determine if
fissile fuel could be produced with laser fusion. This
part of the study consisted of analyzing the in
tegrated engineering performance of the conceptual
design and identifying the required laser/pellet per
formance. The performance of the laser fusion
hybrid was also compared to a typical fast breeder
reactor. The results from the conceptual design

B

*The excess fissile material produced in an FBR is best used to
fuel a new FBR.
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study substantiate the previously given upperbound neutronic results. They show that the laser
fusion hybrid produces enough fissile material to
fuel more than six light water reactors (LWRs) of
equivalent thermal power while o p e n i n g in a
regime which requires an order of magnitude less
laser and pellet performance than pure laser fusion.
In comparison to a fast breeder reactor, the hybrid
produces 10 times more fissile fuel.
We also found that the hyb.id will be two to three
times more expensive than a light water reactor. The
cost estimate varies primarily because of the uncer
tainties in the design of the pellet production facility
and the laser system. However, the cost of electricity
is more important than the hybrid's capital cost in a
scenario in which hybrids provide fuel for LWRs. In
Fig. 1-7. the cost of electricity has been plotted as a
function of the cost of l-WR fissile fuel for hybrids
with varying capital costs. The results indicate that
the cost of electricity is insensitive to the capital cost
of the laser fusion hybrid. Specifically, the cost of
electricity increases by only 20 to 40% when the
capital cost of the hybrid ranges from two to three
times more than the LWR.
Light water reactors will be the major (and most
likely the only) source of commercial nuclear elec
tric power foi the remainder of this century. Their
dominance over coal fired plants as base-load elec
trical generators will be strongly dependent on the
adequacy of their long term fissile fuel supply. By
converting the U in uranium to fissile plutonium
the hybrid could extend the fissile fuel supply for
economically proven LWRs by two orders of
magnitude. Fast breeder reactors also offer the
prospect of more fully utilizing the uranium
resources: however, they will not provide fissile fuel

for LWRs. Therefore, the usefulness of fast breeder
reactors will be entirely dependent on their
economic competitiveness as power plants.
Actinide Burning
The neutrons from DT fusion systems can be
used to transmute or change the long lived waste
products from fission reactors (primarily actinides)
lo short lived or slable isotopes. This method has
been proposed as an alternative to geological
storage for the long lived waste. Since aetinides have
half lives that are long compared to geological
events such as ice ages and earthquake fault move
ment, the acceptabliiity of a geographical disposal
concept is debatable.
If all the waste products from fission reactors are
allowed to decay, the actinide waste will comprise
mosl of the radiological hazard after 400 years.
Thus, if the actinides can be transmuted into stable
isotopes or fissioned into relatively short lived fis
sion products, the duration of the radioactive
hazard can be reduced substantially. Several studies
have investigated the possibility of recycling ac
tinide waste in thermal fission reactors and fast
breeder reactors. These studies have shown that ac
tinide burning in fission reactors is feasible and
most efficient in the harder neutron spectra of fast
breeder reactors. It logically follows that fastneutron-rich fusion systems could even more effec
tively serve the same role.
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Three studies of actinide burning in fusion reac
tors have been completed. Battelle Northwest
Laboratory (BNWL) performed a study of actinide
burning in a beryllium blanket with a first wall fu
sion neutron flux of 10 MW/m and an irradiation
time of 500 days. They concluded that the first wall
loading was an order of magnitude too small for ef
fective transmutation in the moderated neutron
spectrum of the beryllium blanket. The Fusion
Power Division of Westinghouse (WFPS) has recen
tly completed an investigation of actinide burning in
a fast spectrum. The irradiation time in the study
was 30 years with first wall neutron fluxes of 1.1, 5,
and 10 MW/m in a Tokamak configuratin. The
WFPS reactor blanket produced 13,000 MW, of
power. Their results for the 1.15 MW/m case were
similar to that of the BNWL study, which shows a
hazard index no better than that of natural decay of
the waste in the 10 year period. However, for the
10 MW/m case, the hazard index of the waste is
reduced about three orders of magnitude. A com
parison of the relative ingestion hazards from ac
tinides as a function of decay time for various fusion
neutron first wall fluxes following 30 years of
irradiation is shown in Fig. 1-8. Note that the injec
tion hazards of the unirradiated actinides are
2
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Fig. 1 - 7 .
Cost of fissile fuel and electricity from a hybrid. The
intersection points of the curves determine the cost of electricity
and fissile fuel in the hybrid-LWR scenario. For example, the cost
of electricity increases by only 20 to 40% when the capital cost of
the hybrid ranges from (wo to three times more than the LWR.
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reduced to those of the parent ore within 100 years
and become increasingly less hazardous with time
thereafter.* These results clearly demonstrate that
for effective burning of actinide waste the product
of irradiation time and first wall flux must be on the
order of 300 M W-year/m .
A third study by Berwald and Duderstadt of the
University of Michigan utilized a laser fusion driven
actinide burner in which the actinides are dissolved
in a liquid tin solution. Their neutronic results con
firm and extend the Westinghouse work. Because
inertially confined fusion systems can operate at
higher wall loadings and more easily accommodate
fissioning blankets, they will be more effective ac
tinide burners than magnetically confined fusion
systems.
An alternative scheme for burning actinide waste
in an inertially confined fusion system is to incor
porate the actinide waste into the fusion target. This
option has the advantage of increasing the neutron
fluence per shot by more than nine orders of
magnitude. Calculations have shown that much of
the actinide material seeded into the target can be
burned. The disadvantages of burning the actinides
in the target are that pellet fabrication and process
ing of fission product waste becomes more com
plicated than burning the actinides in a blanket and
that the actinide mass burn rate is small due to
limits on the amount that can be compressed.
It appears that the inertially confined fusion
reactor would be more attractive for actinide burn
ing applications than alternative systems (LWR.
LMFBR, and magnetically confined fusion).
However, the actinide burning process is of
questionable desirability for the following reasons:
• High-level wastes would be handled more of
ten than they would be if all fission reactor waste
were immediately encapsulated and stored.
• The short-term hazards increase during early
irradiation as a result of the production of ad
ditional actinides from neutron capture.
• Applications for actinides exist.
• Reduction of effective half-life from the
natural half-life for actinides is of questionable
value. Even without irradiation, the actinide inges
tion hazard decays to the hazard of the parent ore
after a relatively short storage period (100 years).
If society deems the long-term radiological
hazards from fission reactor actinides high enough
to merit construction of actinide burners, then iner
tially confined fusion technology could best per
form the required irradiation.
2

•The actinide hazard is concentrated ralher than diluted in a
large volume like the parent ore.

Decay time — years
Fig. 1-8.
Comparison ofreJaffo ingestion hazards from aclinides as functions of decay time.

Synthetic Fuel Production
Our oil and natural gas supplies are declining
rapidly. Hence, the ability to produce large quan
tities of portable chemical fuels for our homes, in
dustries, and vehicles will be a necessity within the
next 100 j *ars. Natural gas has been the preferred
fuel for '^sidential heating and industrial process
heal because it is environmentally acceptable, easy
to use, and, up until recently, inexpensive and
reliable. Depletion of natural reserves has given
added emphasis to the search for an alternative fuel,
and the potential role of hydrogen has been dis
cussed in this respect, both as a fuel itself and as an
intermediate product used in the production of syn
thetic fuels.
Hydrogen production processes can be classified
on the basis of the form of primary energy used:
thermochemical, electrolytic, or radiolytic.
Hydrogen production by radiolysis can be achieved
in several schemes which require an intense source
of radiation and generally employ water as the
starting material because of its abundance. The
penetrating neutron radiation of an inertial confine
ment fusion reactor could be used for radiolysis by
incorporating sufficient quantities of H 0 in the
blanket regions surrounding the fusion vacuum
chamber. More than 25% of the energy released by
the fusion microexplosion is carried by the pellet
debris, alpha particles and X rays. This energy is
deposited in the vacuum chamber wall and thus
would not be available for radiolytic decomposi
tion.
2
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A concept often used in the discussion of
radiation-induced chemical processes is the G value.
The G value for the formation of a chemical species
is defined as the number of molecules produced per
100 eV of energy deposited in the production
regions by incoming radiation. The generally ac
cepted G value for H from water is 0.45 while G
values as high as 13.6 have been measured in experi
ments using pure steam exposed to high-energy
neutrons. The conversion efficiency of nuclear
energy deposited in the hydrogen producing regions
to usable chemical energy is equal to 0.01 Gh, where
h is the heat of combustion of Hi (2.5 eV). Thus for
a G factor of 13.6. 34% of the energy deposited in
the steam is converted to the potential combustion
energy of Hi. while 66% of it appears as the thermal
energy of the steam.
Note that only a fraction of the available neutron
energy would actually be deposited in the steam
blankets: the remainder would be deposited in reac
tor structural materials and, thus, would be un
available for radiolysis of H 0 . The system ef
ficiency for hydrogen power production, defined as
•,he ratio of usable chemical energy produced to the
energy deposited in all regions of the reactor, is on

the order of 15% for the G = 13.6 steam system.
The hydrogen production efficiencies presented
here can be put into perspective by comparing :hem
to thermochemical processes which produce syn
thetic fuels with efficiencies ranging from 30% to
over 60%, and electrolysis of waier which produces
hydrogen with efficiencies of 50-100%. Assuming a
40% thermal-lo-electric conversion efficiency, the
electrolysis process produces hydrogen with an
overall efficiency up to 40%. An interesting alter
native to the simple radiolysis process would be to
convert the thermal energy deposited in the system
to electricity and use the electricity to produce
hydrogen by electrolysis (rudiolysis/electrolysis
hybrid). Figure 1-9 compares the various conver
sion processes on the basis of recoverable energy per
unit of thermal energy available.
Current costs of natural gas supplies are in the
area of $ I/million Btu but may climb to $3/million
Btu before the end of the century. The present es
timated cost of synthetic gas from coal gasification
plants ranges from about $4.50/million Btu for the
current process to as low as S3.50/million Btu for
future plants. In situ coal gasification may be able to
produce gas at a cost of about $2/million Btu.

2
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Fig.
1-9. Combustion energy of
hydrogen recoverable per unit of fusion
reaclor thermal energy. The fraction of the
neutron energy deposited in hydrogen
processing regions is generously assumed to
be 100% for radiolysis of Hater ana 60% for
radiolysis of steam. It is unlikely that a
dedicated radiolysis hydrogen production
facility could ever prove practical unless a
liquid medium with a higher G value is
found. Therefore, a hypothetical G = 20
liquid medium system is shown.

Table 1-5. Energy source component of the cost of hydrogen.

Cost of source

Energy conversion
efficiency

energy, J/MBtu
Thermochemical
Electrolysis
Radiolysis
Radioly sis/electrolysis

2.46
2.93
2.46
2.93

0.30-0.65
0.24-0.40
0.16-0.38

b

0.36-0.50

Does not include cost of chemical processing plant, electrolysis units or radiolysis components required.
0.16 and 0.38 correspond to G values of 13.6 and 20, respectively.
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Energy source
component of
hydrogen cost,
J/MBro
a

3.80-8.20
7.30-12.20
6.50-15.40
5.90-8.10

The cost of hydrogen produced by the various
laser fusion driven processes is, at minimum, equal
to the cost of energy from the fusion reactor divided
by the overall energy conversion efficiency. For the
sake of providing a lower bound estimate of cost,
assume that a laser fusion power plant can produce
electricity at the same price as an L W R (~25
mills/kWh). Table 1-3 gives the source energy cost
of producing hydrogen by the various processes.
These values reflect only the cost of using the laser
fusion reactor as the source of energy for the
various processes. Additional costs will vary for the
different processes depending on the cost of the
components required. Large electrolysis units, for
example, will add about SI / m i l l i o n Btu to the cost
o f hydrogen. It should also be noted that the cost of
source energy for the processes that do not require
electrical energy have been reduced from $2.93 to
S2.46/million Btu because the electrical power
generating equipment (turbine generators and tur
bine buildings) accounts for 20% of the capital cost
of an L W R and the total capital cost is about 80%.
of the price of electricity.

Use of laser fusion for marine propulsion could
be technically competitive with fission propulsion
while offering significant enivonmenlal advantages
due to its lower inventory o f less hazardous
radionuclides. The listed marine requirements in
Table 1-6 appear to be well within projected ef
ficiencies and scaling laws for laser fusion power
systems. The more spacious and mass tolerant ship
board environments permit use o f a helium-cooled,
graphite moderated version o f a laser fusion reactor
operating on a closed Brayton cycle. This reactor
will be radioactivdy cleaner than a liqud-metalcoolcd system. Moreover, the use o f hel i m will
allow high temperatures and avoid the r. oblems
associated with liquid metals in water environ
ments. From gravitational considerations, the first
wall of the reactor should be a dry wall rather than a
wet or fluid wall concept. Lithium will not be re
quired because this high-performance reactor will
operate on a parasitic deuterium-tritium fuel cycle.
Aircraft propulsion systems powered by laser fu
sion reactors do not appear to be an attractive alter
native to chemically fueled or fission powered
systems. In addition to the environmental unacceptabilily o f an airborne nuclear system (fission or fu
sion), fusion plants will require a much larger
specific volume and mass than current chemically
fueled propulsion plants. The portions o f the fusion
power plant whose weight and volume must be
traded off against the chemical fuel load include the
laser system, pulsed power supply, reactor, coolant,
and payload shielding. Preliminary calculations
show that it will be difficult for the reactor alone to
meet the mass and volume constraints, even for first
wall thermal fluxes as high as 10 M W / m I

It is clear that there is no economic incentive for
the production ofsyntheli. fuels with laser fusion at
'he current price of natural gas nor at the projected
cost of gas from coal gasification. Fven so, such a
system may eventually be required. Oil and natural
gas currently account for about 75%. o f this nation's
energy consumption. As these fuels are depleted, the
ability to produce large quantities of portable fuel
w i l l become a necessity. Laser fusion driven
hydrogen production processes represent a virtually
inexhaustible supply o f portable fuel.

Two space applications o f fusion propulsion are
being considered: an earth-moon shuttle or Terry
and an interplanetary space craft for manned mis
sions. These applications can take advantage o f the

Propulsion Systems
Propulsion systems powered by laser fusion reac
tors could be used to drive large aircraft, ships, and
extraterrestrial craft. Technically, such systems
could be installed in military ships before laser f u 
sion electric power plants become a reality because
o f relaxed economic constraints. However, in
troduction of laser fusion propelled ships is unlikely
unless fission propulsion systems become unaccep
table due to environmental considerations. In addi
tion, fusion propelled ships deployed prior to fusion
electric plants must breed their own tritium or suffer
tremendous economic penalties.
A fusion power system for propulsion must be
designed for minimum specific volume and mass.
Thus, the reactor must operate with a high first wall
loading. A summary o f the performance charac
teristics o f advanced propulsion systems for several
applications is presented in Table 1-6.

Table 1-6. Summary of propulsion system
characteristics.

Technical
Application

risk

Power"

Specific
mass,
kBft .
w

Specific
volume,
m /MW
3

Marine
Navy

Moderate

90 MW

Commercial

Low

90MW

High
Highest

360 MW
130GW

Airborne
Space

'Subscript s refers to shaft power.
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S

S

30

SO

90

200

0.4
0.05

0.6
Not
critical

enormous specific impulse' relative to thai of
chemical rockets. Nucleons are accelerated in fusion
reactions to velocities on Ihe order of 1 0 m/s,
making a specific impulse on the order of 10 s ob
tainable in principle. Chemical rockets have specific
impulses limited to less than 450 s. Fission systems
will be limited to specific impulses of less than
2000 s.
A high-performance vehicle, powered by a laser
fusion propulsion system has been postulated.
Figure ] -10 gives the calculated performance for a
system that produces 130 GW,. For a super-highperformance propulsion system of this kind, inter
planetary trajectories may be quite accurately
calculated by neglecting solar and planetary gravita
tion effects. As shown in ihe figure, a round trip
from Earth to any point in the solar system may be
made in less than one year by a system that carries a
100-ton payload and has a propulsion system mass
of 300 tons. An initial fuel loading of 200 ions of
deuterium is sufficient for such maximum missions.
Interstellar missions of a few decades • ..,[ time
are also feasible.

Closest approach distances to Earth
Jupiter

Uranius

7

Venus

Mars | Saturn | Pluto

6

Specific impulse = impulse per unit weight: i.e.. (mu) -lt/(mg)
= (-lv/.}t) M/e = Av/g (unil is lime).

I
0.05

Fig. 1 - 1 0 .
formance.
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2. CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC POWER
WITH LASER FUSION
A Comparison of Long-Range
Sources of Electrical Energy

range alternatives (breeders, solar energy, and
magnetic fusion) and the major existing producers
of electricity (coal and LWRs). The majority of the
entries in Table 2-1 were obtained from an ERDA
sponsored study recently completed at Battelle
Northwest Laboratories.' The major differences
between laser and magnetic fusion result from our
contention that the problems associated with fusion
neutron damage and activation can be reduced by
an order of magnitude in a laser fusion system. A
reactor concept that emphasizes this feature is
presented later in this chapter.

The criteria used to compare laser fusion to other
long-range sources of electrical energy include
abundance, social costs, technical feasibility, and
the cost of electricity. The term "social costs" is
used to denote burdens borne by society that are not
directly reflected in the cost of electricity. These in
clude health risks, environmental issues, safety, and
nuclear weapons proliferation. The technical
feasibility of a future source of electrical energy can
be assessed by the degree of engineering complexity
and the amount of advanced technology required
for high-average-power operation in an efficient
manner. All of the long-range sources of energy are
capital intensive. As a result, the cost at which they
produce electricity is dominated by their capital
costs and plant capacity factors.

Land Use
Solar and coal-fueled power plants use an order
of magnitude more land than the other energy
producers. The large variance in land use for solar
power plants results from the differences in the
degree of insolation and whether thermal-electric or
photovoltaic systems are used. The fuel needs of a
GW coal plant require the mining of some 100 to
400 acres of land each year. At present uranium ore
concentrations (0.2%), some 20 to 50 acres of land
must be mined annually for a G W LWR. As highgrade uranium ore is depleted, the land require
ments for an LWR will approach and may even
surpass those of coal.

Social Costs
The generation of electricity inevitably results in
risks to human health and adverse effects on the en
vironment. A meaningful assessment of producing
electricity with laser fusion requires that its social
costs be compared to those of alternative sources of
energy. The health effects considered in the com
parison involve prompt and delayed deaths, genetic
diseases, serious illness, and discomfort. Environ
mental effects range from land use and resource
depletion to world-wide climate changes. Some of
the social costs, such as improving safety and reduc
ing air pollution, are reflected in the cost of elec
tricity; however, in general the social costs show up
as hazards to life and damage to the environment.
Characteristics of inertially confined fusion
power plants on a deuterium-tritium fuel cycle that
signficantly affect their social costs include:
• High-energy neutrons which cause structural
damage and activation
• Kilogram quantities of tritium present in the
power plant
• Large lithium inventories
• Electricity generation via thermal energy con
version
• A self-contained fuel cycle
• Large reactor structures
In Table 2-1 we have quantified the most impor
tant social costs that result from a laser fusion
power plant with the characteristics presented
above. Here, we compare laser fusion with the long-

e
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Transportation Requirements
A G W coal-fired power plant requires more than
10,000 tonnes of coal per day of operation. As a
result coal transportation presently accounts for ap
proximately 10% of the freight car haulage in the
United States. The large difference in the transpor
tation requirements for laser and magnetic fusion
primarily results from the requirement to replace
the neutron-damaged blanket structure in the
mangetic fusion power plant periodically (1 to 5
years).
e

Gaseous Effluents
This category identifies air pollution problems
that contribute to the overall health risk. Air pollu
tion has long been known to be a cause of illness
and death as well as discomfort. The prinicipal
health effects of coal-fired plants are thought to
result from sulfur-related pollutants. These account
for approximately 75% of the gaseous effluents of a
coal plant with scrubbers.
20

Table 2-1. The social costs (health, environment and safef. I of generating 1 GW of electricity.
e

Land use (acres)
Power plant
Fuel cycle (30 years life)

300
3,000-12,000

Transportation requirements
(tonnc/yr)

3 X 10

Breeder
reactor

LWR

Coal

Solar

Magnetic
fusion

Laser
fusion

100-200
600-12,000

100-200

6,000-19,000

100-200

100-200

15

0

0

0

200
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Unknown

1 0 W 00

10

40,000
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5

Unknown

0

0

0

15,700
350,000

2000
150,000

0
0

1000
0

1000
0

91,000
340-1100

9.100
450-1200

Unknown
0

Negligible
450

Negligible
30

Very high
Very low
Yes

Very high
Very low
Yes

Very low
Very low
No

Low
Very low

Low
Very low

No

No

6

Gaseous effluents
Nonradioactive (tonnc/yr)
Radioactive (Ci/yr)
Tritium
Oilier

9

Solid waste
Nonradioactive (tonnc/yr)
Radioactive ( m / y r )
3

1 x
0

I0

6

Safety
Accident consequences
Accident probability
Proliferation hazard

Low
High
No

Tii? release of COi from the coal burning process
may pose an even more serious long-term problem
by causing significant climate changes. COi in the
atmosphere heats the earth by the so-called
greenhouse effect because it is transparent to the in
cident solar radiation but absorbs the heat
reradiated from the earth. Whether the effect of in
creasing the amount of COi in the atmosphere will
combine with natural changes and u'lier causes to
produce an adverse effect on our climate remains to
be demonstrated. This uncertainty could lake on an
overriding significance in the comparison between
coal and nuclear fission. Specifically, it argues
against complete reliance on coal at this time.
Solar power plants will not release any significant
quantities of gaseous effluents: however, they can be
expected to adversely affect the local climate by
changing the absorption and reradiation properties
of the earth's surface in their vicinity. Solar-energy
collectors that would cover half the surface in any
given area could be expected to alter the tem
perature and the surface wind conditions.
Fusion reactors will contain kilogram quantities
of tritium within their confines, and it is inevitable
that some of this radioactive material will be
released to the environment in gaseous form.
Baltelle has estimated that the tritium release from
a G W Tokamak fusion reactor will oe
approximately 1000 Ci/yr. We have assumed the
same tritium release for laser fusion. The potential

health risk of this relatively small amount of tritium
can be put into perspective by noting that the
natural production of tritium by cosmic rays yields
a steady-stale inventory of 10 Ci. which accounts
for 0.02% of the radiation dose we receive from
natural sources. Tritium is a radioactive material
with a uniquely low biological hazard. It has a halflife of 12.26 years and emits a weak beta (18.6 keV).
Tritium is readily absorbed by biological systems,
but it has a very short biological half-life: less than 1
day for T , and about 8 days for HTO.
The relatively large releases of tritium from fis
sion reactors occur when the spent reactor fuel is
reporcessed. However, these releases of tritium are
small compared to the gaseous fission products
(primarily K r ) that are also released from the
irradiated fuel.
8

85

Solid Radioactive Waste
An LWR uses 30 tonnes of fuel per year. At reac
tor shutdown, a tonne of spent fuel contains 3.0 X
1 0 Ci of radioactive wastes. After 10 years, its
radioactivity has decayed to 3 X 1 0 Ci. The highlevel wastes (primarily fission products) constitute
the majority of the radioactivity for the first few
hundred years. However, high-level wastes con
stitute less than 1% of the volume of radioactive
material listed in Table 2-1. The major health
hazards from the remaining low-level wastes result
from the actinides. These transuranic elements, in
8

5
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• No nuclear runaway or power excursion from
a reactivity insertion or eriticalily accident.
Liquid metal fires appear to be the most probable
cause of a serious accident in a laser fusion power
plant. Combustion of the liquid metal in the blanket
could release kilogram quantities of tritium and
much larger quantities of chemically hazardous
hydroxides. The radioactivity bound up in the
blanket structure would not be vaporized because
the flame temperature of liquid lithium is lower
than the vaporization temperature of candidate
structural materials. The toxic LiOH produced in
the combustion of lithium could be more lethal than
the tritium: LiOH is present in the smoke, and it
causes lung burns when inhaled. Therefore, its
lethal consequences can be avoided with a gas mask
and protective clothing, and it can be expected to
dissipate as rapidly as the smoke from a conven
tional fire.

general, exhibit very long half-lives and are ex
tremely toxic.
The major source of solid radioactive waste in fu
sion power plants is neutron activation of the
blanket structure. When exposed to first-wall fusion
neutron fluxes that support acceptable power den
sities (> I M W/m ), these blanket structures are ex
pected to survive from I to 5 years. Later in this
chapter, we present a laser fusion reactor concept
that reduces the fusion neutron flux on the blanket
structure by an order-of-magnitude, thereby allow
ing us to consider structures that could last the
lifetime of the power plant.
2

3

Safely
Mining and transportation accidents constitute
the major health hazards from coal-fired power
plants. These events have been estimated to cause
approximately two deaths per G W plant-year. To
date the safely record of LWRs has been excellent.
No accidents causing death have occurred in more
than 200 reactor years of commercial operation.
However, the fact that fission reactor accidents
could have serious consequences for public health
has long been recognized. The Rasmussen Reactor
Safety Study estimated that an extremely serious
accident {'i sequence of events leading to core
meltdown and breaching the secondary contain
ment) under very adverse conditions would kill as
many as 3,000 to 4,000 people in a few weeks and
tens of thousands of people over a 30-year period.
The probability of this type of accident occurring is
so low that the report estimates the accidental death
rate from LWR operation to be more than two or
ders of magnitude lower than for coal. Nevertheless,
there are some people who believe that the conse
quences of a fission reactor accident are so great
that the risks are unacceptable no matter how low
the probability of occurrence.
A comprehensive accident analysis of fusion
power plants cannot be made yet because detailed
plant designs and site descriptions are required.
However, preliminary assessments of possible acci
dents indicate that both the probability and conse
quences of a catastrophic accident in a fusion reac
tor would be substantially lower than for a fission
reactor. Features of fusion systems that lead to this
conclusion are:
• Significantly less radioactive byproducts; i.e.,
no fission products or actinides
• The relatively low biological hazard of tritium
(the release of kilogram quantities of tritium would
result in maximum doses in the 10's of rems—well
below lethal levels)
• No afterheat cooling problem in case of a
loss-of-coolanl accident
4
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Proliferation
This entry in Table 2-1 emphasizes the fact that
fusion does not require fissile materials which can
be used to make nuclear weapons. Thus, the follow
ing problems associated with fission reactors can be
avoided:
• Increasing nuclear weapons proliferation
• Diversion of nuclear weapons material
• Sabotage of nuclear facilities
Proponents of fission reactors argue that the hazard
of nuclear weapon proliferation exists independent
of American nuclear power. They point out that
restrictions on U. S. nuclear programs or exports
simply reduce our influence over nuclear power
developments abroad, thus diminishing our ability
to deal with the important problems of sabotage
and diversion by terrorist groups.
In summary, a cursory comparison of the systems
and data in Table 2-1 seems to indicate that the
social costs of solar energy, magnetic fusion, and
laser fusion are significantly lower than alternative
sources. A more precise comparison and ranking of
these three sources is not possible at this time for
two reasons. First, the technical design of largescale solar or fusion power plants has not
progressed far enough for a detailed analysis of
social costs. Second, the social costs themselves vary
with lime and present a difficult and complex pat
tern of interrelated factors.
The central point to be recognized at this initial
stage is that social costs, which are intimately linked
to the cultural and political processes in society,
may become the controlling factors in the develop
ment of energy technologies. The adoption of a
relatively expensive system (within a factor of two)
in terms of capital investment and electricity cost to
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this chapter where we present the results of studies
that have focused on identifying and analyzing reac
tor concepts for laser fusion.
In our development scenario for inertial confine
ment fusion (Appendix), we show that the
technology to cheaply mass-produce fusion targets
could become the pacing element in the engineering
and commercial phases of development.
Solutions to the technical problems listed above
will allow laser fusion power plants to efficiently
produce electricity wilh high plant capacity factors.
The overall efficiency of a laser fusion power plant
can be evaluated through a basic power flow
diagram like the one shown in Fig. 2-1. The simple
expression shown in this figure gives the plant recir
culating power fraction (l'i /P ) as a funciion of
laser efficiency (ijj). pellet gain (0). thermal ef
ficiency (r;,). neutron energy fraction (f„). and
blanket energy multiplication (M ): i.e..

the consumer may. in terms of social costs, be the
wisest course of action for society in meeting future
energy needs.

Technical Feasibility of Laser Fusion
Fusion, like all advanced sources of electrical
energy, is expected to be technically more complex
than existing LWR or fossil-fueled power plants.
The technical feasibility of laser fusion power plants
rests primarily with the developments required for
high-average-power operation in an efficient and
reliable manner. As an alternative to magnetic con
finement, laser fusion offers features that could
significantly reduce its technical complexity,
thereby reducing the amount of advanced
technological development that will be required to
produce a technically successful fusion power plant.
These features include:
• No magnets* (asterisked items are designdependent)
• Sizing flexibility (i.e.. lower power units)
• Possibility of multiple chambers to provide
higher availability
• Flexible geometry
• No direct conversion required
• Reduced vacuum pumping requirements*
• Reduced radioactivity from neutron activa
tion*
• Reduced neutron damage to structural
materials*
Later in this chapter, we describe a reactor design
concept that features all of the advantages listed
above. Before these advantages can be realized, the
major technical problems associatec with a laser fu
sion power plant must be solved. These include the
development of:
1. A high-average-power driver with the required
efficiency (>1%) and reliability (>70%)
2. A first wall able to withstand the effects of
x rays, debris, and neutrons from the microexplosion
3. Structural materials that can withstand the
cumulative damage effects of high-energy neutrons
and cyclical stresses
4. Final-focusing elements that can b. placed far
enough away from the microexplosion or protected
so that they can last a reasonable length of lime
5. The technology to cheaply mass-produce fusion
targets
In the next section, we analyze and compare laser
systems that have the potential to be high-averagepower drivers for a power plant. The material
damage and final focusing element problems (2
through 4) will be dealt with in the final section of
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Recirculating power fraction is a basic figure-ofmerit for any power plant. For reference purposes,
fossil-fueled power plants operate with recirculating
powers less than 5% while the majority of present
nuclear plants operate at or slightly above this
figure. Laser system efficiency (ij|) is a lumped
parameter that includes power conditioning,
medium regeneration, lasing. and optical transport
efficiencies. It is defined as the ratio of focusable
beam energy to electrical energy input. Blanket
energy multiplication (M ) is defined as the ratio of
blanket thermal energy to fusion neutron energy.
The overall system efficiency (>f) of a laser fusion
power plant can be related to the recirculating
power Traction (RPF) by the equation:
B

s

i? = 17, (I - RPF).
s

From the expressions for recirculating power
fraction and system efficiency, it logically follows
that the product of laser efficiency (ij ) and pcilet
gain (Q) should provide an excellent figure-of-merit
for gauging the prospects of efficiently generating
electrical power with laser fusion. This product,
which we shall label fusion energy gain, represents
the ratio of thermonuclear energy output to elec
trical energy input to the laser. Fusion energy gain is
an extremely revealing performance parameter
because economical power production with laser fu
sion will fundamentally lie with the pellet energy
gains achieved and the overall efficiencies,at which
L
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Cost of Electricity
f

f

n Pin^Q

Blanket

Fusion ^ M-f„) P
chamber
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r] Q
L

P

n .„ * L QM

The cost of electricity from a power plant is determined by the revenue required to provide for a
return on capital investment, the cost of fuel, and
the cost of operation and maintenance. Like fission
reactors, all potential long-range sources of energy
will be capital intensive; therefore, the cost at which
they produce electricity will be primarily deter
mined by their capital charges. The capital invest
ment component of the cost of electricity is deter
mined from the simple relationship:

B

Electrical
conversion
system

(0.114)-C
C„ (mills/kWli) = •

-R

where
C is the total capital cost (direct and indirect) of
the plant in $/kW
R is the fractional rate of return on capital per
year
C'f is the capacity factor, defined as the ratio of
electricity actually produced in a fixed period to the
amount that would be produced if the plant
operated continuously at full capacity
For a commercial power plant, the rate of return
on capital must be sufficient to pay interest, allow
for depreciation, provide a return on the equity, and
pay income tax. This translates into an effective
capital charge rate that varies depending on the
financial structure of the utility: 15% is fairly
typical.
p

Bus
bar
where:
laser system efficiency
_ thermonuclear energy
= pellet gain laser light energy

Q

neutron energy
thermonuclear energy
blanket energy multiplication
electrical conversion efficiency
P„
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= electrical power input to laser
gross electrical power
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Laser fusion powerflowdiagram.

large pulsed ignition sources can operate. In Fig. 22, the recirculating power fraction is plotted as a
function of fusion energy gain for power plants with
a blanket energy multiplication of 1.0 and several
thermal efficiencies. Reference designs for laser fu
sion power plants have used recirculating power
fractions in the neighborhood of 25%. However, it
may be difficult to compete economically at these
high values because, in general, plant capital costs
scale with the gross electrical power while revenues
scale with the net electrical power.

1

5
10
50 100
Fusion energy gain — r, Q
L

Fig. 2 •2. Plant recirculating power requirements as a function
of fusion energy gain.
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In Table 2-2. we present a recent Bechtel Cor
poration estimate of the capital and operating
costs (in 1976 dollars) of an LWR ordered in 1976
for operation in 1985. The capital portion of the
operating cost is based on a capital charge rate of
15% per year and a capacity factor of 70%. The fuel
costs are based on charges of S40/lb for UjOg (3.2
mills/kWh), SlOO/kg/SWU* for uranium enrich
ment (2.4 mills/kWh). and SlOO/kg for fuel fabrica
tion (0.50 mills/kWh). It is interesting to compare
the cost of generating electricity from this capital in
tensive LWR to that of its current competitor—a
fuel intensive coal-fired plant. The cost of electricity
in mills/kWh for a coal plant (with scrubbers)
operating in 1985 breaks down as follows :

primarily focused on identifying the economic con
straints that will ultimately prevail. In line with this
objective we have concentrated on providing upper
bound estimates on the allowed costs of the laser
and reactor portions of an economically attractive
fusion power plant.
In Fig. 2-3 the allowed capital cost difference in
S/kW between laser fusion and the reference LWR
in Table 2-2 has beer plotted as a function of the
cost of uranium in $/lb. The following are the
assumptions used
generate the curves in the
figure:
• The laser fusion fuel cycle accounts for 3
mills/kWh.
• Operation and maintenance costs for laser fu
sion are the same as those for the LWR (1.5
mills/kWh).
• Both power plants operate with a capacity
factor of 70% and a capital charge rate of 15% per
year.
For a laser fusion power plant with a system ef
ficiency of 36%. a fuel cycle cost of 3 mills/k Wh will
allow a pellet fabrication cost of 0.03c per MJ of
yield. This allowed value translates to fabrication
costs ranging from 12c to SI.20 for pellet yields
from 400 to 4000 MJ.
Some perspective for the relationships shown in
Fig. 2-3 can be obtained by noting that uranium at
S30/lb contributes 2.5 mills/k Wh to the cost orelectricity. This fueling cost is equivalent to a capital
cost difference of $100/kW at a capital charge rate
of 15% and a capacity factor of 0.7. Estimates of
reasonably assured supplies of high-grade uranium
ore (0.08 to 0.2% uranium) indicate thai there will
be enough uranium at prices below SlOO/lb to fuel
LWRs through this century. At higher prices, lower
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Capital charges
Fuel
Operation and maintenance
Total

13.7
12.0
2.8
28.5 mills/kWh

Cost of Electricity from Laser Fusion
We have not performed a detailed cost analysis of
a laser fusion power plant. Our cost analyses have

*S\VU = separative work unit.

Table 2-2. Capital and operating costs of a
1200-MW LWR ordered in 1976 for opera
tion in 1985 (1976 dollars).
C

• Capital costs
Nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)
Other mechanical
Civil and structural
Piping
Instrumentation
Electrical
Total direct
Indirect costs
Total capital cost

78
101
142
77
9
43
450
503 (9 yr)
953

• Capital cost per kW installed

$794/kW

» Total cost
Capital
Fuel
Operating and maintenance

Cost, miUs/kWh
19.42
6.3
1.5

Total cost

s
70 <£

Rtfircnci LWR
Ordered - 1976
Complittd -1985
Siia - 1200 tow
Con - $7M/kW.
<•-«*"dollars) -

1

J.
"0 40100 200 300 400 500
Cost of uranium - S/lb U O
3

s

Fig. 2-3. Allowed capital cost difference between an
inertia! confinement fusion reactor and an LWR.

27.22
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conventional steam cycle. Present estimates indicate
that these power plants will cost about S2000/k W, 2
to 3 times more than an L W R . Moreover, solar
power plants will exhibit a capacity factor of less
than 30% because of the diurnal variation of insola
tion. As a result solar thermal-electric power plants
can be expected to produce electricity that costs
some six to nine limes more than present prices.
Solar voltaic systems use crystals (silicon, gallium
arsenide, and polycryslalline substances) to directly
convert solar energy into electricity. Conversion ef
ficiencies of about 10% have been achieved.
Nevertheless photovoltaic methods are presently far
less competitive than solar thermal-electric systems:
however, substantial improvements may be possible
with new techniques that could substantially reduce
the cost of collectors and increase their efficiency.
The cost of solar collectors must be reduced to
about $l/ft -—several hundred to a thousand times
less than the present cost before they can produce
competitively priced electricity.
From the cost comparisons presented here, it is
obvious that the electricity generated by any of the
long-range sources of energy will be significantly
more expensive than electricity is now. However,
within a factor of two, the cost of energy in the U. S.
economy is much less critical than assured supply.
Present total energy costs are only 5% of the U. S.
gross national product, and it has been estimated
that a doubling of energy costs would result in a 2 or
i% reduction in consumption with little effect on
economic growth in the long run.

grades of ore could be used. However, their use
would increase the mining and land use require
ments of LWRs to the point where they would
surpass those of coal-fired plants. At uranium prices
greater than $500/lb, it may be possible to extract
uranium from sea water, thus guaranteeing a vir
tually inexhaustible supply.
The nuclear steam supply system (reactor and
primary coolant loop) of the reference LWR costs
S138/kW (indirect and direct costs) and it accounts
for approximately 20% of the total cost. In Fig. 2-4
we have plotted the allowed cost of the nuclearisland equivalent of a laser fusion power plant
(lasers and reactor system) as a function of the cost
of uranium. These curves were generated by adding
the capital cost differences in Fig. 2-3 to the cost of
the LWR nuclear island. As such they provide an
upper bound estimate of the allowed cost of the
nuclear island equivalent of a laser fusion power
plant. The results show that a GW laser fusion
power plant can generate electricity at costs that are
within 50% of present prices with laser and reactor
systems whose combined costs are as much as 800
million dollars.
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Cost Comparisons With Breeders
and Solar Electric Power Plants
Capital costs for liquid metal fast breeder reac
tors (LMFBRs) are expected to be significantly
higher than those of LWRs. Direct estimates from
the EPRI/ERDA cooperative design projects
currently in progress indicate that LMFBRs will
cost from $400 to $600 per k W more than an LWR,
with fuel cycle costs ranging from 1.5 to 5
mills/kWh. '' By assuming a fuel cycle cost of 3
mills/kWh we can use the information in Fig. 2-3 to
determine the cost of electricity from LMFBRs. The
results show that breeders will generate electricity at
costs that are 20 to 40% more than present prices
and that they will not economically compete with
LWRs until uranium prices are more than
SI20/lb—well into the next century. These
economic results when coupled with the larger
social costs associated with plutonium reprocessing
and recycle argue strongly for derferring the com
mercial introduction of the LMFBR for 10 or 20
years, thereby allowing the U. S. to pursue a
broader R & D program. Such a program could
provide a range of attractive choices with introduc
tion dates extending into the next century.
Two processes for converting solar energy into
electricity have been proposed: solar thermalelectric and solar voltaic. Solar thermal-electric
systems use fixed or movable arrays of mirrors to
reflect the sun's energy onto a central tower, which
heats a working fluid that produces electricity in a
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Lasers for Laser Fusion
The purpose of the driver system in an inertially
confined fusion power plant is conceptually simple.
It must take a small fraction of the steady state elec
trical power produced by the reactor, form it into
pulses of energy at the rate of 1 to 10 per second,
concentrate the energy into pulses ten-billionths of a
second in duration, and concentrate the energy in
space by projecting it tens of meters onto a target a
half-centimeter or so in diameter. Three types of
driver systems can potentially accomplish this con
centration of energy in time and space: ion beams,
electron beams, and photon beams.
It is premature to thoroughly compare these dif
ferent systems: we shall not do so here. We will,
however, indicate why we feel that lasers are a
desirable choice for the near, intermediate, and farterm applications. Of course, it is also too early to
discard any contender, for each system has different
advantages and disadvantages that will determine
the system's development. For example, suitable
heavy ion accelerators of < 100 GeV beam energy
appear to be technologically feasible. The ion beam
system draws on the most mature physics and
engineering base and is therefore easier to visualize
in full scale. The efficiency is projected to be high.
>10%. which will allow a low recirculating power
fraction. Accelerators would have the capability for
high repetition rale, reliability, and operating
lifetime required for a commercial power plant. Un
fortunately, all existing heavy ion accelerators are
relatively low-current devices. Consequently, it is
uncertain that the high beam current required for
inertial confinement fusion can be accelerated,
transported, and focused onto the target. Moreover,
large accelerators are quite expensive, and signifi
cant -t search will be required to determine whether
high-current accelerators can be built at reasonable
cost. Nevertheless, the potential high efficiency,
high-average-power capability and moderate
technical risk compel us to examine this option
carefully.
Electron beams are also attractive alternatives
from the standpoint of size, simplicity, and ef
ficiency. Progress is being made at Sandia in scaling
20- to 30-ns E-beams to substantial energies per
pulse. The crucial problem is the inability to focus
beams of electrons from far enough away to allow
the generating diode to survive. Either a break
through in the physics or an engineering innovation
allowing renewable or regenerative electron guns is
required. The expected efficiency is attractive and
the average power capability is fine as long as the
diode is not destroyed on every shot. The electron
beam needs a focusing element that can concentrate
27

the energy onto the pellet from a safe distance.
A laser system appears to be an ideal way to con
centrate energy in space from a safe distance. The
system might take the form of a gas laser driven by a
broad area long pulse width electron beam: such Ebeams are technologically less demanding.
Laser-induced fusion can be approached using
many different target concepts which, in terms of
projected applications, dictate a range of lasersystem performance requirements. During the next
few years, the viability of the various target con
cepts will be evaluated through fusion experiments
(using the Janus. Argus, and Shiva laser systems)
and target design iteration. Our target calculations
and reactor system studies have established
preliminary laser system performance requirements
for commercial electric power production. The
nominal requirements are
Wavelength
Pulse duration
Pulse energy
Pulse power
Pulse repetition rate
Average power
Overall efficiency

250-2000 nm
~ 1 0 ns
300-3000 kJ
>200 TW
1-10 Hz
MO MW
>l%

These requirements continue to evolve, reflecting
new knowledge in target and laser physics, materials
and laser engineering, systems analysis, and
economics. Important constraints are encountered
in each area. For example, in the case of the laser
wavelength, the physics constraints favor short
wavelengths to compress the pellet with the least
energy. Short wavelengths prompt investigation of
transitions between electronic energy states.
However, the material and technological con
straints limit us to consideration of wavelengths
larger than about 250 nm because of severe twophoton optical absorption effects. Operation with
short wavelengths also impacts the system and
economics constraints because the short wavelength
gas lasers we know today are somewhat less efficient
than infrared lasers. For each laser parameter, there
is a similar balance and interplay between the
physics technology and systems constraints, which
often seems to leave very little room in parameter
space to realize an acceptable solution. In fact, no
current laser concept is perfect, but we have iden
tified some promising candidates.
The medium in which the laser beam is amplified
significantly affects the laser's ability to satisfy the
fusion power plant requirements. Depending on the
medium, stimulated emission can occur on

• Electric dipole allowed transitions
• Electric dipole forbidden transitions such as
magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole transitions
• Optically induced transitions such as Raman
scattering or frequency tripling
Laser media of the first type, including the rare-gas
and rare-gas-halogen excimers, exhibit slimulatedemission cross sections in the range 10~ to 1 0 " "
c m . with upper-laser-level radiative lifetimes of
tens of nanoseconds and instantaneous stored
energy densities or less than I J/liter under efficient
excitation conditions. In contrast, laser media of the
second type, including iodine. Group Vl-A atoms,
and rare-earth molecular vapors, exhibit
stimulated-emission cross sections in the range
10 ~ to 10 " cm , with upper-laser-level radiative
lifetimes up to hundreds of microseconds, and in
stantaneous stored energy densities up to tens of
J/liter under reasonable pumping conditions. The
third type, including Antistokes electronic Raman
Scattering in HgJ. is more difficult to evaluate since
it is in an early research stage. The radically dif
ferent physical and kinetic properties of the first two
types of laser media dictate distinctly different lasersystem concepts and technologies.
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Of the three types of advanced laser media
sketched above, the photolytic Group Vl-A laser
has the largest information base. An evaluation of
the efficiency and scalability of one version of this
laser follows in a later section, but first it is valuable
to shift focus from the physics considerations to the
systems viewpoint of evaluating a laser candidate on
the basis of overall efficiency.
There are two important and separate aspects to a
large laser system: efficiency and scalability. A
power plant laser system of high efficiency will have
lower recirculating power needs and lower capital
equipment costs. For the photolytically pumped
Group VI laser, the efficiency depends on losses due
to power conditioning, generation of the electron
beam, optical pump photon production, coupling to
the lasing molecule, optical extraction, and the
pumping, cooling, and chemical regeneration of the
Bowing gases.
Scalability refers to the ability to reach the high
pulse energies required by a laser fusion reactor
with power amplifier modules of reasonable size. A
laser built with a large aperture and pulse energy
lowers costs by reducing the number of beams and
components. Thus, in a commercial system, 10
beams in a few beam clusters would be superior to
100 individual beams. The scalability depends on
mirror and e-beam foil damage limitations, pump
constraints, flow and gas uniformity constraints,
parasitic suppression, thermal distortion, and

arrival at a configuration that simultaneously
pushes all the important technology barriers.
In any given laser system, it is usually possible to
trade off efficiency vs scalability to achieve an op
timal system. It now appears that achieving high ef
ficiency rather than high energy per pulse or high
average power will be the most difficult for visible
gas laser systems.
There are a number of considerations in the
determination of overall laser system efficiency
which are often overlooked. A high average power
gas laser system can be thought of as three separate
subsystems: optical conditioning, electrical con
ditioning, and gas conditioning (Fig. 2-5). The op
tical train transports the beam from the final am
plifier aperture through isolators that prevent
return of reflected light, through a port to the final
focusing element, and then through the chamber
background gas to the target pellet. Losses include
absorption and scattering of lenses and mirrors, as
well as beam-shaping and diffraction-spillage losses.
A typical optical train might require ten optical ele
ments. The optical conditioning efficiency is the
ratio of power on target P t o the laser power P
0

L

In a well designed system, the optical efficiency
might be in the range of 90-95%.
The electrical conditioning efficiency is the ratio
of laser radiation produced to the electrical power
provided for the pulse forming network. It is the
product of the component efficiencies for the pulse
forming network, E-beam. optical pump, quantum
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Laser system power flow diagram.
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quired to return the fluid to its initial state on each
round trip. It is the sum of the fraction required for
pumping and cooling, fpo and for chemical
regeneration. JCR.
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The flow conditioning efficiency is the ratio of the
laser radiation produced to the electrical power re
quired to circulate the gas. to remove the entropy
and waste heat, and to chemically regenerate the gas
if required
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The mass flow rale can be written in terms of the
pressure, velocity (u) and ratio of specific heats (>)
as follows:
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The overall laser system efficiency is the combina
tion of these subsystem efficiencies
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The circulating power can be written in terms of the
pressure, velocity and ratio of specific heats as
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using an approximation good for subsonic mach
numbers considerably less than unity.
The most efficient flow velocity is the minimum
speed allowed by the pulse repetition frequency

\"i:c " "re )
The laser system efficiency is effectively the product
of the optical train efficiency and the smaller or the
electrical or flow subsystem efficiencies. It is
therefore quite possible for a poorly designed flow
and chemical regeneration system to overwhelm the
electrical losses.
The flow conditioning efficiency is often ex
pressed in terms of the volumetric efficiency of a
laser cavity (pulse energy per unit volume and per
unit pressure, E). The average power leaving the
laser can be written in terms of the volumetric ef
ficiency (usually in joules per liter-atmosphere).
P

=

o T^T P

u = f 8 (PRF) .

where the flush factor f is the ratio of distance
flowed between pulses to the optical cavity size in
the flow direction t. Flush factors of f = 1.3 to 2 are
typical of subsonic gas lasers. Using these expres
sions, we relate the flow conditioning efficiency to
the volumetric efficiency E as follows

= E p (ML) PRF ,

L

f

7^T «pc^c >
R

where p is pressure, PRK is the pulse repetition fre
quency, and (h.rf.L) are the dimensions of the op
tical cavity of the laser in the pump, flow, and op
tical, directions respectively. Note that although E
is usually expressed in joules per liter-atm. it is
properly dimensionless (E = I corresponds to E =
100 J/liler-alm).
The flow conditioning power is proportional to
the mass flow rate m and the stagnation tem
perature of the gas T

The pumping, cooiing, and chemical regeneration
requirements vary from laser to laser: as an es
timate, we use some typical numbers characteristic
of flowing gas lasers used in other applications. To
obtain high beam quality (small density fluctuations
in the gas) a nozzle and flow screen arrangement
having a substantial pressure drop appears to be
necessary. For a 30-psi total pressure drop around
the wind tunnel circuit a pressure ratio of three is re
quired for the pumps. This results in a loss factor "
for pumping and cooling of £pr; = 0.55. The re
quirements of pulsed laser acoustic damping and
optical medium uniformity may dictate these large

n

P

FC = *

m

C

p

T

0 •

where C is the specific heat at constant pressure
and £ is the fraction of the circulating power re
p
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pressure drops. If it is possible to achieve a 5-psi
pressure drop typical of an ordinary subsonic wind
tunnel, the loss factor is reduced substantially to £
~ 0.20. Lasers operating at low total pressure will
have the advantages of lower mass flow rates and
lower pumping power requirements, but they will
suffer greater temperature rises during the pulse.
We are now in a position to demonstrate the
relationship of the overall laser system efficiency to
the optical, electrical, and gas flow subsystem ef
ficiencies. The gas conditioning efficiency is ex
pressed in terms of the volumetric efficiency E.
Figure 2-6 shows the overall laser system efficiency
as a function of the electrical subsystem efficiency
with the volumetric efficiency as a parameter.
For example, imagine a visible laser system with
an electrical efficiency of 5% and E = 0.10 (10 J per
liter-atm). This results in an overall efficiency of
3.6%. If the volumetric efficiency is 3 J per liter-aim,
the overall efficiency drops to 2.2%, a factor of two
lower than if we consider only the electrical ef
ficiency. As a second example, a multiline C 0 laser
system might have an electrical efficiency of 6.3%
and a volumetric efficiency of 8.5 J/liler-alm,
corresponding to an overall efficiency of 3.8%. The
overall efficiency is the proper number to use in fu
sion reactor calculations. There is clearly a strong
incentive to design efficient low-pressure-drop flow
systems, or better yet, to find laser media with ex
tremely high volumetric efficiency.
P C

0.01

0.001
0.001
0.01
0.1
1.0
Electrical conditioning efficiency
Fin- 2-6.
= o.20.

Overall laser system efficiency: i) = 0.95, f = 1.3, £
0

junction with the reactor system.
• To identify kev technical issues for advanced
gas laser research and development.
To fulfill these objectives, we begin with the
generic class of fluorescer-pumped photolytic lasers.
We assert that, as a class, they adequately present
the pulsed power, E-beam, gas flow, chemical
regeneration, optical quality, and damage problems
characteristic of many high-average-power fusion
laser systems, thus allowing assessment of the ap
plicability of this technology to commercial power
generation systems. A companion study is being
performed for laser-pumped photolytic lasers.
The laser nedium chosen for the first comparison
study consists of atomic species radiating on elec
tronic transitions. These excited atoms are formed
by photolytic dissociation from the parent molecule
which is carried in a rare-gas buffer. - ' The four
atoms of interest are oxygen, sulfur, selenium, and
iodine. The source of photolysis photons is
fluorescence from an E-beam-excited rare gas,
possibly doped with another molecule to enhance
fluorescence radiation in the absorption band of the
molecule to be photolyzed.
Table 2-3 lists the features of photolytic lasers
that recommend them for fusion power plants.
These features include favorable target coupling
characteristics, high energy storage per aperture,
promising overall efficiency, and a choice of lasing
atom and pump molecule combinations.
Figure 2-7 shows one possible configuration of a
high-average-power photolytic laser system that ap
pears very scalable to large volumes and high energy
per pulse. The fluorescer gas and laser gas regions
are kept apart by the stability of coflowing streams
of different gases. The pressure and velocity of the
two gases are matched; the density, temperature.

2

Scaling Analysis of Phololylic
Group Vl-A and Iodine Fusion Lasers
A completely suitable high-average-power gas
laser for fusion power plants has not yet been iden
tified. Deficiencies are apparent in all concepts,
usually manifested in insufficient overall efficiency
rather than scalability to high pulse energy or
average power. Although fusion gas laser tech
nology is still young, we believe it is not
premature—using the most promising shortwavelength gas lasers—to begin the problemfinding process that accompanies the conceptual
design of full-scale systems. We have launched
such an investigation, with the following objectives:
• To construct a simple systems model of a
high-average-power gas laser system [400 to 1000
kJ, 1 to 10 pps (pulses per second)], which can be
used to compare candidate lasers on a consistent
and realistic basis.
• To define laser subsystem requirements, in
cluding electrical power conditioning, gas con
ditioning, chemical regeneration, and optical inter
facing with a reactor.
• To perform initial system performance and
cost tradeoffs within the laser system and in con-
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Table 2-3. Features of photolytic lasers.
I. Choice o f system:
Lasing
atom

Lasing
wavelength, nm

Parent
molecule

Iodine
Oxygen
Sulfur
Selenium

1130
558
772
489

C F,I
N 0
COS
COSe
3

2

Fluorcscer
e\timer

XcBr
Ar*
Kr*
Xe*

Fluoreseer
wavelength, nm

280
130
150
170

2. Favorable target coupling characteristics:
•
•

Wavelength: \ = 0.5 - 1.3 Mm
Short pulse duration: r - 1 - 10 ns

3. High-energy storage:
•

F . .

M 0 J/cnT

4. Favorable scaling characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Configurations allow flowing, high-avcragc-powcr systems.
Can use low-pressure (~l atm), low-temperature (~300 K), low-index gases (e.g., helium) for good beam quality.
Beam quality and gain uniformity limited by gas density uniformity, not by e-heam deposition uniformity.
Aperture scaling limited by materials and gain constraints rather than by properties of the atoms and molecules.

5. Efficiency >l% possible from die physics.
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and Mach number differ. The laser does not need uv
transmitting windows—a tremendous advantage
since such windows probably would not be able to
withstand damage from high fluence levels of
photons and 1-MeV electrons in addition to the
steady and shock pressure loads over the large spans
(greater than 30 cm).On the other hand, it must be
demonstrated that the laser medium can be buffered
at a high enough pressure to allow for adequate
electron beam pumping of the rare gas flourescer.
Operation at a high (~1 atm) buffer pressure will
also impose a flow energy penally relative to a
design based on a solid window, because of the ex
tra gas in the laser region.

Efficiency. Figure 2-8 is a power flow diagram of
a photolytic laser system. Electrical power is taken
continuously from the power plant's generating
system and dissipated by the electrical power con
ditioning (P|-c). the fiuorescer gas conditioning
(PICK), and the laser gas conditioning (P|.GC)- The
laser system output is the laser radiation focusable
on target after the optical train P . The overall laser
system efficiency is then:
0

which can be written as in the previous section

If a window can be found that allows operation of
the laser gas at a significantly lower pressure than
the fluorescer gas, or if an efficient UV laser
pumped scheme can be devised, higher overall ef
ficiencies may result. The flowing windowless
fluorescer pumped geometry was chosen for this
first study because we have substantial information
on fluorescer efficiency but not on rare gas laser ef
ficiencies. Furthermore, the configuration appears
scalable to high average power. Comparisons be
tween calculated efficiencies for different laser
atoms will be more important than the absolute
levels. Additional improvements in efficiency will
no doubt come through future innovation in pump
ing configuration.
The lasing sequence is begun by the firing of two
opposed 1-MeV E-beams for approximately I /is. In
the case of the selenium laser sketched in Fig. 2-7,
electrons radiolyze the xenon, resulting in copious
xenon excimer (XeJ) fluorescence radiation. The las
ing medium consists of approximately 3 X 10
cm - of COSe in 1 atm of helium buffer gas, which
provides a pressure match to the fluorescer and
provides sufficient heat capacity to minimize the in
crease in gas temperature. The fluorescence radia
tion dissociates the parent molecule; the resulting
escited Se* atom stores the energy for 10 -10 ns.
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The optical system efficiency is simply the ratio of
the power on target divided by that emerging from
the final laser aperture, which takes into account the
losses in the optical transport system required to get
the beam into the reactor building and focused on
target. These losses include absorption and scatter
ing of lenses and mirrors, as well as beam-shaping
and diffraction-spillage losses. A typical optical
train might require ten optical elements. As in the
previous general analysis, we have assigned a value
of 95% to this optical efficiency.
The electrical system efficiency is the ratio of laser
radiation produced to electrical power provided to
the pulse-forming network. It is the product of the
pulse-forming network, E-beam, fluorescer. coupl
ing geometry, quantum, and extraction efficiencies,
as follows:

l 6
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In Table 2-4, these efficiencies are estimated for the
four candidate phololytic lasers. A range of values
is given for each laser: the lower figure represents
today's technology whereas the upper figure is the
goal: a reasonable number believed achievable with
future development. The larger number in a sense
represents the best that is envisioned for the con
figuration assumed in Fig. 2-7: further innovation
would be needed to improve these estimates
substantially.

3

The molecular absorber is optically thick to the
fluorescence radiation. The photolysis occurs by a
bleaching wave that is driven into the medium, dis
sociating the molecule and causing the mixture to
become transparent. The sequence ends with injec
tion of a short laser pulse that depopulates the
medium during amplification. The laser system us
ing 0*, and S* operate similarly.
Note that the configuration shown in Fig. 2-7 is a
classic scalable geometry with the pump, flow, and
optical extraction axes mutually orthogonal. This is
a convenient way to decouple these important
processes and reach the largest possible sizes based
solely on constraints of the individual processes.

The efficiency of the optical pump is the product
of the in trinsic fluorescence efficiency of the gas, tif
(40 to 50% for the rare gases, 15% for XeBr in
Ar) " and a geometrical factor, i j . The latter ac
counts for the loss of fluorescence radiation not
directed at the laser medium (15 to 40%). The ex
traction efficiency is determined from the level
degeneracies and the fill factor.
15
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Table 2-4. Electrical to laser efficiencies for photolytic lasers.
Efficiency, %
Parameter
Pulse forming
E-beam diode and
foil holder
Intrinsic fluorescence
Fluorescence geometric
coupling
Quantum efficiency
Extraction efficiency
Total electrical to
laser efficiency

Oxygen

Sulfur

Selenium

V

80-90

80-90

80-90

80-90

^EB

75-80
40-50

75-80

75-80
40-50

75-80

40-50

1540
20
83

1540
19
83

15-40
35
75

15-40
21
67

0.6-2.4

0.6-2.4

0.95-3.8

0.13-0.61
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Iodine

10-15

where p is the gas pressure, y the ratio of specific
heats, W and W the widths of the fluorescer and
laser streams, hi>| N* is the energy stored per unit
volume in excited states and, as before, IJ,. is the
fraction of the stored energy that can be extracted.
The flow efficiency depends on the relative sizes
and pressure drops of the two streams and on the
ratio of overall pressure to excited-state density
(more precisely, on the ratio of transitional energy
density to the extractable energy density of excited
states). Obviously, it is desirable to operate at low
helium pressure and high lasing molecule density.
Note that the flow efficiency is independent of
cavity volume or pulse repetition frequency, if the
laser is operated at the minimum mass flow.
The flow system efficiency calculation depends on
the results of scaling relationships such as the
relative widths of the laser and fluorescer streams,
the pressure (1 aim), and the parent molecule num
ber density. However, in order to keep the discus
sion of efficiency self contained, we give the results
of the flow efficiency calculations in Table 2-5 for
the four lasers of interest, exclusive of any chemical
regeneration losses. The electrical and optical ef
ficiency losses are repeated in this table in order to
display the overall efficiency.
We immediately note that the flow efficiencies are
so poor for this configuration that they significantly
influence the overall efficiencies. Because the
fluorescer flow and laser flow must be pressurematched in a windowless system, one must operate
at high enough total pressures (and therefore mass
flows) to stop the E-beam efficiently in the
fluorescer flow region. This makes il difficult to
reduce the total pressure much below the assumed
value of I atm. In addition, the oxygen and iodine
lasers use argon, a relatively low-atomic-weight
fluorescer which requires a much greater width of
gas to slop the electrons, and therefore have a con
comitant larger pumping power requirement. Other
configurations, perhaps using windows and lowpressure laser gases, would have higher flow and
overall efficiencies.
Scalability. Four factors dominate the sizing of
phololytic lasers: parasitics, beam quality, E-beam
foil damage, and the decay time of the population
inversion. We have considered these factors in an
analysis of the feasibility of constructing 100-kJ
pulse amplifiers. The results are encouraging: it ap
pears that it will be less difficult to obtain size than
efficiency.
Parasitic oscillations must be suppressed in large
laser amplifiers to prevent unwanted premature
depopulation of the excited states. In the laser direc
tion, it is quite likely that saturable absorbers will be
used to isolate amplifier stages and prevent target

Two conclusions are immediately apparent from
Table 2-4. The selenium laser is electrically superior
because its quantum efficiency is 50% higher than
that of the other Group VI atoms. This is due, in
turn, to operation on the transauroral line rather
than the auroral line, which is not likely in the ox
ygen or sulfur systems because of the greater gain of
the auroral transitions in these atoms. The sulfur
laser might also be operated on the transauroral line
for higher quantum efficiency, but the scaling is
then limited by the fact that the amplifier must be
sized to compensate for the gain on the auroral line,
which is IS times greater. The iodine laser seems in
ferior for two reasons. First, the match between the
XeBr* fluorescence band and the C3F7I absorption
band is not nearly so close as for the Group VI
atoms, resulting in two to three times lower
fluorescence efficiency. Second, the quantum and
extraction efficiencies are not as favorable. For ex
ample, the degeneracies in the iodine levels at best
allow for only 67% extraction of the inverted pop
ulation compared with 75 to 83% for the Group VI
atoms.
The flow system efficiency is simply

F

X

The required fluorescence and laser gas flow con
ditioning power are of two kinds. The first is the
pumping power needed to make up stagnation
pressure losses (entropy generation) due to screens
and flow straighteners, friction in the heat ex
changers required to cool the flow, the laser waste
heat addition, acoustic absorbers, and the like. This
loss is proportional to the circulating flow power.
The second power is that needed for chemically
regenerating the parent molecule dissociated in the
laser process. This is proportional to the number
density of molecules and is otherwise very depend
ent on details of the chemical engineering. Because
our estimates of these losses for NiO, COS, COSe,
XeBr, and C3F7I are not yet firm, and because the
recombination fraction is still uncertain, we omit
these losses from this analysis. They may
overwhelm the pumping power losses, particularly
for the iodine laser, even though the parent
molecule density is only 10 t o 10 p e r c m .
Generalizing the flow efficiency expressions from
the previous analysis to two streams, we obtain
I 6
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Table 2-S. Overall laser system efficiencies for windowless fluorescence-pumped photolytic lasers.
Efficiency, %
Subsystem

Oxygen

Electrical

n E C

Flow

,

r

Optical

„

0

c

Selenium

2.4

2.4

3-8

0.40

1.1

2.8

95.

Overall laser system
efficiency
„

Sulfur

9S.

0.33

Iodine
0.61
0.2

95.

0.72

95.

1.53

0.14

"o
\»EC

+

"FC/
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preheating. This allows the use of high gain lengthproducts, particularly if aerowindows rather than
solid windows are used, for they eliminate the backreflecting problem. Consequently, we use the
product of the small signal-gain and length, g L = 6
as the parasitic limit on maximum length. This is a
large but not unreasonable limit.
Parasitic oscillations must also be prevented in
the transverse directions, particularly in the high
gain fluorescer region. The flow direction is
bounded in the upstream direction by a nozzle wall
that may reflect light. However, the downstream
direction is bounded by an aerodynamic diffuser
full of hot absorbing gas. so we would anticipate no
reflected radiation. In the pump direction, the laser
cavity is bounded by fluorescent gas regions, which
may or may not be transparent to the laser radiation
depending on the ion density in the fluorescing gas.
If they are transparent, the laser radiation could
reflect off the E-beam foils, which have some
reflectivity in the visible spectrum. We use a
parasitic limit of gnW = 3 to be conservative,
where W is the width of the active laser gas in the
pump direction.
There are other limitations on the width in the
pump direction, such as quenching of the excited
states of the photolyzed gas by the parent molecule
during the pump pulse. This limit can be overcome
by pumping harder for shorter times, provided Iwophoton absorption does not set in. One pumping
constraint is the E-beam foil damage (F^) limit of
20 J/cm , corresponding to 20 A/cm for 1 ps or
200 A / c m for 0.1 ps at electron energies of about I
MeV. The bleaching-wave velocity is simply the
fluorescent photon number flux divided by the ab
sorber (parent molecule) density. With an E-beam
fluence limit of 20 J/cm , a bleaching wave can be

driven >60 cm into a gas with 3 X 10 absorbers
per c m . This result is relatively independent of the
pumping lime, which can be chosen to minimize
quenching problems.
3

Mirror damage limits are not really of concern in
this example because there is enough freedom to
choose an input fluence such lhai high efficiency is
achieved while maintaining an output fluence less
than the mirror threshold.
Beam quality is an important constraint for large
lasers. The chief sources of phase degradation and
angular spread for the coherent beam are the sur
face finish and thermal distortion of mirrors and
density fluctuations in the gas. The latter cause nonrandom linear fluctuations in the index of refrac
tion.

0

Each optical component is allowed part of an
overall distortion budget, calculated from the
greatest beam-quality loss that can be tolerated
while still focusing on a fusion target. As an exam
ple, we performed the following linearized analysis.
Assume that the optical train needed for interfacing
with the fusion reactor is composed often mirrors,
the last of which is a 2-m-diam focusing mirror. '
This final minor might be located 100 m from the
center of the target chamber to minimize the cham
ber's open wall area, through which neutrons can
escape. The beam is focused on a 5.0-mm-diam
target.

L

L

2

8

The gas laser amplifier is assumed to have an in
put beam of zero phase variance and a minimum
local gas density variation level (Ap/p) due to flow
noise of 10 " . This level is reasonable since 10 -''has
been achieved. Helium is used as the buffer gas
because argon produces 7.5 times more fluctuation
in the index of refraction than helium at the same

2

2

3

3
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average density and density-fluctuation level. It ap
pears that 5 to IOmeter-atmospheres of laser gas
can be tolerated from these considerations.
The length, height, width, and number density
considerations may be combined to calculate the
maximum slorable energy per amplifier module:
i.e.. in a single aperture (Fig. 2-9). Oxygen, the
system with the lowest gain, stores the greatest
energy because oxygen systems—limited in both
flow length and laser length by gain con
straints—store more energy per module by reducing
the lasing molecule density and increasing the
volume by a proportionately greater amount. In
fact, only the oxygen system can store more energy
than can be extracted, because of a mirror-damage
fluence threshold of 10 J/cm . Consequently, for
the oxygen-system curve in Fig. 2-9, only number
densities less than about 8 X 10 represent extractable energies.

selenium system. This could be accomplished only
by operating at ten times the recirculating power or
ten times the fusion pellet gain, circumstances that
are either economically or physically unlikely.
This study has been instrumental in showing that
a fluorescence-pumped photolytic laser has the
potential to be a full-size fusion driver. There are
significant physical uncertainties remaining, and
much experimental work on kinetics, gain measure
ments, self absorption, bleaching wave dynamics,
and beam quality must be done. But we are confi
dent that if the experiments now being undertaken
bear fruit, fusion laser amplifiers of significant size
( > I 0 J) and adequate efficiency are possible.
A crucial issue is the improvement of liie overall
efficiency—both the electrical and flow efficiencies.
The greatest leverage we have in this area is in im
proving the coupling of the pump radiation vo the
laser species, a problem amenable to some in
novative throught. Excimer laser pumping is one
possibility—better directionality of the pump beam
fill help immensely, although the excimer laser ef
ficiencies are less than excimer fluorescer efficien
cies for all the rare gases. We have examined pump
ing geometries which use both sides of the slab of
fluorescer gas. a stratagem that can raise both the
electrical efficiency and the How efficiency by nearly
a factor of two. provided deleterious electron scat
tering processes do not interfere with the storage
medium kinetics. This would put the selenium laser
in the 3% overall efficiency range, making it a truly
attractive prospect for an advanced gas laser
system.
5

2

1(l

Conclusion of Photolytic Group IV Scaling
Analysis. Figure 2-10 presents a graphic summary of
results of this initial study oT high-average-power
phololytic gas lasers. Amplifiers can be built large
enough to achieve I MJ with less than a dozen
beams. Obtaining adequate efficiency will be the
most difficult task: only the selenium system
promises an overall efficiency above 1% for this
windowless configuration. The iodine system re
quires a tenfold higher power input than tne
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Fig. 2-9. Maximum stored energy per aperture for photolylic
laser systems.

Fig. 2 - 1 0 .
Efficiency and scalability of photolytic gas laser
systems. A fluorescer pumped windowless geometry was used.
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Reactor Concepts For
Laser Fusion

MJ, a fuel cycle cost of 3 mills/kWh will allow fuel
pellet fabrication costs ranging from 12c to $1.20.
The selected parameter space for fusion neutron
flux at the first wall ranges from 1 to 10 MW/m .
resulting in first wall radii ranging from 1.5 to 15 m.
The effects of neutrons, x rays, and debris from
the thermonuclear microexplosion represent the
primary technical concerns that must be dealt with
in laser fusion reactor concepts. All of our reactor
concepts employ large focal length optics to
mitigate the damaging effects to the final focusing
elements. At a focal length of 10 m. the final optics
would survive the microexplosion, but they may
have to be replaced at relatively short intervals. At
f = 100 m the damaging effects are reduced by two
orders of magnitude, thus assuring the survival of
the final focusing elements for intervals that are
long enough not to adversely affect the plant avail
ability factor. High-energy neutrons also damage
and activate most structural materials. The large
amounts of low-level radioactive waste thus gener•"ed represent a maintenance and disposal problem
tnat is common to all types of DT fusion systems.
X-ray and debris damage to first wall materials is a
problem primarily associated with inertial confine
ment fusion systems.

During the last year, we initiated scoping studies
to identify attractive reactor concepts for producing
electric power with laser fusion. These studies were
carried out by developing several exploratory reac
tor concepts and then subjecting them to the criteria
we presented earlier for comparing long-range
sources of electrical energy: abundance, social costs,
technical feasibility, and economic competitiveness.
The major problems affecting the technical
feasibility of a laser fusion power plant were pre
sented earlier. In this section we explore solutions to
the two major reactor vessel problems:
• The effects of high-energy neutrons and cyclic
stresses on the blanket structure
• The effects of x rays and debris from the fu
sion microexplosion on the first-wall
Our level of confidence in developing the
technology to solve these problems has been deter
mined by the amount of system development re
quired beyond the state-of-the-art. Economic
feasibility will be strongly dependent on the solution
to these technical problems: it has been assessed in
terms of factors including reactor size, power den
sity, first-wall and blanket lifetimes, duty cycle,
fabrication costs, stored energy requirements, and
recirculating power fractions.
The reactor concepts include:
• A liquid-lithium-cooled stainless steel
manifold
• A gas-cooled graphite manifold
• Fluid wall concepts, such as a liquid lithium
waterfall, or a ceramic-lithium pellet waterfall
Before describing these concepts, we introduce
some background information on fusion reactor
technology and the design parameters and con
straints that are common to all of the reactor con
cepts. This discussion of reactor technology deals
primarily with the functions that a blanket system is
required to perform and the problems associated
with performing these functions in the hostile en
vironment created by the fusion microexplosion.
All of these reactor concepts are based on an inertially confined deuterium-tritium fusion reaction.
We have selected thermonuclear yields ranging
from 400 to 4000 MJ and pulse repetition rates from
1 to 10 Hz. Selected combinations of these
parameters result in reactor systems that produce
400 to 4000 MW of thermal power and 120 to
1500 MW of electrical power with net efficiencies
ranging from 30 to 40%. The variance in net ef
ficiency results from the different thermal efficien
cies and recirculating power requirements of the
various concepts. At fuel pellet yields of 400 to 4000

2

Several different approaches to the first wall
problem have been discussed in the literature, in
cluding use of a dry wall. " wetted wall. -°~' and
magnetically protected wall. ~ These approaches
differ primarily in the way in which the inner sur
face of the first wall interacts with the x rays and
microexplosion debris. In the dry wall approach a
sacrificial metal or ceramic liner is placed between
the fusion chamber and the blanket. The wet wall
concepts feature a thin layer of liquid metal that
covers the metal wall and protects it from the
blistering and structural ablation that would
otherwise occur. The magnetic protection concept
uses a solenoid to divert the pellet debris away from
the sides of a cylindrical blanket and into conical
collectors at the top and bottom.
The fluid wall concept is a new and promising ap
proach developed in our scoping studies. In this ap
proach, the first structural wall is shielded from
x rays, neutrons, and debris by a thick waterfall of
lithium in liquid or solid pellet form. The fall con
tains enough moderating material to degrade the fu
sion neutron spectrum to the point where neutron
damage levels in the structural materials are signifi
cantly reduced. These lower damage levels allow
consideration of smaller blanket structures which
could last for the useful lifetime of the plant.
The blanket system must perform several func
tions while coping with the hostile environment
created by the fusion microexplosion. It must:
37

• Convert the fusion energy into thermal energy
• Provide for efficient removal of the thermal
energy
• Breed enough tritium to replace that which
was burned in the fusion reaction
• Maintain the required vacuum in the fusion
chamber
Sixty-five to seventy-five percent of the fusion
energy is in the form of high-energy neutrons.
Therefore, a neutron-moderating material is re
quired to convert kinetic energy to thermal energy.
In general, elements with low atomic numbers and
high scattering cross sections are effective
modera\ois-. waver, hydrides. beryUium, and
graphite are common examples. Although
somewhat less effective, lithium can also be con
sidered as a neutron-moderating material.
Because there is no significant natural supply of
tritium, a DT fusion reactor must breed its own
tritium. Several neutron reactions produce tritium,
but the only tritium-producing reactions with high
enough cross sections to be useful are those involv
ing lithium. Natural lithium is 7.4% Li and 92.6%
Li. and tritium can be produced from either
isotope by:

lenuation of I |im light by cascade breakdown
and/or thermal blooming can be reduced to accept
able levels with fusion chamber pressures of 0.1
Torr or less. The pumping requirements needed to
maintain this vacuum will depend on the material
vaporized and the type of pump used. For a lithiumwetted first wall concept, the 0.1-Torr vacuum can
be maintained under the worst conditions with a
vacuum pump that requires about 2% of the gross
electrical power and approximately 10% of the sur
face area (the worst conditions assume all the debris
and x-ray energy is used to vaporize lithium).
Liquid-Lithium-Cooled Stainless Steel Manifold
This concept (Fig. 2-11) represents a conventional
approach to a laser fusion power plant, requiring
less advanced technology than the fluid wall con
cepts. In this concept, the microexplosion is sur
rounded by a cylindrical annulus of stainless steel
into which vertical coolant channels have been
drilled to form a manifold. Liquid lithium flows
down these channels and is recirculated !o the top
through a bulk coolant region that separates the an
nular manifold from an outer pressure vessel. Liq
uid lithium serves as primary coolant, neutron
moderator, and fertile material.

6

7

6

Li + n -* H e + T + 4.8 MeV ,

4

7

Li + n -» H e + T + n - 2.5 MeV .

The stainless steel manifold concept is compatible
with either a dry or wet first wall approach. In the

4

7

The Li reaction has a threshold of approximately
4 MeV and a much lower cross section than the Li
reaction; nevertheless, it is very important because it
produces a tritium jttom without depleting the
neutron population. If the neutrons are moderated
before reaching the fertile lithium, the Li reaction
is not utilized (since it requires a high-energy
neutron) and any leakage neutrons result in a
tritium-breeding ratio less than 1.0. In such cases,
the blanket must also contain a neutron multiplier
to maintain an adequate breeding ratio. Beryllium
and lead with high (n, 2n) and low capture cross sec
tions are examples of good neutron multipliers.
However, beryllium is a limited resource material
whose use could significant;,, reduce fusion's poten
tial as a long-range source of energy.
The vacuum requirement!-, in the fusion chamber
are primarily determined by considerations of laser
beam propagation and damage to the injected fuel
pellet. If the DT fuel can be incorporated into the
pellet in a noncryogenic or insulated form, and
hence be less subject to heat damage, laser beam
propagation will be the primary factor determining
the vacuum requirements in the fusion chamber.
Our results indicate that beam defocusing and at6
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Liquid lithium cooled stainless steel manifold con-
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neutrons to energies below the threshold for the Li
tritium-producing reaction. This makes it advan
tageous to enrich the lithium in Li.* thereby reduc
ing the required lithium and tritium inventories.
Depending on the particular design, a neutron mul
tiplier such as beryllium may be required to main
tain a tritium-breeding ratio greater than 1.0. The
use of a gas coolant will allow high operating tem
peratures and .-esult in high thermal conversion ef
ficiencies.
Some problems with this concept have been iden
tified. The use of beryllium to multiply neutrons
and enhance tritium-breeding presents a problem in
terms of beryllium"s toxicity and relative scarcity.
We are investigating the possibility of using lead ;is
the neutron-multiplying material. Large amounts iif
pumping power will be required to cool the system
and purge the tritium from the pellet-filled chan
nels. Finally, the structural integrity of (he graphite
chamber in the microexplosion environment may be
inadequate.

dry wall approach, we have analyzed a graphite
liner that is supported by stainless steel and cooled
with liquid lithium. The graphite liner is designed
for an operational lifetime of one year. In the wet
wall approach, we have investigated the possibility
and effects of maintaining a thin (3-mm) film of liq
uid lithium on the inner surface of the manifold.
Tritium-breeding considerations limit the
thickness of a solid stainless steel structural wall to
less than 10cm. However, it would be impossible to
utilize a structural wall even this thin without inter
nal cooling. The solid manifold design was con
ceived to provide additional cooling and improve
the tritium-breeding performance for a given mass
of structural material. In fact, we have calculated
tritium-breeding ratios greater than 1.0 for 40-cmthick manifolds containing 50% stainless steel and
50% lithium by volume. The calculations were made
using the TART Monte Carlo neutron transport
code with the LLL-ENDL cross section library.
The stainless steel manifold will operate at a
neutron first wall loading of 1 to 2 MW/m . and
this will require a relatively large chamber radius
(10 to 15 m for a 4000 MW, system). A major disad
vantage will result if cyclic stresses and neutron
damage limit the lifetime of the manifold to a few
full-power years: this concept will then produce
large amounts of low-level radioactive waste in the
form of activated steel. It should also be noted that
lithium is an element whose corrosive effects in
crease with increasing temperature. For use with
stainless steel, lithium temperatures must be limited
to about 500°C. This peak temperature corresponds
to a conventional steam cycle thermal efficiency of
38%.
Gas-cooled Graphite Manifold
24

6
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Fluid Wall Concepts
Wet walls and sacrificial dry wall liners have
previously been proposed as methods of protecting
the metallic first wall from the soft x ruys and pellet
debris of fusion microexplosions. The fluid wall
concepts were conceived to protect the first metallic
wall from high-energy neutrons in addition to the
x rays and debris. We have investigated two types of
•Natural lithium contains 7 . 4 ^

Li.

2 6

The graphite manifold (Fig. 2-12) is similar to the
stainless steel manifold concept except that the ver
tical coolant channels are drilled into an array of
graphite blocks that make up the fusion chamber.
The vacuum vessel is an outer shell of reinforced,
prestressed concrete. High-pressure helium gas is
pumped through the coolant channels, some or all
of which are filled with pellets of a lithium-bearing
ceramic. As the tritium diffuses out of the lithium
compound in which it is bred, it is removed from the
channels by the gas coolant.
The graphite manifold design is a reactor concept
that exhibits low activation and low tritium inven
tories. Moreover, the possibility of an accident oc
curring that could release readioactivity to the en
vironment is greatly reduced because the lithium is
present in less reactive (solid) form (Li 0, LiAI 0
for example). The graphite moderates the neutrons
below activation energy levels. It also moderates the
2

2

'Coolant channels filled with ceramic
lithium pellets

3

Fig. 2 - 1 2 .
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Gas-cooled graphite manifold concept.

fluid walls: the ceramic-lithium pellet waterfall and
the liquid lithium waterfall. It has been
demonstrated in the nuclear fission industry that
once scientific feasibility has been achieved, th<
materials development program paces the
demonstration of technical and economic
feasibility. Fluid wall concepts will be less depen
dent on materials development because radiation
damage is significantly reduced. The analysis of the
liquid lithium system is further simplified by the
availability ,S data on the properties of liquid
lithium and the existence of liquid-metal experimen
tal facilities constructed in support of the LMFBR
program.
The principal feature of the ceramic-lithium pellet
waterfall (Fig. 2-13) is a thick layer of falling solid
ceramic-lithium pellets that shields the first struc
tural wall from the microexplosion. The pellets are
continuously recirculated to the top of the vacuum
chamber through a reservoir region between the
first wall and the pressure vessel. The pellets are
either transported through heat exchangers or
cooled by the flow of high-pressure helium gas in
the reservoir region. Tritium is bred in the ceramic
lithium compound and recovered as it diffuses out.
Preliminary calculations indicate a tritium breeding
ratio greater than 1.0 can easily be achieved.
The thick region of falling pellets will moderate
and absorb neutrons before they reach the first
structural wall, resulting in a significant reduction
in the degree of first wall damage and possibly the
amount of radioactive waste produced by neutron
activation. The use of lithium in a ceramic form is
an important feature of this concept in that it
eliminates the corrosive problems of liquid lithium
and significantly reduces the associated chemical
hazard.
Majo juestions, such as tritium diffusion from
the pe .is and structural integrity of the ceramic
compound, cannot be answered satisfactorily with
existing data. A means of efficiently transporting
the pellets, particularly into and out of the vacuum
chamber, is another area of major uncertainty.
The liquid lithium waterfall concept (Fig. 2-14)
has emerged as an extremely promising reactor con
cept for a laser-fusion power plant. It features a
thick continuous fall of liquid lithium that protects
the first structural wall from direct exposure to the
microexplosion. The principal purpose of the fall is
to reduce the neutron radiation damage in the first
structural wall, allowing it to last for the useful life
of the plant. Besides moderating neutrons the fall
also absorbs the photons (x rays and reflected laser
light), pellet debris (alpha particles, unburned fuel,
and other pellet material) and any blast wave emit
ted by the microexplosion. Because the fall is kept
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Pressure
vessel

r
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off the chamber wall, any shock wave generated in
the fall is not directly transmitted to the structural
wall. The majority of the fusion energy is thus
deposited in the liquid lithium, which serves as
primary coolant, fertile material for tritium
breeding, and first wall.
Note that fluids other than liquid lithium could
certainly be used to perform the neutron
moderating function of the fall. The primary con
straints on the fall material are that the substance
must:
• Have a reasonably low melting point so the
fluid stale can be effectively maintained.
• Have a low enough vapor pressure at the
selected operating temperature (>400"C but as high
as possible) to permit an adequate vacuum condi
tion to be maintained.
• Have neutronic characteristics that permit an
adequate tritium breeding ratio to be achieved.
Tritium breeding considerations preclude the use of
a neutron absorber and require that lithium be in
corporated in the reactor system in a suitable man
ner.
One possibility is to use lead as the primary con
stituent of the fall; the lead effectively degrades the

Pellet injector and
vortex generator

Falling liquid lithium
Pressure vessel
Structural wall
Recirculating liquid lithium

Recirculation pumps
Fig. 2 - 1 4 .

Liquid lithium waterfall concept.

high-energy neutron spectrum through (n, 2n) reac
tions and inelastic scatterings. Our T A R T
calculations indicate that a few vol% of Li in the
Pb fall would be enough to maintain a tritium
breeding ratio greater than one. Alternatively, a
small vol% of lead could be added to the lithium fall
to more efficiently moderate the neutron spectrum.
The use of Pb-Li alloys would decrease the system
tritium inventory. On the negative side, recircula
tion pumping power would increase, and grain

boundary corrosion of steels might present com
patibility problems. The various aspects of such a
system are being investigated. For the present,
however, the discussion will be confined to a natural
liquid lithium fall.
Laser fusion reactors have a flexible geometry
that is not available in magnetic confinement reac
tors. While a point source of energy is more effec
tively utilized in spherical geometry, we have se
lected the cylindrical geometry shown in Fig. 2-14
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for several reasons. A vortex generator injects a
sheet of lithium to protect the top of the reactor
(primarily from x rays and debris). This sheet is
thinner than the waterfall and does not provide the
same degree of protection from neutron damage.
Therefore, it is advantageous to have the top of the
chamber farther from the microexplosion than are
the side walls. The spherical end-cap on the cylin
drical chamber effectively accomplishes this. The
lithium is in direct contact with the walls at the bot
tom of the vacuum chamber, and shock waves can
be directly transmitted to the chamber walls at this
point. However, the chamber is well supported
structurally in this area. Furthermore, by moving
the bottom region farther away and decreasing the
surface area of the lithium pool at the bottom, the
effects of the directly transmitted shock wave are
reduced.
Horizontal irradiation of the target will be re
quired to take advantage of long-i'ocal-length final
optics. The tips of the laser beam tubes must
penetrate the waterfall and be directly exposed to
the microexplosion at a distance less than the cham
ber wall radius. Fortunately, these high damage
areas represent only a minute fraction of the total
surface area (a few hundredths of a percent) and
sophisticated measures and special materials could
be used to protect them. Alternatively, sacrificial
tube ends could be used and remotely fed inward as
the tips slowly vaporize.
The attenuation of the high-energy neutron flux
as the neutrons pass through lithium is shown in
Fig. 2-15. The plotted flux has been multiplied by
4irR to eliminate the geometric attenuation factor
and generalize the curves for different radii to the
lithium surface. These curves are also normalized to
an unaltenuated I4-MeV flux (no target, lithium, or
geometric attenuation). The three curves include the
flux of all neutrons above the indicated energies.
Note that 70 cm of lithium is sufficient to attenuate
the high-energy (> 10 MeV) neutron flux by nearly
an order of magnitude.
First Structural Wall Lifetime. Of course, the
parameter of real importance for determining the
life of the first structural wall is not merely the flux
but rather the damage resulting from the tempered
flux. The primary neutron damage mechanisms are
atomic displacements and gas production (primarily
helium). Displacement damage is expressed as dis
placements per atom (dpa), and gas production is
expressed as atom-parts-per-million (appm). The
damage limits for 316-SS at an operating tem
perature of 500°C are estimated to be ISO dpa and
500 appm helium. For an unprotected first wall of
316-SS, at a neutron wall loading of IMW/m , the
displacement damage rate is about 10 dpa per full
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High-energy neutron flux in the lilhium waterfall.

power year, and the helium production rate is about
220 appm per full power year. The damage limits
for He production would thus be reached in only 2.3
years at this wall loading.
By softening and depleting the fusion neutron
spectrum, the lithium waterfall concept allows the
stainless steel wall to remain below the damage
limits for much longer periods of operation, even at
smaller wall radii. To make it easier to compare our
concept to others, we quote structural wall loadings
in terms of equivalent dry wall 14-MeV neutron
loading. That is
3

2

0.8 P
4irR

2

where
L = wall loading, MW/m
P = thermonuclear power, MW (80% in
neutrons)
R = chamber radius, m
Of course, our actual wall loading is considerably
less as a result of neutron interactions in the com
pressed fusion target and the lithium fall.
As seen in Fig. 2-16, the allowable first wall
fluence increases exponentially with lithium
thickness. Note that 40 cm of lithium is required to
reduce helium production to the point where the
2

3

2
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the distance from the front surface of the fall.
Again, a compressed target pR of 3.0 has been
assumed, resulting in a neutron energy deposition in
the target of 2.2 MeV per DT reaction. This plus the
3.5-MeV alpha energy per DT reaction accounts for
32% of the thermonuclear yield which is deposited
essentially at the surface of the lithium fall in the
form of x rays, alpha particles, and other energetic
debris. The remaining fusion neutron energy, ac
counting for approximately 68% of the total yield, is
multiplied by 1.24, primarily as a result of exoergic
tritium-producing reactions with Li:
6
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Li + n -»• T + a + 4.8 MeV.

The total energy deposited in the reactor is 20.5
MeV per fusion reaction, giving a system energy
multiplication factor* of 1.16. As indicated, the ma
jority of this energy is deposited in the 60-cm-thick
lithium fall. Because lithium is the primary coolant,
the system does not rely on conduction of heat
through structural materials to remove the thermal
energy. Lithium is in fact an excellent coolant with a
specific heat capacity equal to that of water and
three times better than that of sodium. A major ad
vantage of absorbing all the x-ray and debris energy
and much of the neutron energy in the coolant is
that the cyclical thermal stresses in the structural
walls are essentially eliminated.

Lithium thickness — cm

Fig. 2 - 1 6 .
Allowed first wall fluence as a function of lithium
thickness. The allowed fluence increases exponentially.

first structural wall could last for 30 years at
1 MW/m (at 70% capacity factor). Displacement
damage is less restrictive.
We have evaluated the requirements of a system
that maintains a minimum protective lithium
thickness of 60 cm. In determining the neutron
damage to the structural first wall, we have also
taken advantage of the fact that the emitted 14 MeV
neutrons are attenuated by the compressed DT fuel,
a characteristic unique to inertial confinement fu
sion. Our Monte-Carlo neutronics calculations in
dicate that a fusion target with a compressed fuel
density-radius product, pR, of about 3 g/cm is
roughly equivalent to 13 cm of Li in terms of reduc
ing helium production; hence, the compressed
target increases the effective blanket thickness to
73 cm. Since helium production dominates, the
allowable fluence is 90 M W-yr/m . In other words,
the system could be operated at 4.3 MW/m for the
30-year plant life at a 70% capacity factor.
As a candidate reactor vessel for our reference
power plant design, we have selected a reactor
system producing 1000 MW of thermonuclear
power (700 MJ yield, 1.4 pulses per second) in a
cylindrical chamber with a radius of 4 m. This
corresponds to a neutron first wall loading of 4.0
M W / m and represents a design in which the
blanket structure could last for the life of the plant.
In the process of attenuating neutrons and in
teracting with the microexplosion plasma, the
lithium fall absorbs a large fraction of the total
nuclear energy deposited in the reactor. Figure 2-17
presents the cumulative energy deposition through
the lithium fall and blanket region as a function of
2
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Cumulative energy deposition. The energy absorbed
is greater than the thermonuclear energy because the neutron ab
sorption reaction in *Li is exoergic. The vapor region between the
fa)] and stainless steel wall does not absorb much energy and,
therefore, is not shown in the figure.
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An alternative scheme proposed by the Univer
sity of Wisconsin ' for the liquid lithium waterfall is
to make the fall thick enough {>80 cm) to absorb
over 90% of the total energy. In this way, the recir
culating reservoir region would not be required for
tritium breeding or energy removal, and the struc
tural first wall could be independently cooled at a
lower temperature. A decrease in the wall tem
perature would significantly relax radiation damage
limits for dpa and appm He. - The first wall could
then be operated at a higher wall loading and thus
increase the power density of the reactor system.
Naturally a higher power density results in a smaller
reactor vessel size for a given power system;
therefore, the capital cost of the reactor is reduced.

Lithium fall

T = 0.44
6

T = 0.56
7

T,.„
Recirculating lithium
region

=1<»

T = 0.62
6

T = 0.11
7

1

T .c,c=0.73
r

• 50-cm natural lithium fall
• 100-cm natural lithium recirculating region
• Target p R = 3.0 g/cm
2

Tritium Breeding, As one might suspect, the liq
uid lithium waterfall concept has excellent tritium
breeding characteristics. With no structural
material between the fusion neutrons and the
lithium fall, the design takes full advantage of the
Li(n,n'a)T reaction that only occurs with highenergy neutrons. Figure 2-18 shows the distribution
jf tritium breeding from Li and Li reactions in a
50-cm lithium fall and 100-cm recirculating lithium
blanket region. A one-dimensional spherical model
was used in this Monte Carlo calculation, and a
compressed target pR of 3.0g/cm was assumed. A
tritium breeding ratio of 1.0 is obtained in the fall
alone, and the total tritium breeding ratio is 1.7.
The excess tritium produced in this reactor could in
fact supply fuel for other laser fusion applications
where tritium breeding is difficult or impractical.
Two examples of such applications are radiolytic
hydrogen production where it is desirable to deposit
the neutron energy in steam rather than lithium
blankets, and propulsion applications where weight
and volume considerations are ex'remely impor
tant.
The total equilibrium tritium inventory in the liq
uid lithium will depend on the quantity of lithium
required for the reactor system and the tritium
reprocessing efficiency. The total lithium inventory
is roughly estimated at 600 metric tons for the 1160MW (1000 MW of thermonuclear power), 4-mradius system. At a tritium reprocessing capability
of 10 appm, this corresponds to about 2.S kg of
tritium, which is equivalent to the amount of tritium
injected as fuel pellets in just 4 days of operation of
this system (assuming 25% pellet burn).

Fig. 2-18.

temperatures. Corrosion considerations require
that, for use with stainless steel, lithium tem
peratures must be limited to less than 500°C. The
vapor pressure at this temperature is less than 5 X
10" Torr.
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Trilium breeding performance.
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Chamber Vacuum. As previously stated, the
vacuum condition required for laser beam propaga
tion is on the order of 0.1 Torr. Figure 2-19 shows
that the vapor pressure of lithium is orders of
magnitude less than 0.1 Torr at reasonably high

-i.o

Lithium melting
point = 453 K
I
L
1.4
1000/T

Fig. 2 - 1 9 . Lithium vapor pressure vs temperature. All tem
peratures shown are in degrees Kelvin. The equation plotted is P
(Torr) = 8.19 X I0'exp(-18444/T).
v
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Each microexplosion will vaporize a certain
amount of lithium, thus increasing the chamber
pressure above the required 0.1-Torr vacuum condi
tion. The amount of lithium vaporized and the
resulting chamber pressure will depend on the initial
system conditions and on the way the fusion energy
couples wilh the liquid lithium. Various portions of
the fusion energy could conceivably be used to heat
liquid lithium, vaporize lithium, and heat lithium
vapor. If the chamber pressure equals the liquid
vapor pressure prior to the microexplosion, even
deposited neutron energy could vaporize lithium.
The debris and x-ray energy, which is deposited
over a very short range at the fluid surface, will ef
fectively blow off lithium vapor.
After the initial transient events, a certain amount
of lithium vapor will exist in the chamber. The
amount of lithium vaporized and the resuming
quasi-equilibrium pressure rise in the chamber are
determined as follows:
With respect to liquid lithium at some tem
perature T , the enthalpy change as the lithium is
vaporized and heated is:

The maximum mass will be vaporized if the liquid is
initially at the vaporization temperature associated
with the chamber pressure and if no energy is ex
pended to heat lithium vapor. A condition of supersaturation would result with the gas and liquid at
the same temperature:
Am„

«e
If the liquid is at the vaporization temperature
corresponding to the chamber pressure and if C
(gas) is constant, the equilibrium pressure rise may
be written in terms of the mass vaporized, Am:

p

Ap =

J " CpWqxn- + \+

I

+

h

e

or rearranging terms

0

Ah

T

^r[ v c7i^(^- i )J

A

p

=

Am

R
MV

C (gas)
p

T

fefe- *)

Since h| /C (gas) > T , the maximum equi
librium pressure rise results if no lithium is
vaporized and all the energy is used to heat the
vapor already in the chamber:

C (gas)dT ,

g

p

where
Ah = enthalpy change of lithium (MJ/kg)
T = temperature at which lithium
vaporizes (K)
C = heat capacity (MJ/kg-K)
h
= heat of vaporization (MJ/kg)
Ar§ = mass vaporized (kg) = E/Ah
E = fraction of the fusion energy used to:
(1) heat liquid lithium and vaporize it,
(2) vaporize lithium without heating,
and/or (3) superheat lithium vapor;
E does not include deposited energy
used to heat liquid without
vaporizing it.

p

V

v

AP„

MV |_.Cp(gas)J

p

If the entire fusion pulse energy heats the vapor (in
our reference design—700 MJ in 400 m ), the max
imum equilibrium pressure rise is about 7 atm. In
the more likely case of only x-ray and debris energy
heating the vapor, the maximum equilibrium
pressure rise is about 2 atm.
Whatever the chamber pressure is after the
microexplosion, it must be reduced to the required
vacuum condition of 0.1 Torr before the next pulse.
As will be discussed later, there is so much liquid
lithium in the chamber at the time of the microex
plosion that the mixed-mean temperature rise of the
fall per pulse is quite small. (For example in the 4-m
reference chamber at 4.0 MW/m , AT is less than
5°C). The supersaturated vapor therefore recondenses on the liquid lithium in the chamber. In ef
fect, the liquid lithium waterfall acts as a condens
ing vacuum pump for the chamber.
The effectiveness of the lithium liquid in condens
ing the^Dporized lithium will depend on the condi
tion of the fall (bulk temperature, surface tem
perature, whether or not it is disassemble') and on

s

3

The resulting "equilibrium" chamber pressure rise
is
Ap

AmRT
MV

2

;

where
R = 8.315 J/mole-K
3

M = 6.941 X 10~ kg/mole
V = chamber volume (m )
2

Ap = pressure rise (N/m ) .
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These expressions are for frictionless adiabatic
flow, which may be a good approximation to the
flow-through transition in the condensing pro
cess. The plateau in the pumping speed curve will
thus be reached when S >0.51 for a monalomic
ideal gas (> = 1.67) or when S > 0.47 for a diatomic
ideal gas {y = 1.40). The maximum pumping speed
(S= I) is given b y :

the condition of the vapor (temperature, pressure)
shortly after the microexplosion. The liquid fall
conditions are important for determining the vapor
pressure of the liquid and the sticking coefficient,
defined as the probability that a gas molecule inci
dent on the liquid surface will slick. In general the
sticking coefficient must be determined experimen
tally with the gas at sufficiently low pressure that
free molecular flow conditions exist. In addition,
these experiments require a small cryosurface so
that negligible pressure gradients exist and the tem
perature of the gas is equal to the temperature of the
vessel wall.
These conditions, however, do not describe the
..nium waterfall chamber because the "cryosur
face" is, in fact, large and the vapor will exist in the
continuum pressure region where molecular colli
sions are very important. By general definition, con
tinuum conditions exist when some characteristic
dimension of the vacuun chamber is at least 100
times the mean-free-path >f the gas molecules. For
lithium gas at 700 K in a 4-m-radius vessel, con
tinuum conditions exist at pressures greater than
about 6 X 10 " Torr. As fie pressure increases from
the free molecular flow region to the continuum
region, the pressure gradient pushes the gas at in
creasing speed towards the cryosurface. Because
this increases the rate of collisions with the condens
ing surface, the pumping: >eed increases if the stick
ing coefficient does not decrease significantly. The
pumping speed reaches a limiting value and levels
off as the speed of the gas stream reaches the local
sonic velocity at the condt ising surface. This condi
tion is analogous to choked flow through an orifice
and will exist when :

2 8

28

27

1/2

2M. / 2 V
RT \y + I /

rii = pA

where
rii = mass removal rate, kg/s
P = chamber pressure, N/m

2

A = condensing surface area, m

2

M = molecular weight, kg/mole
R = gas constant, 8.315 J/mole-K

3

T = gas temperature, K.
As lithium vapor is condensed the density of the
gas in the chamber decreases according t o :
2 I

Vdp
"df = -

m

•

Using the expressions for an adiabatic process,

27

p

T

o W

Pd

f - (1 - S)< o

c

where
p
p

u

= upstream press ire

d

= downstream pressure

HsM"

S = sticking coefficient

where

a = critical pressure ratio

a

<

=

o VV

in the expression for m and integrating the differen
tial equation gives an expression for the chamber
pressure as a function of time after the microexplo
sion. Assuming the lithium vapor behaves as an
ideal monatomic gas, we find that the pressure
decays according to:

0.04 V
AS\JT

£r

(ffr)

seconds.

Po is the "equilibrium" chamber pressure im
mediately after the microexplosion but before
recondensation begins. P is essentially equal to Ap

7 = specific heat ratio

0
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because the background pressure before the pulse is
so low.
Figure 2-20 shows the pressure decay as
vaporized lithium is recondensed by the fall. These
curves represent worst-case calculations in which all
the fusion energy (700 MJ in a 4-m chamber) is used
to vaporize lithium at 700 K. While an increase in
vapor temperature would result in a higher value of
P , the sonic velocity of the gas would also be higher
and the gas would condense more quickly. The
sticking coefficient of 0.5 is pessimistically low for a
liquid metal vapor. Also, if the fall is disassembled
by the neutron energy deposition, the condensing

surface area will be much larger than the original
surface area of the fall assumed here.
Even with these assumptions the vacuum condi
tions return to the required 0.1 Torr in about 0.1 s
for the 4-m chamber. Thus while the exact timedependent chamber conditions have not been deter
mined, this analysis indicates that vacuum condi
tions can be maintained and are in fact aided by the
presence of the liquid lithium fall.
Pumping Power. We now turn our attention to
what is required in terms of pumping power and
flow rates to maintain the thick fluid wall of
lithium. Figure 2-2I shows the model and con
straints used to calculate the pumping power re
quired to recirculate the lithium fall. The fall
protects the cylindrical portion of the chamber wall,
which has a height-to-diameter ratio of one. (Recall
that a vortex-generated sheet of lithium protects the
top hemispherical end-cap, and a pool of lithium
protects the bottom). The flow inlet forms an annulus of thickness AR , with the inner edge of the
ring at one-half the chamber wall radius, R,. . With
this geometry, the region at the top protected just *y
the vortex generator represents only about 5% of the
total solid angle. The fall is injected vertically
downward with an inlet velocity V . If it is assumed
that the flow maintains its original inner radius as it
falls, then continuity requires that the thickness of
the annulus decrease as the fluid is accelerated by
gravity.
The pumping power is estimated from:

0

0

v

n

2

P.P. = (l/2 V + gH ) p V A„
0

0.12

fl

where
H„ = fall height = 2R

W

A = inlet flow area = nU\/2

A = condensing surface area fall surface
area — m
S = sticking coefficient = 0.5
T = vapor temperature = 700 K
V = vacuum chamber volume — m
t = time — s
_ ERT
hMV
E = energy used for vaporization = 700 MJ
R = gas conctant = 8.315 J/mole K
h = heat of vaporization = 19.6 MJ/kg
M= molecular weight = 6.941 X 1 0
kg/mole

R

Q

w

z

+ AR )
0

2

3

- (1/2 R ) ] .
w

3

This expression accounts only for the kinetic and
static heads required for the flow. In comparison,
frictional losses in the recirculating reservoir region
will be small. The piping to and from the recir
culating pumps will also have losses (due to friction,
bends, and fittings such as valves), which are
proportional to V , where V is the fluid velocity in
the pipe. The exact heat loss will depend on the type
of pipe and the specific plumbing layout. Large flow
area piping will allow the velocity to remain low for
a given mass flow rate and help minimize these
losses.

p

0

2

- 3

Fig. 2 - 2 0 .
Pressure decay as vaporized lithium is recondensed by the fall.
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Preliminary calculations indicate that the fall may
be disassembled by the microexplosion. If this is the
case, the inlet velocity must be sufficient to allow
the fall to reestablish itself prior to the next
microexplosion. A clearing ratio of unity should be
adequate. The first constraint is therefore:
H = 2R
0

W

^ V r + 1/2 gr
0

2

,

where

2

(inlet area = 14 m ) , resulting in a pumping power
of about 6 MW, which is about 1% of the gross elec
trical power. Other losses in the loop might double
this figure but the result is still only a small percent
of the gross power.
For smaller chambers the clearing ratio con
straint is less important than the midplane thickness
and total inlet thickness constraints. For example a
3-m-radius chamber requires an inL-i velocity of
only about 1 m/s. At this velocity, however, the
midplane thickness is only 13% of the inlet

1/r = pulse repetition rate.
As previously noted, 60 cm of lithium is thick
enough to provide adequate protection to the first
structural wall up to 4.3 MW/m . TherertTe, the
second constraint is that source neutrons must be
attenuated by at least 60 cm of lithium at any point
through the fall.
Figure 2-22 shows how the fall thickness
decreases as a function of distance from the inlet for
various inlet velocities. The thickness at any point is
plotted as the fraction of the inlet thickness:
2

V„

AR
AR,
0

V

V 0

+

2g"

where H is the distance from the inlet. The intersec
tion of the dashed lines with the curves gives the dis
tance traveled from the inlet in 0.5 s and 1.0 s and
thus indicates the inlet velocity required far pulse
repetition rates of 2 Hz and 1 Hz, respectively, for a
given required distance.
The effective attenuating thickness of the fall is
AR/COJO, where 0 is the angle of incidence of the
source neutrons. Figure 2-23 is an example of the ef
fective thickness for a 5-m-radius chamber, with the
center of the fall at a radius of 3 m and an inlet
velocity of 5 m/s (as required by the first constraint
for a 1-Hz pulse rate). Note that the minimum
thickness occurs very near the horizontal midplane.
The exact position depends on the particular
geometry and inlet velocity but is always close to the
midplane. The constraint on minimum effective
thickness has therefore been taken at the midplane
to simplify the calculations. The second constraint

AR„

Pumping power ~ (1/2 V

2
0

+

9H )pV A„
0

0

Constraints:
• Fall clearing ratio of at least unity
where 1/T = repetition rate
• Fall thickness at midplane of at
least 60 cm
AR > 6 0 cm

60 cm

m

• Inlet thickness less than 1/2 R
AR„ < 1 / 2 R

When the reference 4-m-radius reactor is used as
an example, the required inlet velocity at a repeti
tion rate of 1.4 Hz is about 8 m/s. For 60 cm at the
midplane, an inlet thickness of 0.9 m is required

w

Fig. 2 - 2 1 .
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Recirculation pumping power calculation—single fall.
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Fig. 2-22. Fall thickness as a
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thickness, which would have to be over 4.6 m thick
to provide 60 cm of protection at the midplane.
Because this is larger than one-half the chamber
radius, a higher inlet velocity must be used in
calculating the pumping power.
The pumping power required to recirculate the
lithium fall is presented in Fig. 2-24 for systems with
chamber radii ranging from 4 to 10 m. At 1 Hz the
pumping powers are acceptably low for all chamber
sizes. At the higher repetition rate the inlet velocity
required to cover the length of the chamber in the
1/2 s between microexplosions is so great that the
pumping power becomes quite large.
For equivalent first wall loadings the gross power
produced by reactors of varying size is proportional
to R^. The fraction of the gross power required to
recirculate the fall for the various sized reactors is
plotted in Fig. 2-25. A gross power of 440 MW for
a 4-m-radius chamber is used as the basis (1160
M W at 38% thermal conversion efficiency). As in
dicated, at 1 Hz the pumping power is only a few
percent of the gross electric po\ur. At higher repeti
tion rales the fraction becomes pohibitive for large
chambers that require very high inlet velocities.
The possible advantages of using multiple falls
entering the chamber at different vertical positions
have also been investigated. The primary advantage
is a reduction in the velocity head required to obtain
a clearing ratio of one. Each fall is required to
reestablish only to the inlet of the next lower fall.
This is especially important at higher repetition
rates. A second advantage is that the static head re
quirement is reduced for the fraction of the flow
delivered to the lower falls. Also, if the primary in
jected fall should tend to break up into separate
streams instead of forming a continuous curtain, the
lower falls could replenish it.

A calculation model for a system wilh two falls,
one entering at the top as before and one at the midplane, is illustrated in Fig. 2-26. The constraints on
the fall are the same as for the single-fall case, with
the actual positions of minimum effective thickness
used to determine the required inlet thicknesses. As
before, the inlet thickness (now equal to the sum of
AR| and ARin) must be less than 1/2 R„.
The fraction of the gross power required to recir
culate the double fall is shown in Fig. 2-27. Note
particularly the substantial reduction in pumping
power for the larger chambers at 2 Hz (5% com
pared to 14% for the 10-m-radius chamber). The ad
vantages of reduced velocity and static heads have
been offset by larger flow area requirements for the
smaller chambers at a repetition rate of 1 Hz.
Note that the double-fall geometry is not by any
means optimal. It is presented only to illustrate the
possible advantages of multiple falls. Also note that
these theoretical pumping power calculations do
not include the efficiency of the pump or drive
motor. These factors will depend on the specific
design, but for large axial flow pumps the combined
efficiency could be about 80%. The flow rate required to maintain the lithium fall
is plotted in Fig. 2-28. These rates are for the singlefall geometry and are based on the velocity and inlet
flow area determined from the model and con
straints (Fig. 2-21) previously discussed. A flow rate
of about 110 m / s is required for a 4-m-radius
reference design that operates at 1.4 pulses per
second. Large-flow-rate liquid metal pumps have
been designed. Some typical parameters of a specific
design supplied to us by the Liquid Metal Engineer
ing Center are listed in Table 2-6. The basic stage
of this design develops a 50-ft head; if higher heads
are required several stages may be used in series. At
0
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single liquid lithium fall.
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where Mr = repetition rate
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Fig. 2 - 2 6 . Recirculation pumping power calculationdouble fall. The equivalent height is H , , considering the
multiple falls.

rh = - i - kg/s ,

The required lithium flow rate to the heat ex
changers is plotted in Fig. 2-29 for an assumed AT
of 200° C. Since the total reactor thermal power, P,
is proportional to the neutron wall loading, L, it
follows from the previous equation that the coolant
flow rate is also proportional to L. For a system

where
P = reactor power, MW

(h

p

9

• Minimum effective fall thickness
of at least 60 cm
AR,„>60cm

3

110 m / s . the reference reactor would require seven
of these large pumps operating at 15.8 m / s
(250,000 gpm) each.
The lithium flow rate to the heat exchangers is
only a fraction of the flow rate required to recir
culate and maintain the fall. For a given tem
perature drop in the heat exchanger, the primary
coolant flow rate is directly proportional to the rate
at which energy must be removed from the reactor
vessel:

C

Fall clearing ratio of at least unity

= specific heat capacity, MJ/kg-°C

AT = temperature drop at heat exchanger, °C
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Fig. 2-27. Fraction of gross power required to recirculate liq
uid lithium fall-double fall.

Fig. 2-29.

Lithiumflowrate lo heat exchanger.

Table 2-6. Typical pump parameters of a specific
reactor design.
Typical
pump parameters

r

Per
Stage <

2
4
6
8
10
Vacuum-chamber radius - m
Fig. 2 - 2 8 .

Lithium Row rate required for the fall.

2

operating at other than 1 MW/n , the values in
Fig. 2-29 must be multiplied by the appropriate
value of L. Thus, our reference 4-m-radius system
operating at 4 M W / m (1160 MW ) requires a
primary circuit flow rate of 2.8 m / s ; ' is less
than 3% of the flow rale required to recirculate the
fall.
As previously noted, a single microexplosion
causes only a small temperature change in the
lithium in the vacuum chamber (assuming complete
mixing). From the fall flow conditions and reactor
dimensions, the amount of lithium in the chamber
at the time of the microexplosion can be deter
mined. For most cases, it is equal to the mass flow
rate divided by the pulse repetition rate. The
reference reactor design at about 110 m / " d 1A
pulses per second contains about 40 metric tons of
lithium at the time of the microexplosion. The 700MJ pulse deposits the majority of its energy in the
fall (see Fig. 2-17) but only raises the temperature
ln

t n

3

S
NPSH
Q
H
P
N

= 8000
= 37 ft
= 250,000 gpm
= 50 ft
= 2100 hp
(p = 0.49 g/cm )
3

Pump and drive
weight
V.Punip length
Pump diameter
Shaft speed

W=
L =
D =
S =

75 tons
B ft
9 ft
260 rpm

4°C. Of course the reason this is so much less than
the 200°C AT at the heal exchanger is that the flow
rate of the fall is about 40 times greater than the
primary coolant flow rate for this particular case.
Areas of Future Investigation. This initial evalua
tion of the liquid lithium waterfall concept has been
encouraging. The protection afforded by the thick
fluid curtain of lithium will allow first wall and
blanket structures to retain their integrity for the life
of the plant. In addition, constraints on vacuum
conditions, triiium breeding, and energy removal
are easily met. Analysis of the liquid lithium water
fall concept is continuing; some aspects currently
being investigated include:

2

3

Specific speed
Suction head
Flow rate
Developed head
Brake horsepower

Unit

s

• The hydrodynamic response of the fall lo xray, debris, and neutron energy deposition.
• The formation and stability of free surface an
nular flow.
• The compatibility of various metals with
lithium and Pb-Li alloys.

s a
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• Methods of recovering tritium from the fluid
stream.
• Neutron activation analysis.

Preliminary Conceptual Design
of a Liquid Lithium Waterfall Reactor
To evaluate the performance of the liquid lithium
waterfall reactor concept in the context of a power
plant, a preliminary conceptual design study of a
laser fusion power plant (Fig. 2-30) that incor
porates this reactor concept has been completed.
The characteristics of this conceptual power plant
are presented in Table 2-7. Energy processing begins
with the input of electrical power from the
switchyard to the laser system. The laser system re
quires 70 MW of input electrical power to produce
coherent lighl energy with an overall efficiency of
2%. The lighl energy interacts with the deuteriumtritium fuel in the reactor to produce thermal energy
with a gain of Q = 700. Specifically, fusion targets
producing 700 MJ of thermonuclear energy are
ignited by a I-MJ laser at the rate of 1.4 pulses per

Fig. 2-30.

second. The fusion neutron energy, accounting for
approximately 68% of the total yield, is multiplied
by 1.24 in the lithium blanket, resulting in a power
plant with a single-chamber thermal power output
of 1160 MW. The thermal energy is converted to
electrical energy at 38% efficiency. The laser waste
heat is discharged at an average temperature of
350°C. As a result, this waste heat can be converted
to electrical energy with an overall efficiency of ap
proximately 25%. Of the total 460 M W produced,
80 MW of electrical power is recirculated for plant
operation (laser and lithium flow). This results in a
power plant with a net electrical production of 380
MW and an overall system efficiency of 31%.
A significant feature of the plant layout shown in
Fig. 2-30 is that the laser system is not housed in the
reactor containment building. Several advantages
result from separating the large volume laser system
from the reactor. First, building costs and construc
tion time are substantially reduced; second, access
to the laser system for maintenance and operation is
increased: finally, it becomes easier to isolate the
final optics from vibrational disturbances.
t

t

Conceptual layout of a laser fusion power plant.
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The laser light is transported to the reactor via
evacuated pipes. The final focusing mirrors are
located at the turning point of the beam tubes in a
direct pathway to the thermonuclear microexplosion. As a result, these mirrors will be exposed to
the x rays, debris, and neutrons from the fusion
reaction. Therefore, they have bern placed far
enough away from the microexplosion 0 1 0 0 m) to
reduce the damage rales by two orders of
magnitude, thus assuring their survival. Optical
components such as spatial filters prevent radiation
leakage from entering the laser building via the laser
beam paths.

Table 2-7. Characteristics of a conceptual power
plant.
Overall Peiformar*:e
1160 MW
1000 MW
460 MW
380 MW
38%
17%
31%

Thermal power
Fusion thermal power
Gross electrical power
Net electrical power
Thermal efficiency
Recirculating power fraction
System efficiency

(

t

e

e

In conclusion, a preliminary conceptual design of
a laser fusion power plant based on advanced highgain targets has been completed. A parametric
analysis of this system was conducted to reveal at
tractive design points and to show the sensitivity of
the design to uncertainties in both the physics and
technology. Although still highly conceptual, this
power plant design has provided preliminary un
derstanding of the integrated engineering require
ments and potential problems. We are encouraged
by the fact that no major problems were found for
which there are not reasonable conceptual solu
tions.
On the basis of the encouraging results of this
study, a more definitive conceptual design study will
be carried out during the coming year. The liquid
lithium waterfall reactor will be coupled with one of
the more promising laboratory stage lasers, and the
major power plant components (reactor, laser,
lithium system, and optical transport system) will be
analyzed in detail. The plant layout and costing of
the design will also be included. Because we want to
tase advantage of the relevant expertise and
developed technology in the nuclear fission in
dustry, we intend to engage a reactor vendor and a
power plant architect-engineer to assist us with the
reactor design, plant layout, and costing portions of
the conceptual design.

Laser and Pellet Parameters
Total laser energy
Pulse repetition tate
Total laser power
Pellet gain (Q)
Pellet yield
Laser system efficiency (i\.)
Number of laser modules
Number of two-beam transport tubes

1 MJ
1.4 Hz
1.4 MW
700
700
2%
10
4

Reactor Parameters
Cylindrical

Geometry
Inner radius
Height
Lithium fall thickness
Equivalent structural wall flux
Tritium breeding ratio
Blanket energy multiplication
Reactor materials
Structure
Coolant

3

4 m
8 m
0.6 m
4.0 MW/m
1.7
1.24

2

Stainless steel
Lithium

Flux on a dry wall at 4 m radius from a 14 MeV source
that includes 80% of the 1000 MW fusion power.
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3. A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY
FOR A LASER-FUSION HYBRID
reatior is best used to fuel another fast breeder reac
tor. Therefore, the growth of fast breeder reactors
will depend entirely on their economic competivenesr with other power plants.

Neulronic results assessing the potential of a
laser-driven fusion-fission hybrid reactor have been
previously published '- and are presented in the ex
ecutive summary. However, more accurate assess
ments are needed, as well as a definitive ranking of
the more promising concepts. This requires studies
dealing with engineering, safety, and economic
issues, as well as neutronic results. With this in
mind, we undertook a conceptual design study of a
laser-fusion hybrid in cooperation with Bechtel
Corporation. The study was to provide enough
design detail to realistically gauge the value of a
laser-fusion hybrid in a power-generation economy
based on fission reactors. The joint effort began in
July 1975. This chapter describes and analyzes the
laser-fusion hybrid design which has evolved.
The hybrid concept chosen for this study is a
depleted-uranium-fueled, fast-fission blanket that
produces fissile plutonium and electricity. It
emphasizes fissile-material generation by maximiz
ing fuel production at the expense of energy produc
tion. Selection of this blanket material was based on
reported neutronic results '- that indicated it could
provide enough fissile fuel to extend LWR energy
production as much as two orders of magnitude.
A comparative analysis ' of the neutronic proper
ties of several hybrid concepts has shown that
depleted-uranium. fast-fission blankets produce
large amounts of fissile fuel (per unit of thermal
energy) with low laser-efficiency and target-gain re
quirements. The depleted-uranium blanket selected
for our conceptual design produces enough fissile
material to continuously fuel more than six LWRs
of equivalent thermal power. Thorium-fueled
hybrids produce more fissile fuel per unit of thermal
energy, but have a lower energy-multiplying
capability and require a higher performance (more
costly) laser-fusion system. Blanket concepts exist
with higher energy-multiplication capabilities than
depleted-uranium blankets, but they enhance
energy multiplication at the expense of fissile
production.
Light-water reactors will be the major, and most
likely the only, source of commercial, nuclear elec
tric power this century. Their growth will strongly
depend on the supply of fissile fuel. By converting
the U in natural uranium to fissile plutonium,
the hybrid could extend the fissile-fuel supply for
the economical LWRs. Fast breeder reactors also
offer the prospect of more fully utilizing the
uranium resources, but they will not provide fissile
fuel for LWRs. Excess material from a fast breeder
2

The Laser-Fusion-Hybrid
Power-Plant Design
In the joint laser-fusion, hybrid-design study,
LLL provided the overall direction, the neutronics
data, and the fusion portions of the design. Bechtel
Corporation provided the fission portion of the
hybrid, the design of the thermal-energy transport
and conversion system, the tritium-recovery system,
and the layout of the complete power plant. They
also analyzed the fuel cycle, the capital involved,
and the operating costs. Bechtel's contribution to
the laser-fusion hybrid design is fully documented in
their final report.
The four major objectives in the design study
were:
• Identify the laser and pellet performance
levels required to economically produce fissile fuel
and power with a hybrid.
• Evaluate the integrated engineering perfor
mance of a complete conceptual design.
• Compare a laser-fusion hybrid to existing
fission-breeder options (LMFBR, GCFBR,
LWBR).
• Identify major technological problems
associated with a laser-fusion hybrid.
These objectives defined the level of design detail
and costing analysis for the study.
In addition, a few philosophical points of view
significantly affected our design choices. First, we
wanted to operate the laser-fusion hybrid in a
regime that, compared to pure fusion, required an
order-of-magnitude lower laser/pellet performance,
i.e., fusion energy gains in the neighborhood of 1.0.
This meant the blanket energy multiplication had to
be about 10.0. Second, we wanted to use state-ofthe-art fission technology in the design of the hybrid
blanket. In keeping with this principle, we chose
stainless steel as the structural and cladding
material instead of higher performing refractory
metals. Finally, we believed that a hybrid reactor
which produces fissile fuel should be designed with
the same safety standards and environmental im
pact as the fissile burning reactors for which it is
providing fuel. Only a negligible improvement in
3
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the overall environmental impact results from mak
ing the hybrid environmentally more attractive than
the more numerous LWR's.
Hybrid Reactor Design
The functional shape of the laser-fusion hybrid
chosen for final evaluation is shown in Fig. 3-1. In
its simplest form it is a cylinder with a heighl-lodiameter ratio of 1.0. The center of the fusion cham
ber is the focal point for a six-beam, 100-kJ laser
system which irradiates the fusion target from the
top and bottom of the cylinder.
The basic features of the hybrid reactor are dis
played in Fig. 3-2. A depleled-uramum-fueled, fastfission blanket radially surrounds the fusion cham
ber. The energy in the fission zone (amounting to
90% of the total energy) is removed with a sodium
coolant system. The liquid sodium flows from the
lower plenum to the upper plenum through hex
agonal procers lubes.
Lithium-cooled, graphite-moderated blankets are
positioned in the lop and bottom of the reactor and
behind the fission zone. These lithium blankets cap
ture neutrons and breed tritium. The laser beams
and pellet injectors penetrate the top and bottom
blankets leaving the radial fission blanket unencum
bered. We had originally intended to also use fission
blankets in the top and bottom regions, but main
taining coolant flow while removing the top blanket
for access to the fusion chamber would have been
difficult. In addition, this would have required an
unconventional fission blanket design, which was
not in keeping with our desire to use state-of-the-art
technology. Our decision resulted in a 30% reduc
tion in both fissile fuel and energy production.
As shown in Fig. 3-3, the entire blanket system is
enclosed in a spherical stainless-steel vacuum vessel
with a removable top. The final focusing mirrors are
placed in beam tubes outside the vacuum vessel to
minimize damage caused by Ihe fusion microexplosion and to allow replacement.

Fig. 3 - 1 .
hybrid.

The geometry used in Ihe LLL/Bechtel laser-fusion

uranium volume to structural material. Increasing
the residence time of the fuel also increases the
average energy multiplication since more energy is
produced as plutonium accumulates and fissions in
the blanket.
Fast-neutron damage may limit the useful life of
stainless steel and other structural metals in a fusion
reactor. A common design criteria for both laser
and magnetic-fusion reactors is a first-wall neutronflux limitation of 1 M W / m and an expected
lifetime of less than five full-power years. Neulronic
calculations at a first-wall loading of 1 MW/m
show a maximum power density in a depleteduranium blanket of about 8 W/g or about 150
W/cm of uranium metal. The average power den
sity in the blanket is less than 4 W/g. Five fullpower years of blanket operation would result in an
average burnup of less than 7,000 MWD/tonne of
uranium. This low rate of burnup favors the choice
of metallic fuel.
The low power density and burnup capabilities of
a depleted-uranium (or a natural-uranium) blanket
demand more care in minimizing fuel-cycle costs,
including fabrication cost. Thus, large fuel rods are
favored over small rods, and long fuel elements
have some advantage over short elements.
2

2

Fission-Blanket Design

3

An expanded side view and top view of the radial
fission blanket are shown in Figs. 3-4 and 3-5. The
fission zone consists of two rows of hexagonal
process tubes that contain the depleted uranium as
stainless-steel-clad fuel pins. The process tubes in
the inner row art protected from the fusion
microexplosion by a stainless-steel-supported
graphite liner.
Our neutronic calculations indicate that energy
multiplication and fissile-fuel production are max
imized by using uranium-metal as fuel instead of ox
ides or carbides and by maximizing the ratio of
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Pellet injector
Tritium-breeding region

Laser-bean, tube
Sodium coolant
Coolant outlet
Cavity
liner

Graphite moderator
Lithium supply {

Fission zone
Tritium-breeding region
Coolant i

Fig. 3-2.

Side view of a conceptual laser-fusion hybrid.

Selection of a Fuel Material

The basic configuration of a laser-fusion reac
tor—a vacuum chamber with laser beams converg
ing from several angles—introduces difficulties in
the mecnanical dt~ign of the blanket. If a thick
pressure-vessel wall is introduced between the
blanket and the fusion core, neutronic performance
is severely reduced. The fuel element must therefore
operate and be cooled within a surrounding
vacuum. Thin process tubes and low-pressure
coolants seem to be the most reasonable design ap
proach, but coolant leaks and process-tube
reliability will always be potential problems. We ex
pect that the melt'ng of the fuel after loss of coolant
will be the most serious safety issue with the hybrid.

Our goal was lo design a system that would max
imize neutron energy multiplication, minimize fuelcycle costs, and be licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. This goal led to selection
of uranium-metal fuel elements with sodium as the
coolant. LMFBR technology and balance-of-plant
design concepts were used as much as possible. The
selected fuel element is a 19-rod cluster similar to
those developed during the early 1960s for use in
sodium-graphite reactors (SGR). Fuel rods 18 feet
long were developed at that time. However, because
of their flexibility and tendency to buckle if not kept
59

Pellet injector

Fig. 3-3.

Vacuum vessel for the laser-fusion hybrid reactor.

Laser beam
tube

vertical, they required extra care in handling.
Adapting this experience to a blanket design with
larger diameter fuel rods and a thicker cladding, we
decided to use 7-m (23-ft)-long fuel rods and assem
blies; this determined the height of the fusionreactor core. A three dimensions) view o! a fuel
assembly is shown in Fig. 3-6.
Uranium metal, uranium with 7-wl% molyb
denum alloy (U-7 Mo), and uranium carbide (UC)
were all considered as fuel materials for the sodiumcooled blanket, and all are satisfactory. The fuel ele
ment chosen can accept 30-mm-diameter fuel slugs
of each of these materials interchangeably. The U-7
Mo fuel should be capable of burnups to 20.000
MWD/tonne of uranium at maximum center tem
peratures of 650°C. This burnup would require at
least eight full-power years, a period the cladding
probably could not tolerate. The U-7 Mo alloy was
the reference fuel for the Dounreay fast reactor and
performed satisfactorily at the conditions noted.
This alloy has energy multiplication and plutoniumproduction rates that are reduced, compared to
those of uranium metal; it is ulso more expensive to
fabricate and reprocess. Uranium carbide fuel
would be capable of more than 100,000

-Coolant <- Vacuum
inlet
vessel

Sodium coolant

Coolant
outlet

Graphitemoderator
Lithium
supply

Tritium- -^""1
breeding
N
regions

-Stainlesssteel
support
-Graphite
liner

Tritium breeding region

-Hexagonal
fuel
elements

Lithiumsupply

Graphite moderator

Fig. 3 - 4 .
Side view of a fission blanket in the laserfusion hybrid reactor.

Graphite
liner

Hexagonal fuel
elements

Fig. 3-5.
Top view of a fission blanket in the laserfusion hybrid reactor.
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temperatures of 600°C. Extensive development of
similar alloys using Al, Fe. and Si (and sometimes
Mo) have taken place at the Savannah River
Laboratory and al Battelle Northwest Laboratoryconfirming the satisfactory performance of these
fuels. A maximum fuel temperature of 600°C and a
maximum burnup of 6,000 MWD/tonne of
uranium were chosen as a design basis for the
blanket. A volume increase (swelling) of 4% is ex
pected at this burnup. However, a volume increase
of 8 to 10% is easily tolerated by the sodium-bonded
fuel rod. A maximum burnup of 6,000 to 6.500
MWD/tonne of uranium is probably a reasonable
expectation for this fuel. Sodium bonding of the
cladding to the fuel rod was chosen over contact
bonding to accommodate fuel swelling without
straining the cladding: with sodium bonding, a thin
ner cladding could be used.

Upper grid structure

19-rod cluster of wirewrapped stainless steel
clad fuel pins

Lithium-Cooled Radial Blanket

Fig. 3 - 6 .

The lithium-cooled radial blanket located behind
the fission blanket extends from the top to the bot
tom of the sodium plenums. The blanket consists of
a cylindrical stainless-steel container 62 cm wide
and 750 cm high. On the inside of the blanket there
is first a 2-cm-thick stainless-steel inner wall, then 6
cm of lithium, 50 cm of stainless-steel-clad graphite.
2 cm of lithium, and finally, a 2-cm-thick stainlesssteel outer wall. The lithium, which is enriched to
50% Li , enters the reactor from an inlet header and
is fed into a plenum at the bottom of the radi;il
blanket. Lithium flows upward through the two
channels provided on either side of the clad graphite
and into the top plenum.

Fuel element and process tube configuration.

M WD/tonne of uranium burnup at maximum tem
peratures of 1,000°C (with a sodium bond), if the
cladding were adequately strong. However, its
energy multiplication is 30% less than uranium
metal. In the low-pover-density configuration of
the chosen blanket, the higher burnup capabilities
of U-7 Mo and UC cannot be used effectively. If
higher power densities were possible (by using firstwall fluxes of 3 to 4 MW/m or fissile-enriched
uranium fuel), or if gas cooling were used, UC
would probably have been chosen.
Uranium metal, adjusted with minor alloying ad
ditions to control swelling, was chosen as the fuel
material for several reasons; its multiplication and
breeding performance were superior, and its burnup
capability was judged to be adequate and a good fit
to the blanket's low-power density. Finally, it tvas
cheaper to fabricate and reprocess.
Pure uranium metal begins to swell disastrously
at temperatures greater than 400°C and burnups
greater than 1,000 M WD/tonne of uranium (about
0.1 atom percent fissions). The British development
of adjusted uranium metal as a fuel for their gascooled Magnox reactors during the early 1960s
demonstrated that additions of 800 to 1,000 ppm
Al, 350 to 500 ppm Fe, and approximately 500 ppm
carbon could control this swelling and allow burn
ups of 5,000 to 6,500 MWD/tonne of uranium at

6

Top and Bottom Blankets

2

The top and bottom blankets are cylindrical, cur
ved pancake-shaped plenums. The shell is 2 cm
thick, and from the inside, each blanket is con
structed with 2 cm of stainless-steel. 10 cm of
beryllium, 70 cm of graphite, 10 cm of lithium, and
the 2-cm stainless-steel outer shell. The blankets are
located 350 cm from the center of the reactor. The
use of beryllium in these blankets provides a
tritium-breeding ratio of 1.5. This allows the radial
blanket to operate with a tritium-breeding ratio of
0.95 and still maintain an overall tritium breeding
ratio of 1.1. Reducing the tritium-breeding require
ments in the radial blanket makes it possible to use
a thicker fission zone, thereby increasing the fissile
fuel-production capability of the reactor.
Final Laser Optical System
Six horizontal laser beams enter the reactor
through a double-mirror system located outside the
61

reactor. The laser light is focused on the fusion
target by six metal mirrors, three each at the top and
bottom of the reactor; radiation shields are
provided for each beam. The focal length of the
mirrors is 12 m. and the final mirror is designed to
accommodate a beam diameter of 1.2 m and a max
imum energy flux of 1.5 J/cm .
To be good reflecting and focusing elements,
mirrors must be smooth to approximately onefourth of the wavelength of the laser light impinging
on them. Highly polished metal surfaces are suscep
tible to all types of radiation damage, and we are
currently investigating the effects of the neutrons, x
rays, and energetic debris from the fusion microexplosion. The damage caused by this loading has
been lessened somewhat by placing the mirror at a
point where the radiation fluxes emanating from the
fusion target are more than an order of magnitude
lower than the first-wall fluxes. An additional
problem uncovered by our preliminary optical
studies involves damage to the mirrors from the
laser light as debris from the fusion chamber ac
cumulates on the mirror surface. A mechanism for
removing the debris between shots must be devised.
Removing and replacing mirrors will be expen
sive because of the handling required. Replacing the
mirrors at the bottom of the reactor will be difficult
without special equipment. The lifetime of the
mirrors will determine whether it is necessary to use
special designs such as rotating mirrors, gas win
dows, magnetic-field directors, and special remote
handling for replacing mirrors. We have not con
sidered optical-system design here, except for layout
and basic laser-system functional purposes sur
rounding the reactor.

of the power plant. We have calculated the
radiation-exposure capabilities of several first-wall
materials and have chosen a 2-cm-thick graphite
liner supported by stainless-steel and cooled with
lithium. The graphite first wall is designed for an
operational lifetime of one year with a neutron wall
loading of 1 M W/m and a repetition rale of 20 Hz.
The nominal charged-particle loading is then 0.25
MW/m or 12.5 k J / m per pulse. The chargedparticle energy is carried in the form of pellet debris
and alpha particles that escape the pellet.
We have calculated the temperature rises, the
stresses, and the amount of materia) vaporized by
the interaction of x rays, charged particles, and
reflected light with the first-wall material. The
analytical methods used for these estimates are
presented in Refs. 4 and 5. The rale and depth of
energy deposition in the first wall from the
thermonuclear-burn products and the reflected laser
light is dependent on several parameters including:
• Laser wavelength.
• Laser energy and power.
• Thermonuclear yield.
• Pellet mass and composition.
• Gas pressure in the fusion cavity.
• First-wall composition and configuration.

2

2

2

2

A computer code called LASNEX has been
developed at LLL to explore this complex
parameter space. LASNEX is a Lagrangian
hydrodynamic code mat incorporates the principal
physical processes occurring in laser-produced
plasmas: it also computes the time evolution of the
basic physical characteristics of the plasma. By us
ing LASNEX, it is possible to calculate the
transport and interaction of laser photons, elec
trons, ions, x rays, and fusion-reaction products, as
well as the induced magnetic and electric fields and
the hydrodynamic behavior of the pellet.
We selected a laser target that LASNEX predicts
will yield 10 MJ of thermonuclear energy from an
implosion caused by a few hundred kilojoules of 1jim laser light. One percent of the fusion energy is
released in the form of x rays, 23% in charged parti
cles, and 76% in (4-IVfeV neutrons. The energy spec
tra and pulse widths occurring at the first wall have
been determined by continuing the LASNEX
calculation long enough for the x rays and charged
particles to interact with the cavity gas at 0.1 Torr.
The resulting spectra and pulse widths were then in
put into the first-wall calculations. The results in
dicated that thermal ablation of a graphite curtain
3.5 m from the microexplosion will result in a
surface-recession of less than I cm/yr. Spallation of
the graphite by temperature-induced stresses has
also been considered in these first-wall calculations.
6

Pellet Apparatus
The pellets of DT must be injected into the reac
tor at a nominal 20 times a second and must reach
an exact location without error. The apparatus must
be insulated from the reactor (if frozen pellets are
used) and must remain correctly aligned with the
laser beams during the expansion of the reactor
caused by internal heat load. The apparatus is also
subject to thermonuclear blast and the nominal
reactor vacuum of 0.1 Torr. No apparatus is
available today that fulfills these requirements.

First-Wall Considerations

The technological and economic feasibility of the
laser-fusion hybrid are critically dependent on the
design and performance of the first wall because its
radius and lifetime determine both the size of the
reactor for a given output power and the availability
62

Another factor limiting first-wall lifetime will be
erosion by the formation of hydrocarbons. For a
DT target with 5% burn, the graphite will erode at a
rate less than 1 cm/yr, assuming that all the
hydrogen reacts with the curtain to form acetylene.
The graphite curtain must be flexible enough to
withstand the thermal stress caused by reflected
light and x-ray loadings, as well as charged-particle
loading. A weave of graphite fibers has been
proposed for this purpose, but the transmission of
heat through such a cloth is uncertain. It may be
preferable to use a one-layer, two-dimensional
weave that is continuously replaceable as it erodes.
In summary, the first wall is assumed to be a 2cm-thick graphite curtain supported on a stainlesssteel backing. The design of a cooling system for
this structure is not included, and the structural
design for sufficient flexibility has not been con
sidered in detail.

Analysis of the Design
System Performance
The overall performance and the more significant
design parameters of the laser-fusion hybrid are
summarized in Table 3-1. A thermal output of

Table 3-1. Laser fusion hybrid design parameters.
System performance
Thermal power, MW
Fusion (hernial power, MW
Gross electrical power, MW
Net electrical power, MW
Recirculating power fnction
System efficiency, %
Average blanket energy multiplication
Net plutonium production, kg/yr
Total tritium production, kg/yr
Laser energy, (KJ)
Laser system efficiency, %
Power supply eneigy, MJ
Pulse repetition rate, s
Pellet gain, Q
Fusion energy gain
(

e

-1

1400
200
535
400
0.25
0.29
8.7
1300
8.0
100
2.0
S.0
20
100
2.0

Table 3-2. Comparison of laser-fusion-hybrid and
fission-breeder performance.

Thermal power, MW
Net electrical power, MW
System efficiency
Net fissile production, kg/yr
Fissile fuel loading
Maximum power density in
fuel, W/cm
Average power density, W/cm

Optical transport system
Number of beams
Maximum eneigy flux, J/cm
Beam diameter, m
Focal length of final mirrois, m

1400 MW was chosen to emphasize that a laserfusion-driven hybrid could operate as a relatively
small power unit. The fusion targets are irradiated
by a 6-beam, 100 kJ, 20-Hz laser with an overall ef
ficiency of 2%. The fusion-energy gain (i.e., the
product of laser-system efficiency and pellet gain)
for this reactor is 2.0. This results in a plant recir
culating power fraction of 25%, and a net system ef
ficiency of 29%. If the fusion-energy gain were in
creased to 4.0, the recirculating power would
decrease to 16% and the net system efficiency would
increase to 32%.
The performance and the design parameters
presented in Table 3-1 can be placed in perspective
by comparing the laser-fusion hybrid to a typical
fast breeder reactor. This comparison is shown in
Table 3-2 where both systems have been normalized
to a thermal output power of 2500 MW. The fast
breeder reactor used in this comparison is an
LMFBR wilh a breeding ratio of 1.2. As shown, lhe
laser-fusion hybrid generates 30% less electrical
power because its driving laser requires 19% of the
gross power. This inferior performance in power
generation results from design choices that were in
fluenced by our desire to emphasize fissile-fuel
production at the expense of energy multiplication.
The advantages of the laser-fusion hybrid over the
LMFBR are readily apparent from Table 3-2.
Specifically, the hybrid produces 10 times more
fissile material, requires no initial fissile-fuel
loading, and operates at one-tenth lhe power den
sity. Because there is no initial fissile inventory, it is
possible to operate the hybrid in a regime where
both criticality accidents and core disruptive acci
dents are impossible. Moreover, control rods are
not required. The lower power densities make it
possible to design a hybrid blanket that provides
much more time to recover from a loss-of-coolant

6
1.5
1.2
12.0

3

Hybrid

breeder

2500
725
0.29
2300
0.0

2500
1000
0.40
260
2500

150
30

1500
~300

The fission breeder used in this comparison is an LMFBR
with a breeding ratio of 1.2.
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accident. In fact, it is technologically feasible, and
perhaps economically feasible, to design a hybrid
blanket that passively copes with a loss-of-coolant
accident.
Economic Analysis

Bechtel's preliminary cost analysis of the 1400MW, laser-fusion hybrid design revealed that some
of the design choices had severe economic penalties.
A survey of the high-cost items indicated that the
reactor-containment structure and several of the
other buildings were much too large for the nominal
output power of 4Q0 MW . In addition, there were
several other balance-of-planl items whose costs
were relatively independent of output power,
thereby implying that a larger plant output power
would be more economical. These results agree with
scaling factors for other nuclear-power reactors that
show an electrical-power plant is more economical
in the 1200-MW range and, where possible, in twin
units.
These results led us to perform a more detailed
cost analysis on a hybrid with a larger output
power. We scaled our conceptual design to a gross
power of '. 300 M W and a net power of 950 M W .
This output was obtained from the original design
by increasing the laser energy from 100 to 200 kJ,
increasing the average pulse repetition rate from 20
to 25 Hz, and increasing the inner radius of the
blanket from 3.5 to 4.9 m.
t

C
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Capital and Operating Costs
The capital cost of the laser-fusion hybrid reactor
plant has been estimated from conceptual design
and engineering information. A large portion of the
power plant consists of conventional technology,
such as thermal energy transfer, electrical genera
tion, and cooling and auxiliary systems: therefore,
cost estimates can be based on background ex
perience. Because the fusion reactor, the laserinterface, and the fusion fuel cycle are conceptual,
their costs have been estimated on a first-of-a-kind
cost basis. The operating costs of the laser-fusion
hybrid reactor are based upon its nuclear fuel-cycle
and equipment-replacement costs in addition to
capital charge rates and general operating and
maintenance costs similar to those of LMFBR reac
tors.
Capital Costs. The results of the cost analysis are
summarized in Table 3-3. The costs of the laserfusion hybrid are compared to cost estimates for a
typical LWR. All of the cost estimates have been
made at first quarter, 1976. price and wage levels
and no allowance has been made for future escala
tion. The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)

category for the hybrid includes the reactor vessel
with its internals, and the primary-coolant loop
with its associated pumps, motors, heat exchangers,
and steam generators. Major items included in the
"other mechanical" category are the turbine
generators, the vacuum system, the tritium system.
and the cooling towers. Site improvements, the
reactor-containment structure, and all other
buildings make up the "civil and structural"
category.
The indirect costs in Table 3-3 were estimated on
the basis of a nine-year construction of the LWR
and a 10.5-year construction of the more complex
laser-Tusion hybrid. Thus, the indirect costs for the
hybrid account for a larger fraction of the total
capital cost. Field costs are the items in the con
struction cost which cannot be directly ascribed to
the capital costs. They include temporary construc
tion facilities, supply and maintenance of construc
tion equipment and tools, field-office operation.
Table 3-3. Capital and operating cost analysis.

LWR,
1200 MW,

Laser-fusion
hybrid,
9S0 MW

78
101
142
77
9
43

268
201
158
105
11
72

Total direct costs

450

815

Field costs
Engineering services
Contingency
Owners cost at 7%
Interest during construction
at 8%

79
80
91
56

171
197
272
116

c

Capital cost item (MS)
Nuclear Steam Supply
System (NSSS)
Other Mechanical
Civil and Structural
Piping
Instrumentation
Electrical

197
(9 yr)

487
(10.5 yr)

Total indirect costs

503

1243

Total Cost

9S3

2058

794

2166

Capital
Fuel
Operating and maintenance

19.42
6.3
1.5

55.77
(-3.17)
2.40

Total operating costs

27.22

55.00

Cost per kW install?' S
Operating Cost Item, mills/kWh

and acceptance testing. The engineering services in
clude all engineering and home-office costs and fees.
Included in the indirect cost is a contingency
allowance for the uncertainty that exists within the
conceptual design in quantity, pricing, or produc
tivity.
The total capital cost of the laser-fusion hybrid is
estimated to be $2,058 million. Thus, on a cost-perkilowatt installed basis, the hybrid is 2.7 times more
expensive than the LWR. It should be noted that
this cost estimate does not include the laser system
or the pellet-manufacturing facility. If $200 million
are allowed for these omitted facilities the laserfusion hybrid would cost approximately three times
more than a typical LWR.
Operating Cost. The cost of electricity from the
hybrid is 55 mills/kWh. This is approximately twice
as much as the cost of electricity from the LWR.
The capital portion of the operating cost is by far
the dominant factor in the cost of electricity. It has
been estimated Tor both reactors on the basis of a
15% rate of return on the capital invested. The fuelcycle cost for the laser-fusion hybrid is negative
because revenues are obtained from the sale of the
plutonium it produces. The cost bases used to es
timate the fuel cycle cost for both the LWR and the
hybrid are presented in Table 3-4. The fabrication
cost for the hybrid is cheaper because the cladding
material is stainless-steel and the cross-sectional
area of the fuel pin is much larger. The spent-fuel
shipping and reprocessing costs are less for the
hybrid because it operates at lower average burnups
(6.000 vs 33.000 MWD/tonne of uranium).
The major issue concerning a laser-fusion hybrid
is not how much it will cost, nor the price at which it
can generate electricity, but rather the cost of elec
tricity when hybrids are providing fissile fuel for ex
isting burner reactors. In Fig. 3-7, the cost of elec
tricity has been plotted as a function of the cost of
fissile fuel for hybrids with varying capital costs.
These results indicate that the cost of electricity is
quite insensitive to the capital cost of the laserfusion hybrid. Specifically, the cost of electricity in
creases by only 20 to 40% when the capital cost of
the hybrid ranges from 2 to 3 times more than the
LWR.

• The hybrid operates in a regime which re
quires an order of magnitude lower laser and pellet
performance than a pure laser-fusion system.
• First-wall requirements and 14-MeV-neutron
damage are less severe in a laser-fusion system with
a fission blanket.
• The laser-fusion hybrid produc-s a large
amount of fissile material—enough to fuel more
than six LWRs of equivalent size.
• When laser-fusion hybrids are producing fuel
for existing reactors, the cost of electricity is insen
sitive to the capital cost of the hybrid.
• The laser-fusion hybrid would extend the
total energy available from economical LWRs by
two orders of magnitude.
The feasibility of the laser-fusion hybrid should
be evaluated from three points of view: scientific,
technological, and economic. The scientific
feasibility of the laser-fusion hybrid is dependent on
(1) achieving pellet gains in the neighborhood of
100, and (2) developing suitable lasers with overall
system efficiencies greater than 1%.
The fission blanket surrounding the fusion cham
ber was designed with state-of-the-art fission
technology to assess the technological feasibility of

Table 3-4. Fuel cycle cost bases for pressurizedwater and boiling-water fission and a hybrid
reactor.
Uranium
Conversion
Enrichment
Fabrication

S40/Ib U 0
$4.50/kg U
SIOO/SWU
S100/kgU(PWR)
$ 80/kg U (BWR)
S 20/kgU
S225/kg U
S34.25/gPu.(PWR)
$26.95/gPMBWR)
3

Spent-fuel shipping
Reprocessing
Plutonium credit
70% plant capacity factor
17.4% working capital charge rate
Process Losses:

Conversion
Fabrication
Reprocessing

0.2%
0.5%
0.5%

Laser-Fusion Hybrid Reactor

Conclusions of the LLL/Bechtel Study

Fabrication
Spent-fuel shipping
Reprocessing
Plutonium credit

The production of fissile fuel by a hybrid is a
promising step in the development of fusion. This
design study has shown that the addition of a
depleted-uranium fission blanket to a laser-fusion
system has several advantages:
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S 30/kgU
$ 10/kgU
$l25/kgU
S30/gPu
f
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the laser-fusion hybrid. However, a definitive state
ment regarding the feasibility of fissile-fuel produc
tion with laser fusion cannot be made without
further study. The laser and optical systems must be
conceptually designed. The pellet manufacturing
and injection systems need to be considered. A more
detailed analysis of the first-wall design should be
carried out. Finally, a safely analysis of the design is
required, particularly of system failures which could
result in a release of radioactive nuclides to the en
vironment. The most obvious release mechanism is
the melting of the fuel in a ios'.-of-coolant accident.
The economic analysis shows that the cost of elec
tricity in a hybrid-LWR scenario is insensitive to the
capital cost of the hybrid. The laser-fusion reactor is
estimated to be three times more expensive than an
LWR, yet the cost of electricity will be only 40%
more than the present price. Nevertheless, substan
tial economic gains would be realized if the laserfusion hybrid costs could be decreased to twice that
of an LWR. Possibilities for reducing capital cost
that should be explored in future studies include:

Fig. 3-7. Cost of fissile fuel and electricity from a hybrid.
The intersection points of the curves determine the cost of
electricity and fissile fuel in the hybrid-LWR. senario. For
example, the cost of electricity increases by only 20 to 40%
when the capital cost of the hybrid ranges from two (o three
times more than the LWR.

• Replacement of the coolant and tritiumbreeding systems with helium cooling and a solid
litnium blanket.
• Investigation of fission blankets that enhance
energy multiplication.
• Consideration of blanket geometries that
more efficiently utilize the point source from laser
fusion.

nenreprocessing options in any detail because, in
general, they exhibit a lower fissile fuel production
and result in more costly electricity than ihe
reprocessing options. However, in light of the recent
policy change, we briefly describe a few nonrecycling schemes for hybrids that appear plausible.
The most straightforward approach is to use
hybrids strictly as power producers with throwaway
fuel cycles. These hybrid power plants could be
fueled with thorium, depleted uranium, or spent
fuel from LWRs; therefore, they could lake advan
tage of the fusion energy multiplying characteristics
of fuels that are abundant and cheap. Hybrid
systems will be significantly more expensive than
LWRs. Hence, power-producing hybrids without
fissile fuel revenues can be expected to generate elec
tricity at substantially higher costs.
Another nonreprocessing scheme involves the
fissile enriching of depleted uranium fuel by irradia
tion in a hybrid for subsequent burnup in an LWR.
The feasibility of this approach primarily rests with
the development of high-burnup fuel elements that
could operate in both the hybrid and LWR environ
ments. Alternatively, the enriched hybrid fuel could
be declad. ground up, homogenized and compacted
into LWR fuel pins. All of these operations would
have to be conducted at high cost in shielded hot
cells. Fissile fuel-producing hybrids utilizing either
of these nonreprocessing schemes are expected to
provide enough fissile material to fuel two LWRs of
equivalent size. This represents a factor-of-three
reduction in the fissile fueling capability that would
be obtained with reprocessing.

Alternate Approaches Permitting
A Long-Term Fission Economy
Fission reactors operating on a throwaway
uranium fuel cycle will exhaust their supply of
economically accessible fuel in'less than 100 years.
Therefore, to extend the useful life of this economic
source of electricity, the throwaway uranium fuel
cycle must be replaced. Until the recent shift in
government policy, the United States has concen
trated on developing the LMFBR (which uses the
plutonium fuel cycle), and on reprocessing spent
reactor fuel to allow recycling of unburned
U
and Pu through LWRs. The President has in
troduced a program calling for indefinite deferral of
the reprocessing and recycling of plutonium and the
acceleration of research into alternative nuclear fuel
cycles.
Athough the fast breeder reactor involves a full
commitment to the plutonium fuel cycle, hybrids do
not require any fissile enrichment. Therefore, they
can use uranium and thorium resources without
reprocessing. To date, we have not examined these
235
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The U/thorium cycle with reprocessing of
spent fuel has been proposed as a "less pro
liferating" nuclear fission option. If so, thoriumfueled hybrids could advantageously produce - U
for efficient-burning thermal fission reactors. In this
approach, hybrids located in secure areas would
supply fission burner reactors with
U that has
been denatured with U to one part in six. As a
result, weapons-grade material will not be present in
the fuel supplied to the burner reactors. Because
Plutonium will be produced in the thermal fission
reactors, the spent fuel must be returned to secure
areas where the plutonium can be extracted and
either utilized or stored. On the other hand, Cohen,
in a recent presentation at the Atomic Industrial
Forum Fuel Cycle "77. pointed out that denatured
uranium is only about 12 separative work units
away from weapons-grade material and that a crude
centrifuge plant costing about 4 million dollars
could be used to produce enough fissile material for
a weapon in less than six weeks.
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4.

ACTINIDE BURNING

A consequence of the above is that a principal
figure of merit for an actinide burner will be the
average, or mean, life of an actinide atom in the ac
tinide burner divided by the actinide burner fuel cy
cle period. This ratio determines the actinide burnup, which in turn determines the additional number
of recycles that an average actinide atom in the
system experiences before it is burned. In this sense,
the total long-lived hazard of a unit of disposed fis
sion fuel is a function of the separation factor and
the number of recycles required.
To minimize the total disposed hazard, three
goals Tor an actinide partitioning transmutation
scheme are apparent;
• High separation factors
• Short in-reactor actinide meanlife
• Long fuel cycle period (high burnup)
In addition, a fourth goal would be to maximize the
actinide throughput to service as many fission reac
tors as possible. Finally, a fifth goal, relevant to the
case in which a final charge of actinides is to be
burned in situ, is that the long-term hazard of
irradiated actinides should be several orders of
magnitude less than the hazard associated with a
full charge of unirradiated actinides. Of course,
these goals neglect the significant, and perhaps
prohibitive, short-term hazards associated with the
increased circulation of actinide wastes during the
partitioning and transmutation process.
Several studies have investigated the possibility of
recycling actinide wastes in thermal fission
reactors - and fast breeder reactors. These studies
have shown that it is possible to burn actinides in
fission reactors and that the process is more efficient
in the harder neutron spectra of fast breeder reac
tors. Logically, fast-neutron-rich fusion systems
could even more effectively serve the same role.
Two studies of actinide burning in fast spectrum fu
sion reactor blankets have been completed.

The neutrons from DT-fusion systems can change
long-lived fission waste products (primarily actinides) to short-lived or stable isotopes. This
method could serve as a mechanism to relax re
quirements for long-term geological storage of highlevel radioactive wastes. Actinide half-lives are quite
long, even in comparison to such geological
phenomena as ice ages and earthquake fault move
ments. Storage of long-lived wastes is difficult
because these events can render a disposal area
unacceptable.

2

Introduction
If the fission products in disposed high-level
waste generated from spent commercial power reac
tor fuels are allowed to naturally decay, the longlived actinides in the waste will dominate the hazard
after only 400 years. Although it is not possible to
eliminate the long-term hazard, it can be substan
tially reduced (more than two orders of magnitude)
via a two step waste recycling process consisting of
waste partitioning (or separation) followed by aclinide transmutation (primarily burning by fission).
In the partitioning step, the bulk of actinides are
separated from the disposed waste. They are then
shipped to an actinide transmutation reactor to be
destroyed. To achieve the desired reduction in the
disposed waste hazard, separation factors of 99.99%
plutonium; 99.9% uranium, americium. curium, and
iodine ( a fission product); and 95% neptunim are
required. ' Because this represents a considerable
advancement beyond the 99.5% separations cur
rently achieved for uranium and plutonium, it is ex
pected that partitioning technology will require
significant development.
Ideally, to achieve the maximum possible dis
posed waste hazard reductions, the separated ac
tinides should be entirely destroyed in the actinide
burner. However, the actinides cannot be entirely
fissioned during a single fuel cycle period that is
limited by the fuel element damage rate and fission
product buildup. Thus, the remainder of the ac
tinides (unburned) are discharged from the actinide
burner. These will be reprocessed again, supple
mented with fresh actinides from fission reactors,
and charged as fresh fuel to the actinide burner.
Some actinides initially charged to the actinide bur
ner will constitute an additional feed to the disposed
waste stream due to the reprocessing inefficiency.

1

4

WFPS Study

5

An EPRI-sponsored Westinghouse study was
based on a beam-driven Tokamak fusion-fission
hybrid reactor used for actinide depletion. Intended
for mid-to-late 1980's technology, this reactor
provides a fusion neutron wall loading of approx
imately 1 M W / m , corresponding to approx
imately 10 n / c m -s in the 14 MeV energy range.
2

l4
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The fission blanket is fueled with actinides con
tained in the high-level waste from the LWR-U cy
cle. The Mo-TZM clad actinide oxide fuel is
primarily comprised of N p , A m , and A m ,
which represent almost 90% of the partitioned ac
tinides and are the principal contributors to the very
long-term radioactive hazards in LWR waste. These
actinides are the only fissionable material contained
in the helium-cooled blanket, but they provide suf
ficient neutron multiplication for neutron fluxes in
the range of 10 n/cm - s .
The WFPS report analyzed the reduction of the
long-term hazard of actinides charged to the reactor
rather than the reduction of the overall long-term
hazard of the disposed waste (including the ac
tinides added to the disposed waste after each recy
cle of the fuel). In this sense, the long-term hazard
of actinide waste irradiated for 30 years at 1.15, 5,
and l O M W / m was investigated. For all three
cases the same average thermal blanket power
(13,000 M W,) was achieved by lowering the actinide
"enrichment" (and thus blanket criticality) with in
creasing vail loadings. The relative ingestion hazard
vs decay lime is shown for the three wall loadings in
Fig. 4-1. The relative ingestion hazard is an index
that consists of the ratio of the ingestion hazard of a
given amount of high-level nuclear waste to the inges
tion hazard of the amount of naturally-occurring
parent uranium ore from which the wastes were
produced. Formulation of a relative hazard index on
this basis is considered to be a realistic measure of
the effects of high-level wastes because it compares
the hazard potential of wastes with that of naturally
occurring radioactive substances which would exist
if the uranium was not used in the LWR. However,
concentration effects which make the waste hazard
per unit volume much greater for the irradiated
waste than the parent ore are not indicated through
the use of this index.
For a neutron wall loading of 1.15 MW/m the
hazard index of the irradiated actinides initially
decreased relative to the natural decay curve. At
1 0 years, however, it increased back to the natural
decay level. These results were similar to those
generated in a SNWL study ofactinide irradiation
in a moderated neutron spectrum, beryllium
blanket.
Although the initial depletion rates of actinide
species loaded into the Westinghouse actinide
burner are several orders of magnitude higher than
the natural decay rates, it was found that neutron
absorption dominates ever fission. Because of this
effect, considerable quantities of P u , C m and
C m are produced before ultimately fissioning.
The net effect of producing these nuclides is a
significant increase in the hazard index in the first few
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Decay time — years
Fig. 4 - 1 . A comparison of Ihe relative ingestion hazards from
actinides as functions of decay time.

years of irradiation due to the relatively shorter halflives of ^^Cm,
C m and P u when compared
to the other actinides. Additionally, the
C m / P u decay chain gives rise to very
radiotoxic long-term daughter products. In fact, all
the actinides associated with fission reactor waste
will create a dozen or so radioactive daughter
products before decaying to stable Pb or Bi
isotopes. Thus, in a meaningful evaluation of the
long-term radiotoxicity, one must follow the decay
chains for approximately 10 years to see the effects
of radioactive daughter products on the potential
ingestion hazard.
In the case of a 10-MW/m wall loading, the
Tokamak actinide burner benefits from two effects
related to lower actinide concentrations (for con
stant power) in the blanket. Because lower concen
trations (by about a factor of four) lead to lower
cr'aicalhy, the neutron spectrum will harden due to
an increase in the ratio of 14 MeV fusion neutrons
to about 1 MeV fission neutrons. In the harder
spectrum, the capture to fission ratio decreases
while neutron multiplication due to the (n,2n) reac
tion increases. Also, lower actinide concentrations
at constant power imply that the actinide mean life
decreases. This has the effect of depleting the ac
tinides, including nuclides produced in the actinide
burner itself, more quickly. For example, the
destruction (i.e., capture and fission) half life for
P u decreases from almost 7 years to 2 years
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when the wall loading is increased from 1.15 to
10 MW/m .
The Westinghouse group reports that the post
irradiation decay hazard index of actinides
irradiated for 30 years at 10 MW/m can be
reduced by three orders of magnitude relative to
natural decay (Figs. 4-1 and 4-2). They conclude
that a wall loading of 1.15 MW/m or shorter
irradiation periods are only marginally attractive,
and that a total first wall fluence approaching
300 MW-yr/m is required for effective reduction
of the hazard associated with actinide waste charged
to the aclinide burner.
The WFPS study has shown that, from vtw
standpoint of economics, the actinide burner can
produce a very large amount of useful energy (ap
proximately 13,000 MW[). Moreover, this energy
can be supplied at conditions of fluid temperature
and pressure suitable for useful power generation.
The plant WFPS used with the actinide burner
provides 1050 MW for its required circulating
power, as well as a surplus of approximately
10,000 MW, for useful export. In view of the ex
tremely large power of the plant, it was not con
sidered reasonable to supply this export power in
the form of electricity. Instead, a hydrogen produc
tion plant was coupled to the reactor to create a
marketable product from its power. The total'
capital cost for the reactor and plant (excluding es
calation and interest during construction) was es
timated to be approximately $4.7 billion in 1975
dollars. On the basis of capital costs per unit of ther
mal output, this figure is approximately three times
that of an LWR. Assuming a 10-year design and
construction period, with operation in the mid1980"s (which is extremely optimistic), provision for
escalation would require $4.6 billion and the in
terest during construction another $3.9 billion. This
represents a total plant cost of-$13.2 billion. If one
examines operating costs, including amortization of
the $13.2-billion investment over a 30-year plant life
and credits the hydrogen production at the same
price per Btu content as that for oil, there is a net
operating deficit of $1.9 billion per year, which can
be assigned as the incremental cost for disposing of
the actinide inventory.
To put this cost in perspective, the actinide
burner has the capability to fission 4 metric tons of
actinide per year, based on a power generation of
13,000 MW, with an availability of 80%. Since
depletion of these actinides by fission corresponds
to disposal of fission-reactor actinide waste
produced in the generation of 1.5-10 kWh, * a
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T w o I.undred and twenty two plants (I G W each) operating
at 75% capacity produce 1 . 5 - 1 0 KWh/yr. Each produces
about 0.018 M T / y r of actinides in the LWR-U fuel cycle.
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Fig. 4 - 2 .
The effect of irradiation with a 10 MVV/m fusion
neutron wall loading on the long-term ingestion hazard potential of
1AVR actinides following 30 years of irradiation in the actinide
burner.

1.3-mills/kWh incremental cost can be assigned to
the fission-reactor power plant for actinide burning.
This is about a 4% increase in the total generation
cost for a nuclear plant scheduled for 1985 startup.
However, the actinide burner concept has not been
optimized, and significant cost improvements may
be feasible.
Laser Fusion Driven
Actinide Burner Study
At present, laser fusion appears to be capable of
attaining a 5- to 10-MW/m fusion neutron wall
loading. In addition, the ability to utilize simple
geometry makes the laser fusion reactor an attrac
tive candidate for actinide burning. Recognizing
these attributes, Berwald and Duderstadt (Univer
sity of Michigan) have performed scoping studies
for an actinide burner adapted from a University of
Wisconsin pure laser fusion reactor design. The goal
was to identify a fusion driven actinide burner
system that could be expected to perform efficiently
within the framework of anticipated fusion
technology. Reasonable extrapolations in
technologies that could be expected to develop dur
ing the same time frame as the fusion driver itself
were utilized.
2
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transporting and fabricating actinide fuels, its per
formance represents an optimistic goal. Its realiza
tion will require significant development in the
fields of high-level waste partitioning, laser fusion
and hybrid systems, fusion environment materials,
and pyroprocessing. However, these results suggest
that high-burnup solid-fuel hybrid blanket designs
with considerably less technological risk might at
tain adequate performance as actinide burners. In
particular, HTGR fuel pellets appear to have burnup capabilities in excess of 25%.

The laser fusion driven actinide waste burner
(LDAB) system investigated uses partitioned fission
reactor generated actinide wastes dissolved in a
molten tin alloy as fuel. A novel fuel processing con
cept based upon work by Anderson and Pa lee
concerning the high-temperature precipitation of
"actinide-nitrides" from a liquid tin solution is
proposed. This concept will allow for fission
product removal to be performed at high burnup
within the device. Thus, the LDAB actinide
transmutation process may represent less shortterm hazards than solid fuel systems with a fixed
fuel cycle period because the need to refabricate and
transport aclinide wastes once charged to the
system is eliminated.
The LDAB is a power producing hybrid reactor.
With an equilibrium blanket energy multiplication
of thirty in actinide fission regions about the axial
midplane of a cylindrical cavity, a total system
blanket energy multiplication of twelve is attained.
This corresponds to a reduction in the laser system
recirculating power fraction from 24% (pure fusion
reactor) to 2.7%. The equilibrium neutron wall
loading of 5.7 MW/m represents an average
flux of 6.4 X 10 n/cm -s in the fission regions.
The overall system power is approximately
22,000 MW with an average fission power density
of 287 W/cm in the actinide fuel regions.
No attempt has been made to optimize this
system, but potential performance seems im
pressive. In one possible fuel management scenario,
the LDAB attains an effective equilibrium composi
tion in 15 years. The equilibrium LDAB consumes
7.60 MT/yr of actinide waste: corresponding to the
waste output from 134LWR's operating with full
Plutonium recycle (1000 MW , 33,000 MW-d/t,
33% thermal efficiency. 75% capacity factor). With
an actinide loading of 341, the mean life of an ac
linide atom in the system is only 4.5 yr.
If the 134 LWR's and one LDAB are evaluated as
one system, the LDAB will produce 5.5% of the
system power. If the cost of LDAB power genera
tion is three times that of LWR power generation,
then the system power generation cost will be 11%
above the LWR power generation costs. If the
LDAB burns LWR-uranium recycle waste instead
of LWR-plutonium recycle waste, it might serve
420 reactors with only a 3.7% increment in power
generation costs. As in the WFPS design study, the
blanket thermal power could also be utilized for
synthetic fuel production.
Although the LDAB has the potential to effi
ciently burn actinide wastes, process the wastes
generated in a large system of commercial reactors,
and reduce the short-term hazard due to
8

9

Comparison of the Two Studies
The LDAB's efficiency as an actinide burner is
compared with the efficiencies of the WFPS
Tokamak and other actinide burner systems in
Table 4-1, which is taken from Ref. 2. The fully
loaded Tokamak actinide burner designs evaluated
ty Westinghouse relate to initial rather than
equilibrium blanket compositions. However, the
quality of actinide fuel improves dramatically dur
ing the evoluation to equilibrium. For example, the
LDAB is able to reduce its actinide and neutron
wall loadings by 60% and 43%, respectively, while
still achieving its initial power density (or equiva
lent^ its initial actinide throughput) during its
evolution to equilibrium. Since the actinide mean
life is the actinide loading divided by the
throughput, it follows that the mean life in an
equilibrium actinide burner is quite improved over
that of a design based on initial conditions only.
Also, the reactor can be designed for a relaxed
equilibrium wall loading with only a slightly longer
evolution to equilibrium.
Thus, for consistency in comparison, data for
equilibrium composition Tokamak actinide burners
is required. To satisfy this requirement, calculated
performances for the two Tokamak designs shown
in Table 4-1 were deduced from Ref. 5 and the
LDAB evolutionary performance. The 5.7-M W/m
Tokamak has the same wall loading as the LDAB.
This wall loading is optimistic for a beam-driven
Tokamak design, but the results indicate that the
neutronic performance of actinide oxide fueled
blankets may be similar to the molten tin-actinide
alloy blanket. The major difference in the LDAB
and the Tokamak relates to the possibility for
higher fractional burnup in the molten tin LDAB
fuel (25%) as opposed to the oxide Tokamak fuel
(10%). Of course, the Tokamak results are only in
dicative of equilibrium performance. Better es
timates will require detailed neutronics studies.
As shown in the table, fusion reactors can burn
two orders of magnitude more actinide waste than
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Table 4-1. Equilibrium actinide burner performance.
LWR

a

LMFBR

11

TOKAMAK

b

LDAB

2

(5.7 M W / m )

(S.7 MW/m )

2

Actinidc inventory (MT)

1.8

0.48

24

34

Power density (W/cm )

-

-

230

285

Actinide throughput (MT/yr)

0.057

0.0S6

4.7

One C W

.c

4.8

31

8.6

C

LWR's served

Actinidc mean life ( y i )

C

261

7.6
d

134

5.1

4.5

Fractional fuel burnup (%>

9.6

I3

11

25

Fuel irradiation period (yr)

3

1.1

0.55

1.5

Additional reprocessing cycles

9.4

6.8

8.3

3

e

d

f

?LWR and LMFBR analysis discussed in Refs. 2 and 7.
^"okamak performance deduced from nonequilibrium results presented in Ref. S and adjusted for equilibrium cycle using Ref. 2 re
sults. Wall loading equivalent t o LDAB.
^LWR-Pu burns self-generated waste. LMFBR ( 1 2 0 0 MW ) burns self-generated waste plus waste frnm three 1200 MW LWR-U.
T o k a m a k burns LWR-U cycle waste (0.18 MT/GW yr). LDAB burns LWR-Pu cycle waste (0.057 MT/GW yr).
B u m u p applies t o waste actinides only. LWR and LMFBR regular fuel burnup ( 3 3 , 0 0 0 and 100,000 MWD/MT, respectively) deter
mines fuel irradiation period.
Nominal 25% bumup assumption requires further investigation.
e

e

d

e

e

e
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view of these considerations and recent studies of
waste transport into the ecosystem, the issue of
long-term hazard potential from actinides should be
reexamined.
The environmental and safety considerations
associated with the actinide burners pose a variety
of new problems, although there are parallels with
present fission reactor plants. The most significant
environmental constraint will be the need to contain
large inventories of fission products ind tritium.
These inventories will be one and several orders of
magnitude higher than the corresponding inven
tories for a current fission reactor power plant.
Therefore, features such as multiple containment
and cleanup systems must be carefully designed.
With regard to safety considerations, the aclinide
burner power will be several times the 3800 MW,
currently imposed as an upper limit for LWR's.
Furthermore, the actinide-fuel inventory represents
a very large collection of those components of highlevel radioactive wastes having the most adverse
long-term toxicity characteristics. Thu^ v j an
ticipate that a serious program to design, d velop,
and construct such a plant would have to include
provision for an extensive review of the r< gulatory
implications. The principal considerate i in the
3800-MW, limit is the desire to obtain op-rating ex
perience with reactors up to that size in a com
paratively mature LWR technology. Th- possibility
of constructing actinide burner blanket segments on
a smaller modular scale and at lower lower density
should be considered. On the other .land, a single
actinide burner of the type described in this study
could service a large number of LWR's and would
not be restricted by siting conslr nts that tend to
favor location near electrical lo . centers.

fission reactors because they are fueled entirely with
actinides. Thus, fusion driven actinide burner
schemes would employ only a few reactors devoted
solely to this task. Note that although the LDAB
has a larger actinide throughput, it serves fewer
L WR's than the Tokamaks. This is due to the larger
actinide production in plulonium vs uranium burn
ing reactors.

Actinide Burning in
Laser Fusion Pellets
An additional technique for burning actinide
wastes in an ICF reactor is to burn the actinides in a
fusion fuel pellet. This technique increases the
neutron fluence per shot in the actinides by a factor
greater than 10'. Calculations have shown that
much of the actinide materials seeded into the pellet
can be burned. The disadvantage of burning the ac
tinide in pellet form is that pellet fabrication and
processing of fission product waste becomes more
complicated. This process is important because a
given mass of actinides will need to be reprocessed
several times before it is completely fissioned. In ad
dition, the rate of actinide mass burned in pellets
will be much less than that in a blanket because
there is a limit to the pellet mass that can be com
pressed by a given ignitor-beam energy.

Discussion
The preceding discussion of actinide depletion is
based on the premise that all actinide isotopes that
contribute to the hazard index are undesirable
nuclides. On the other hand,
Pu,
C m and
C m have identifiable commercial applications as
beneficial radioisotopes. For example,
P u is
useful for portable and remote power sources that
include pacemakers, artificial hearts, and space and
terrestrial power stations. The principal deterrent to
the use of these nuclides has been their un
availability and high cost. The actinide burner may
be a prolific source of these radioisotopes, which are
produced by actinide transmutation. The
Pu
isotope is the principal contributor to the increase in
the hazard index during irradiation, and its
daughter product,
Ra, is largely responsible for a
secondary peak in the hazard index at approx
imately 1 0 years (Fig. 4-2).
Thus, a value judgment is needed to weigh the
beneficial and potentially detrimental attributes of
nuclear materials. In fact, Fig. 4-1 suggests that, in
terms of the relative hazard index defined earlier,
even unirradiated actinides represent a com
paratively small long-term radiotoxic hazard. In
238
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Conclusions
The most effective means of reducing the long
term radiotoxicity from the actinides is depletion by
fissioning the actinides. To effectively burn ac
tinides in a fusion reactor, the product of irradiation
time and first-wall fusion .teutron flux must be on
the order of 300 MW yr m (10 MJ/m \ Thr fu
sion reactors that burn ictinides will be very large
with power levels from 10 to 50GW . Because of
their size, they will generate too much power to be
tied to a grid. The excess energy can be used for
hydrogen production (see Section 5) by electrolysis
or for desalinizatUn of water to help reduce the in
cremental cost assigned to LWR power plants for
waste disposal.
It appears that the ICF reactor will be more at
tractive for actinide-burning application than alter
native systems (LWR, LMFBR, and magnetically
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conlined fusion). However, the actinide-burning
process is of questionable desirability for the follow
ing reasons:
• Compared to immediate encapsulation and
storage of actinides, increased handling of highlevel
wastes is required.
• The short-term hazards increase during early
irradiation because of the production of additional
actinides from neutron capture.
• Some actinides isotopes are quite useful and
should not be burned.
• Reduction of effective half-life from the
natural half-life for actinides is of questionable
value. Even without irradiation, the actinides pre
sent the same ingestion hazard as the parent ore af
ter a relatively short storage period (100 years).
If society decides that the lo ig-term radiological
hazards from fission-reactor actinide wastes are
high enough to merit construction of actinide bur
ners, then inertially confined fusion technology can
best perform the required irradiation.
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5. SYNTHETIC FUEL PRODUCTION
Our oil and natural-gas supplies are declining
rapidly. Hence, the ability to produce large quan
tities of portable chemical fuels for our homes, in
dustries, and vehicles will be a necessity within the
next 100 years. Natural gas has been the preferred
fuel for residential heating and industrial-process
heat: it is environmentally acceptable, convenient to
use, and, until recently, low in cost and in ample
supply as a natural resource. Depletion of natural
reserves has added emphasis to the search for alter
native fuels. The role of hydrogen, both as a fuel
and as an intermediate product used in the produc
tion of synthetic fuels, is being considered. An ex
ample of synthetic fuel production is the reduction
of both carbon and carbon monoxide by hydrogen
at high temperatures to form methane (CH ).
Methane is the principal constituent (typically
about 85%) of natural gas.
Any large-scale, long-range scheme for the
production of synthetic fuels should not require
further depletion of fossil-fuel reserves. It is incon
sistent, for exampl. , to use natural gas when
producing hydrogen for use as a substitute fuel.
However, the abundance and general availability of
water make it an ideal feedstock for hydrogen
production processes. A laser-fusion reactor could
supply the energy necessary to decompose the
water, and such a system would represent a virtually
inexhaustible source of hydrogen.
Depending on how energy from the fusion reac
tion is used: water-cracking processes can be
classified as thermochemical, electrolytic, or
radiolytic. Figure 5-1 compares the various conver
sion processes, on the basis of recoverable
hydrogen-combustion energy per unit of thermal
energy available.
The thermal energy from the reactor could sup
port a sequence of high-temperature chemical reac
tions in various hydrogen-producing thermo
chemical processes. The system of reactions known
as the Mark-1 cycle is typical of the processes
involved:'

The net process is the decomposition of water
H 0
2

H 0(C)
2

J

2

•Hj(g) + (l/2)0 (g) .
2

This reaction absorbs 68 kcal per mole of hydrogen
produced. For existing electrolysis plants, the com
bustion energy of the hydrogen produced is 60 to
100% of the electrical energy input. '•' Assuming a
40% thermal-to-electric conversion efficiency for the
laser-fusion power plant, the electrolysis process
produces hydrogen with an overall energyconversion efficiency of 24 to 40%.
Hydrogen production by radiolysis can be
achieved in several ways, but all require an intense
source of radiation. The penetrating neutron radia
tion of a laser-fusion reactor could be utilized for
radiolysis by incorporating sufficient quantities of
H2O in the blanket regions surrounding the fusion
vacuum chamber. '••*
A concept often used in the discussion of
radiation-induced chemcial processes is the G value.
The G vaiue for the formation of a chemical species
is defined as the number of molecules produced per
100 eV i.f energy deposited in the production
regions by incoming radiation. The generally ac
cepted G value for H from water is 0.45, while G
values as high as 13.6 have been measured in experi
ments', using pure steam exposed to high-energy
neutrons. Radiolytic hyd ogen production is
clearly more efficient in steam than in liquid water.

2

250°C
^
» HgBr + H

+• (1/2)0, .

2

730°C
CaBr + 2H,0 —
•> Ca(OH) + 2HBr

Hg + 2HBr

2

The maximum temperature required (730°C) could
be achieved in a gas-cooled laser-fusion reactor.
A large number of alternate chemical processes
could ultimately produce hydrogen and oxygen
from water. While these therraochemcial processes
generally do not consume the chemical reaclants,
they often use large quantities of hazardous and
corrosive chemicals. Practical energy-conversion ef
ficiencies for typical thermochemical processes
range from about 30 to 65%. '- In other words,, p
to 65% of the fusion energy is recoverable as ther
mal energy by burning the hydrogen produced.
Laser-fusion reactors could also generate elec
tricity for subsequent electrolysis of water to
produce hydrogen. The electricity simply supplies
the energy required to decompose water according
to

4

2

-H

2

2

HgBr + Ca(OH) - ^ £ ^
2

HgO

2

600°C

C

a

B,

2

+ gO + H.,0
H

4

«-Hg + ( l / 2 ) 0

2
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Fig. 5 - 1 .
The combustion energy of
hydrogen recoverable from one unit of
fusion-reacior therms! energy. The
fraction of the neutron energy deposited
in hydrogen processing regions is gener
ously assumed to be 100% for radiolysfo
of water and 60% for radiolysis of steam.
It is unlikely that a dedicated radiolysis
hydrogen-production facility could ever
prove practical unless a liquid medium
with a higher (• value is found. Therefore, a
hypothetical (• = 20 liquid medium sys
tem is shown.

Thermochemical
Radiolysis/electrolysis
hybrid

0.6

-

Electrolysis Radiolysis

\0A

r

From
electro- lysis

0.2
From
I radiolysis
J of steam

Water
- G = 0.45
G= 13.6
-G = 20

results from subsequent exoergic H - and 0 producing reactions. Because the chemical energy
released in these reactions is ineffective in breaking
additional HiO molecule.,, the conversion efficiency
of nuclear energy deposited to usable chemical
energy (combustion heat of H ) is less than unity
(100%). If a radiolytic reaction requires the
minimum 5.2 eV to break a single O-H bond in
H 0, and the resulting H and OH radicals
chemically react by

Figure 5-2 is a power-flow diagram for a laserfusion hydrogen-production plant thai also
generates electricity. Note that more than 25% of
the energy released by the fusion microexplosion is
carried by the peliel debris, alpha particles, and
x rays. This energy is deposited in the vacuum
chamber wall and thus is not available for radiolytic
decomposition.
Figure 5-2 also shows that P is the total energy
deposited in the reactor as a result of neutron in
teractions with blanket materials. It is important to
note that only a fraction, a, of the available neutron
energy is actually deposited in the steam blankets;
the remainder is deposited in reactor structural
materials and thus is unavailable for radiolysis of
H 0. For example, less than 40% of the fusion
neutron energy would be deposited in a 3-m-thick
region of pressurized steam at 1000 psia. Not all of
the nuclear energy deposited in the steam is used in
subsequent radiolysis and H production. The term
IJH is the conversion efficiency of nuclear energy
deposited in the steam to potential combustion
energy of the hydrogen produced. It is related to the
G value for the formation of H by

2

2

2

2

n

2H •* H

2

20H -> H + 0 ,
3

2

then 2.5 eV of potential combustion energy is
produced from 5.2 eV of nuclear energy. Hence, the
maximum value of IJ^ is about 48%.
The maximum experimental G-value of 13.6
results in a value of J? = 0.34. In other words, 34%
of the energy deposited in the steam is converted to
potential hydrogen combusion energy while 66%
appears as thermal energy in the system. The total
fraction of P that is converted into thermal energy

2

2

H

2

n

Gh

"H

f 100 '

• * (1 - o) + (1 - i, ) a
H

1

"H°

The product IJH« is an indication of the system ef
ficiency for hydrogen power production, reflecting
not only the efficiency in converting deposited
nuclear energy to hydrogen but also the efficiency at
which this energy is deposited in the hydrogenproducing regions. The overall energy-conversion
efficiency is the ratio of the potential combustion
energy of produced hydrogen to the total nuclear
energy deposited in all regions of the reactor. As

where h = heat of combustion of an H molecule =
2.5 eV.
The primary reaction in the radiolysis of water
vapor is the breaking of O-H bonds to give H, O,
and OH radicals. The minimum energy required to
break the first O-H bond in H 0 is 5.2 eV, whereas
the net energy consumed in the production of an H
molecule from H 0(g) is equal to the heat of com
bustion of H and is only 2.5 eV. The difference
2

2

2

2

2
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a = fraction of nuclear energy deposited
in hydrogen producing regions
T) = 0.01 Gh is the conversion efficiency
of nuclear energy deposited to com
bustion heat of H produced
G = number of H , molecules produced
per 100 eV of nuclear energy deposited
h = heat of combustion of an H , molecule
= 2.5 eV
P = hydrogen combustion energy produc
tion rate
H

2

H

The potter flow diagram for a laser fusion radiolysis facility which also generates electricity.

shown in Fig. 5-2. the combustion energy of
hydrogen produced is
P

U

H

while the total energy deposited is
T

= P„ • 0.25 P

7

• a + Li + 2.35 MeV

Thus, values of M as high as 1.2 might be possible.
Using the values of rj = 0.34 (corresponding to
G = 13.6 in steam). M = 1.2. and generously
assuming a = 0.6 for a steam blanket, the overall
energy-conversion efficiency is only 16%. Liquid
water blankets have much lower efficiencies (even
though « may be nearly unity) as a result of the very
lowG value of 0.45. This gives a value of n = 0.01,
and for a = 1 results in an overall energyconversion efficiency of less than 0.8%.
If tritium-breeding zones are required, they
would reduce the fraction, «, of neutron energy
available for hydrogen production. Because lithium
is vigorously reactive with water, special precau
tions would be required to reduce the potential
hazard. Also, because boron absorbs the neutrons
required to breed tritium, it could not be used as an
energy multiplier. A net reduction in the overall
energy conversion efficiency for radiolysis results
when tritium breeding requirements are considered.

P

H = "H « „ •

P

B

jn

„ Q = P
L

n

+

IjL

.

H

The overall energy-conversion efficiency is then
P

_ H

/

3M

\

" - pp r "H« {WTT) •
=

T

The blanket energy multiplication M can be in
creased above 1.0 by adding boron to the steam
blankets. Thermal neutrons absorbed by
B
release 2.35 MeV of high LET radiation according
to the reaction
10
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Therefore, while radiolytic hydrogen production
by a laser-fusion reactor may be technically feasible,
it is unlikely that a radiolysis facility using HjO
could prove practical. Near term R&D efforts in
neutron radiolysis should concentrate on chemical
schemes that could yield much higher G values,
preferably in liquid media. Chemicals with
hydrogen bond energies less than those in H 0
would be li'ely candidates, and the use of a liquid
would offer more efficient energy absorption than a
gaseous medium. For example, with a G value of 20
in a liquid medium, laser-fusion radiolysis would
nave an overall energy-conversion efficiency ot
37.5%, which is competitive with the alternative
processes for producing hydrogen in a laser fusion
reactor (see l-'ig. 5-1).
An option for the water-based radiolysis system
would be the use of the remaining thermal enc.gy
(>85% of the total) for the production of electricity.
The electricity could be sold on the electric power
grid or used to generate more hydrogen by elec
trolysis. The overall energy-conversion efficiency of
a radiolysis/clectrolysis hybrid system is given by
the sum of the overall radiolysis efficiency and the
overall electrolysis efficiency applied to the remain
ing thermal energy: i.e..

r/ = 0.16 + 0.84i},..>i •
Th

As before, if we assume » |, = 0.4 and >JJ. = 0.6 to
1.0, the overall energy-conversion efficiency for the
radiolysis/electrolysis hybrid system is 36 to 50%.
Current natural-gas costs are about SI per million
Btu but may climb to $3 per million Btu before the
end of the century. The present estimated cost of
synthetic gas from coal gasification plants is about
$4.5 per million Btu for the current process to as
low as $3.5 per million Btu for future plants. In
.tint coal gasification may be able to produce gas at a
cost of about $2 per million Btu.
The cost of hydrogen produced by the various
laser-fusion-driven processes is at least equal to the
cost of energy from the fusion reactor divided by the
overall energy-conversion efficiency. For com
parison, assume a laser-fusion power plant
produces electricity at a cost of 25 mills/kWh. (This
is comparable to the estimated cost of electricity
from LWR and coal stations ordered in 1976 and
online in 1985, quoted in 1976 dollars.) Also,
assume that the capital component of the electricity
cost is 80% of the total and that the electrical power
generation equipment comprises 20% of this capital
cost. (The turbine generators and building comprise
about 20% of a typical LWR capital cost.) At a
lhermal-lo-electrical conversion efficiency, n .
equal to 0.4, the cost of energy is $2.93 per million
Btu for processes requiring electrical energy and
$2.46 per million Btu for processes requiring only
thermal energy.
Table 5-1 gives the source-energy component of
the cost of hydrogen produced by the various
processes. These values reflect only the cost of using
a laser-fusion reactor as the source of energy for the
various processes. Additional costs will vary for the
different processes depending on the cost of the
components required. Large electrolysis units, for
example, will add approximately $1 per million Blu
to the cost of hydrogen.
T
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where «, IJH, M are defined as before, and
7)

E

7f

T[i

= electric-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency
= thermal-to-electric conversion efficiency

Thus, when the overall radiolysis conversion ef
ficiency is 16%,

6

Table S-l. Energy source component of the cost of hydrogen.
Cost of source
energy
($/mUIion Btu)
Ulermochemical
Electrolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis/electrolysis
a

2.46
2.93
2.46
2.93

Energy conversion
efficiency

Energy source
component of
hydrogen cost
(S/millton Btu)

0.30-0.6S
0.244.40
0.16-0.38
0.36-0.50

3.80-8.20
7.30-12.20
6.50-1S.40
5.90-8.10

b

Does not include cost of chemical processing plant, electrolysis units, or radiolysis components required.
0.16 and 0.38 correspond to G values of 13.6 and 20, respectively.
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a

It is clear there is no economic incentive for the
production of synthetic fuels with laser fusion at the
current price of natural gas. nor at the projected
cost of gas from coal gasification. Even so, such a
system may eventually be required. Oil and natural
gas currently account for about 75% of this nation's
energy consumption. As these fuels are depleted the
ability to produce large quantities of portable fuel
will become a necessity. Laser-fusion-driven
hydrogen-production processes represent a virtually
inexhaustible supply of portable fuel.
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6. PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Much of the considerable experience gained in
marine nuclear-fission propulsion is applicable to
the fusion-system concept. Both fission and fusion
systems have high technology costs, high fixed
costs, and low fuel costs relative to fossil systems,
l-usion-fuel costs for material consumed will be
negligible, hut production costs might he quite high.
Nuclear power (and fusion in particular) is essen
tially clean power, reducing pollution caused by
fossil-fuel combustion. Moreover, the prime can
didates for marine nuclear propulsion are ships of
high horsepower—larger, faster ships. This implies
a reduction in the absolute number of ships needed
to carry any given cargo tonnage, a situation that
has safety and environmental advantages.

As the cost of the fossil fuels generally used for
transportation continues to increase, the demand
for nuclear fuels will also increase. To date, fission
power has been the only nuclear fuel, fusion will
have no decisive economic advantage (in cost or
power density) over fission for marine propulsion,
which is the only near-term propulsion application,
furthermore, fission propulsion technology will be
well entrenched when fusion becomes available.
Therefore, we don't expect deployment of fusion
powered ships unless fission power is eliminated as
an alternative due to social or environmental con
cerns. The established fission propulsion technology
could be fueled from laser fusion hybrid reactors to
insure a long term fuel supply if fission propulsion
continues to be socially acceptable.
l-usion powered aircraft do not appear to be
feasible from both engineering and environmental
viewpoints, l-usion powered extraterrestrial propul
sion systems could be a long-term application of
laser fusion.
Nuclear systems of any kind present a potential
environmental hazard. In this respect, however, fu
sion systems have an advantage over fission systems
because ihcy use and produce smaller amounts of
radioactive elements. The radiation hazards in fu
sion systems are primarily the tritium supply and
radionuclides in the blanket material. A 0.1-kg mass
of tritium in the fusion fuel supply amounts to
10 Ci of uniquely low level biological hazard ac
tivity, but that level represents around 1.5 million
kWh of usable fusion energy. The blanket material
only has 10 Ci of radionuclides and represents a
nonvolatile, localized hazard. A fission reactor, on
the other hand, has 10 Ci of very volatile fission
products for a power rating of 10 W (3 X
10 mechanical hp). '
Nuclear-power propulsion systems will become
more and more attractive as the price of oil rises,
and less environmentally sensitive countries might
pursue such alternatives vigorously. Ultimately fu
sion, fission and fossil powered systems will have to
compete on a system by system basis. Tradeoffs of
performance, cost, and environmental effects will be
used to select a system for a given role.
A propulsion plant must be capable of operating
at a range of power levels. Laser fusion will have
power level flexibility through the ability to quickly
vary either the pulse rate or the pellet yield.

Engineering Considerations
for Fusion Propulsion
In general, a fusion-reactor power plant for a
propulsion system must be designed for minimum
specific volume and mass. Thus, the reactor will
operate with a high first-wall loading. Details on the
specific volumes and masses for several types of
propulsion applications are shown in Table 6-1.
Fusion gain ^jQ (the ratio of the thermonuclear
yield to the electric power driving the laser system)
must be large for a reasonable system efficiency and
a small specific vo.'...iie and mass. l o r anticipated
laser-system efficiencies, the volume and mass of the
laser system per unit of power input to the laser
(power stored) is roughly constant. Therefore, the
larger the fusion energy gain, the smaller the laser
system specific mass and volume.
Reactor-chamber optical and first-wall materials,
in which the short-ranged microexplosion energy is
deposited, must have long lifetimes to increase the
vehicle availability and decrease the operating costs.
Shielding must be provided to protect cargo, as well
as passengers, from the high-energy neutrons. In ad
dition, the reactor system and other vehicle compo
nents that are subjVct to neutron activation or that
collect activated material must be easily accessible
and designed for remote maintenance. Although
these considerations are not discussed in detail in
this report, they must be considered in designs of
fusion-propulsion applications.
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Table 6-1. Summary of propulsion system characleristics.
Constraints

Technical

risk

Application

Power

a
Maximum
specific
volume

Maximum
specific
mass

Marine
Navy
Commercial

Moderate
Low

90 MW
90 MW

S

S

Airborne

High

no MW

Space

Highest

130 GW,

30 (cg/klV
90 kg/kW

HO mJ,'MW

s

3

200 m / M W

s

0.4 kg/kW

s

3

s

0,05 kg/kW,

1.5 m ' M W
Nol critical

Maximum permitted for cumpetitivity with oUier options. Conversion factors: I kg/kW =1.6 Ib'hp; I m 'MW = 26 ft khp.

Approximately two-thirds of the tritium u>cd in
the pellets will not be burned. The unburned intium
from the microexplosions must be collected by a
vacuum system and stored aboard the \chiclc while
it is in
:isit. This requirement is based on the cost
of tritiui.;. as well as the radiological hazards
associated with the tritium.
Advanced systems may directly convert the
charged-debris energy to drive the lasers and the
vehicle auxiliaries. The neutron energy will be used
to drive the turbines using a Braylon cycle.

Terrestrial Laser-Fusion
Propulsion

Terrestrial propulsion systems, including marine
and aircraft propulsion, will probably operate on a
parasitic. DT fuel cycle using tritium produced in
larger stationary fusion reactors. The first wall of
the reactor will be a dry wall and will either be
magnetically protected or covered with a sacrificial
liner. The use of a wet wall or fluid wall will be
possible only if the reactor is mounted on a stable
platform.
The reactors will operate on a Braylon cycle with
helium, rather than a liquid metal as a cooling
medium to minimize the hazard in the event of an
accident.
The blanket for thermalizing the 14-MeV
neutrons will consist of graphite with cooling
passages for the helium. The porosity of the 2-mthick blanket will be about 50%, and it will be
divided into two zones of equal thickness. The inner
half of the blanket will be graphite to thermalize the
neutrons. The outer half of the blanket will be B C
which will thermalize and capture the remaining
neutrons.
To minimize the specific volume and mass, the
reactor must operate with a high first-wall flux. To
achieve a long lifetime with a given power and flux,
it is desirable to operate with a small microexplosion and a high PRF. The size of the microexplosions and reactor gain decrease with a decrease in
the laser-outpu' energy. Thus, a reactor perfor
mance can be determined explicitly for a specific
mass, volume, and lifetime. This reactor perfor
mance must be checked with laser energy—pellet
gain relationships to determine that the reactor per
formance will satisfy the total-system power re
quirements.

Marine Laser-Fusion Propulsion
Fission-powered ships are already in wide use,
and laser fusion reactors will have environmental
advantages over their fission counterparts. Further
more, the cost and performance of laser fusion reac
tors are estimated to be comparable to fission reac
tors. With the continuing rise in fossil fuel prices,
both fission and fusion propulsion systems promise
to be economically competitive. They have the ad
ditional advantage that refueling at sea or in foreign
ports is not required.
The technology involved in marine laser-fusion
applications closely follows the development of fis
sion marine propulsion systems. Design require
ments for fusion-propelled ships are based on what
has been learned from the widespread fission
marine technology.
Retirements, however, differ according to the
needs of the ship owners. Ships intended for
military use have different requirements than those
intended for commercial use (see Table 6-1).
Military ships need to be fast and maneuverabie,
with low specific-weight and specific-volume
propulsion systems. Commercial uses lend to
emphasize the economic aspects of the laser-fusiondriven propulsion units.
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Naval Propulsion Systems. Superconductivity
will strongly influence Navy power in the future
because, above about 20,000 hp. it provides the
minimum weight, space, and component systems to
convert mechanical to electrical energy and vice
versa. This will provide more flexibility and
operational freedom.
A number of new ship concepts will be tested by
the Navy in the next decade. Successful designs will
be placed in service near the end of this century and
potentially could be propelled by Tusion-power
plants. Table fi-2 lists these ship concepts and their
planned displacement and speed ranges.
The shaft horsepower (shp) requirement for each
ship concept varies considerably and depends on in
ternal design features, such as weapons/sensor suite
and auxiliary power loads, ligurc 6-1 shows the
specific power requirements of the ships from which
shaft horse power (shp) requirements can be iden
tified. The shp is related to the cube of the speed for
70

c 60

1

1

I \ / rTJ

1

1

!

i

conventional displacement vessels so that verysophisticated propulsion systems will be needed to
meet such a range of requirements. By the year
2000, Navy vessels will require higher speed
capabilities to retain certain attack options, and
surface-effects ships (SES) or hydrofoils may be
utilized. If the SKS and hydrofoils are powered by
nuclear reactors having low specific weight and
volume ratios, they could exhibit essentially un
limited range, rapid response speed, and no need of
fuel supply ships and foreign ports.
I igure6-I includes the fuel weight for conven
tional ships. Depending on endurance, a con
siderable amount of fuel is consumed on conven
tional ships that could be part of a fusion propul
sion plant of increased payload fraction.
2

:

The trend in naval propulsion is to greater shp
and lower specific weights and volumes. Fusion
systems, on this basis alone, must have performance
goals that equal the minimum requirements for the
i

tie. 6-1. rrnpukion-vsu-m ipecific weights
for Nav> H'sseK.

i
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\
\
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1 30
o
1
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\
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/
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U
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W
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i
20

i
40

J

60

i
80

i
100

CD
120

•}''
140

1160

Specific weight of propulsion system - Ib/hp

Table 6-2. Ship types under consideration by the Navy.
Displacement,
tons
Conventional displacement

Small waterplane area twin hull (SWATH)
Hydrofoil
Surface-effects ship (SES)

>50,000
>10,000
> 3,000
> 10,000
> 3,000
< 3,000
2,000
8,000
< 10,000
< 4,000
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(carrier)
(escort)
(patrol)
(carrier)
(escort)
(patrol)
(patrol)
(escort)
(FBM)
(attack)

Speed,
knots
< 35
« 35
s 35
< 35
s 50
•S 65
<U00
•S100
£ 30
« 50

shp
10 hp
3

250
100
40
200
120"*
300
140
800
60
120

larger combatants of the future. These ships will
probably fall in the 10,000 ton displacement range
and require 100.000 to 500,000 shp at specific
weights and volumes of less than 30 kg/k\V\ (50
Ib/shp) and 80 m '/MW, (2 ft -'/slip). Presently, for
instance, a 4000-ton nuclear submarine has a
power-plant specific volume of 160 n / M W (4
ft -Vshp).
An SES weighing 8000 tons and powered by four
low-specific-weight Usstun units of 200,000 hp each
has been studied. It would have a payload capability
of 1900 Ions. For comparison, a fossil-fueled ship.
carrying the same payload 3500 nautical miles with
the same speed capability, would have a gross
weight of about 17,600 tons and would require at
least 1.5 million hp. The lower ship cost and
reduced fuel costs of the nuclear propelled ships are
substantial economic advantages and are well worth
development effort by the Navy.
Commercial Marine Propulsion. Fusion propul
sion systems for commercial marine applications,
unlike those for military applications, are not built
to the lowest specific weight or volume specifica
tion. Economics are a much more important con
sideration. As before, the discussions about the
potential for fusion-powered commercial ships are
based on analysis and experience with nuclearfission propulsion.
The commercial maritime industry has been un
able to sustain major research and development ef
forts: consequently, most important advances have
been adapted from other industrial or military
technology. Naval propulsion-machinery research
and development programs have been particularly
significant. Therefore, fusion propulsion systems
!

s

3

20

will probably not be installed in commercial ships
unless they are first developed for military use.
The selection of ship size and speed are the most
important design decisions confronting a prospec
tive owner. Conventionally, with fossil-fuel systems,
the speed has been kept lower than is commercially
desirable because of the high costs required to in
crease them only slightly. There has been, however,
a steady increase in the size of ships because larger
sizes take only a little more power. Typical
relationships between size, speed, and power for
conventional bulk carriers are illustrated in Fig. 62. The dramatic increase in the power required for
increased speed is clearly shown. Fusion-powered
container ships and tankers will probably be
economic in the 250,000 to 450,000 dwt class with
propulsion power of about 120,000 hp.
Fusion propulsion in the sea-going submersible
cargo/tanker ship would be feasible in the 25- to 30knol range. Below that, the speed-power ratio is too
low to benefit from the addition of fusion propul
sion.
Another future concept applies to tankers
operating in icing condiiions. Il is projected that a
single 400,000-ion displacement, semi-submerged
tanker could transport more than twice as much as
two conventional tankers. The propulsion require
ment for this ship is, again, in the 125,000 shp range.
It appears that, if nuclear (fission) propulsion
becomes competitive with fossil-fuel propulsion for
merchant ships, the breakeven point will occur first
for ships with the following characteristics.
4
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• High power requirements: 100,000 to 120,000
shp or more.

*ig. 6-2. Displacement vs speed and shaft horsepower for bulk
Figcarriers.
arriers.

Speed — knots

"i

The reactor proposed for marine propulsion also
appears to be attractive as a small stationary power
plant for isolated military and civilian applications.
Therefore, the development of small stationary
power plants can be a spinoff from, or result in the
spinoff of. fusion-powered propulsion plants.

• High ship utilization: short turn-aruund time
in port, small numbers of loading and discharge
ports per voyage, and high load factors; i.e.. a high
ratio of cargo carried to available ship space.
• large trclalivr) size: for conlaincrships or
other quick-turn-around liner vessels, 15,000 dwt or
more; and for tankers, from 150,000 dwt to
300,000 dwt and up.
• Longer trade routes.
• Subsidies: reduce the shipowner's risk and
reduce the break-even point at which the higher
capital costs of the nuclear-powered ship arc offset
by fuel cost savings.
These requirements will most likely hold for com
mercial fusion propulsion applications as well.
Specific weight and volume requirements will be
relaxed over those gh :n for Navy ships by a factor
of two or more.

Aircraft Propulsion
As wilh marine propulsion, some experience
gained in the development of fission reactors for air
craft propulsion can be applied to the development
of fusion reactors. This experience is embodied in
what remains from 'he Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion
(ANI'I project, which was terminated in the earh
1%0's. This program was plagued with unpredict
able technical problems associated wilh the helium
and liquid-metal-cooled reactors of that era and
wilh components, such as air-heat exchangers, bear
ings, pumps, seals, and the reactor-shield assembly.
These problems, as well as uncertain cost benefits
and. finally, public concern about the risk involved,
led to the demise of the program. The latter
problem is still of concern with aircraft nuclear
propulsion.

Marine Propulsion Reactor Design. A marine
fusion-reactor propulsion system will operate on a
closed Brayton cycle. For a thermal convenor ef
ficiency of 35% and propulsion power of 120,000
shp, the reactor thermal power required will be
260 MW,. )n addition, assuming a power to the
laser of 100 MW and to the auxiliary equipment of
50 MW, the total thermal power required from the
fusion reactor will be 700 MW,. The electric power
for the laser and auxiliaries will be produced from a
lurboalternator.

Because of increased public environmental
awareness, it is unlikeh that any nuclear powered
aircraft (fission or fusion) will be built even if it is
technically feasible. If these concerns disappear, the
following potential applications for long-range
nuclear-powered aircraft can be visualized for both
land-based and sea planes:
• Logistic aircraft employed for carrying commerical cargo and for rapid military-force deploy
ment.
• Patrol aircraft for forward defense against
submarine-launched ballistic missiles, terminal
defense against ballistic missiles, command and
control, warning and command, and ICBM launch
surveillance.
• A strategic-missile carrier.
In this report, we discuss only the commercial
cargo application. The allowab'. "usion reactor
mass is based on the chemical fuel !_ad it displaces.
Reactor masses and powers are converted to max
imum allowable specific mass for several large
proposed aircraft in Table 6-3. The table shows that
as aircraft size (hence, reactor size) increases, the
allowable reactor specific mass decreases. However,
since larger systems will use their mass more ef
ficiently, this relationship is not immediately
prohibitive. Small reactor systems probably cannot
compete economically with chemically fueled air
craft because of their high capital cost per unit of

The thermal power cycle can either consist of
only a primary coolant cycle where the reactor
coolant is circulated directly through the turbinecompressor system or a cycle where the primary
coolant heals a secondary coolant, which is cir
culated through the turbine-compressor system.
The tradeoff between the alternative power cycles is
a smaller system specific volume and specific mass
because of the elimination of a heat exchanger
versus the requirement of remote maintenance for
the turbine-compressor system.
The laser-system specific volume and mass are
about I 0 m / M and 0.3 kg/kW, respectively,
based on the power input to the laser. The specific
mass of the reactor system controls the design (for
the nonoptimum system selected). With a first-wall
flux of 1 MW/m , the specific volume and mass of
the combined laser and reactor system are
50 m /MW* and 30 kg/kW respectively. The an
ticipated lifetime of the first wall is about 25 years
for a pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz.
Based on these simple calculations for a nonoptimized, highly conceptual fusion-reactor system, it
appears that small inertially confined fusion reac
tors with fusion energy gains of about seven could
compete with advanced fission propulsion systems.
3
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lor the reference reactor, the first-wall flux must
be greater than 10 MW ,'m - even if only the reactor
(without the laser systeml is to satisfy the maxir m
specific volume and mass constraints. If the effec
tive density of the blanket material were somehow
reduced by a factor of 5 without degrading per
formance, the product of thermal-convenor efllciencs and fusion gain musi be 3 J for the reactor
alone lo satisfy the maximum specific mass con
straint with a first-Hall llu.v of 10 MW m -.
However, the specific volume of the reactor alone
would still be higher than the maximum permitted
specific volume.
Thus, based on these kinds of calculalions. it ap
pears that a laser-fusion power plan! for aircraft
propulsion is not technically feasible because it will
not be able lo compete with chemical or fission
syslems on a specific mass or volume basis.*

Table 6-3. Maximum fusion reactor specific mass
for several aircraft gross weights.
Aircraft gross weight
| I 0 lb)

0.8

1

2

10

Total aircraft cruise power. 170
MW,

200

MO

1600

Maximum reactor specific
mass" (kg/kW,)

0.5

0.4

0.25

6

0.9

Vlieimcal fuel earned tor Lliemuall> assisted takeoff is von
sidcred pari of trie pa)load. Alternatively, the K'l reactor may
t>< operated at a higher I'Hl during takeoff. The specific mass
shown is based on the nominal dcsic.il power, i e.. crtlise power.

power. The increase in fossil fuel prices over the last
decade could change that evaluation: however, the
higher cost estimated lor fusion reactors compared
to fission systems' vsill offset the chemical fuel price
increase to some degree. Therefore, we consider the
design of an 1CI reactor for a two-million-pound
aircraft. This design must have a specific mass of
less than about 0.4 kg/kVV, * to avoid displacing
payload. A maximum specific volume constraint of
about 0.5 m -'/'MW, must also be satisfied, but it is
more speculative because the reactor mass distribu
tion will not match the chemical-fuel load distribu
tion it replaces.

Kxtratcrrcstrial I.aser-Kusion Propulsion
'I"wo primary applications of fusion propulsion in
space are presently visualized: an earth-moon shut
tle or lerry and an interplanetary spacecraft for
manned missions. These applications can take ad'• ntage of the enormous gain in specific impluses
relative to chemical rockets. Nucleons are ac
celerated in fusion reactions lo velocities on the or
der of 1 0 m/s. theoretically making impluses on
the order of 10'' • obtainable.' Chemical rockets
have specific impulses limited to less than 450 s. Fis
sion systems are limited to specific impulses of less
than 2000 s.
Spacecraft capacrity is normally measured in
terms of -\ V. This index is the sum of all propulsive
energy required for fanslalions between stable or
bits throughout the entire mission in units of feet
per second. The AV is a function of the specific im
pulse of the propulsion system and the payload and
spacecra.i structure fractions. Approximate AV's
for various missions are given in Table 6-4.
Chemical syslems, because of their low specific
impulses, have AV values most suitable to nearearth operations. For example, if a chemical system
was designed to make a manned Venus recon
naissance, the payload fraction would be negligible.
Even with an advanced fission/chemical stagedrocket (nuclear stage specific impulse of approx
imately 1200 s) the payload would only be about 2%
of the total vehicle weight.
7

Aircraft Propulsion Reactor Design. A fusionreactor for an aircraft propulsion system will
operate on an open Brayton cycle. Assuming a
Ihermal-convertor efficiency of 35% for a cruisepower of 125 MW . the reactor thermal power will
be 360 MW,. For a laser input power or95 M W and
auxiliary equipment input of 10 M W, the total ther
mal power required from the reactor is 650 MW,.
The electric power for the lasers and auxiliaries will
be produced from a turboalternalor.
The energy transfer from the reactor to the air
passing through the compressor-turbine combina
tion can consist of a primary cycle to the combus
tion chamber, or of a closed primary cycle powering
an open secondary loop to the combustion cham
ber. The one-Joop cycle is desirable because of its
lower specific volume and mass.

7
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•This assumes lhat the same fraction of the aircraft is devoted
to payload.

*Based un cost estimates of a laser fusion hybrid electrical plant
(Chapter 3).
tThe specific mass based on power supplied to the engines dur
ing cruising. Power recirculated to the fusion reactor and tem
porary power surges during takeoffs are not considered.

^This is the spacecraft AV. In the definition of specific impulse
(given in the executive summary). Av refers to the velocity of the
driving panicles.
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plosions within an axially asymelric magnetic
mirror d i g . 6-4). The thrust of the vehicle is
produced by the redirection of the charged plasma
debris from the microexplosion through the larger
of the mirror-loss cones and out the rear of the
spacecraft.
The power plant of a specific-impulsemaxim i/ing spacecraft bears very little resemblance
to that used in terrestrial propulsion systems.
Thrust is no longer produced as a by-product of a
thermal cycle, but directly in the form of plasma
debris from the fuel pellet. Neutrons and x rays
produced in the fireball are worse than useless; if in
tercepted, their energy must be rejected to space.
The target design must maximize the ratio of ion
energy to neutron and x-ray energy, while at the
same lime minimizing required laser energy. Vehicle
mass is dominated by the need for heat rejection to
space—which must be done radialively. Waste heat
is developed in two ways: component inefficiencies
and neutron and x-ray interception The above fac
tors dictate an unenclosed thrust chamber so thai
less than 2% of the solid angle seen by the microex
plosion is occupied. Thus, while charged particles
are redirected by the magnetic mirror providing
thrust, most of the unwanted neutrons and x rays
escape to space harmlessly. Only 2% of the neutrons
hit the superconducting-magnet radiation shields,
• payload shadow shields and laser beam mirrors,
liven this 2% represents a large heat-rejection load,
but it has some value because it permits tritium
breeding in the lithium shields.
The optimal pellet is an intermediate fjR design,
mostly deuterium with just enough tritium to
facilitate ignition. Such a pellet burns far more ef
ficiently than low /iR pellets that require a smaller
specific laser size. Furthermore it allows laser reexcilation energy to be produced by direct conversion
from the interaction of the charged plasma debris
with an induction coil. Between 50 and 70% of the
fusion energy is in charged debris from the microex
plosion.
Hyde, Wood, and Nuckolls did two studies on
rocket propulsion with laser-rusion microexplosions. - ' Their design utilizes heat-pipe radia
tion to dump the neutron and photon heat from the
structure, radiation shields, and lasers into space.
The lithium for tritium breeding is circulated using
MHD pumps utilizing the existing mirror magnetic
Held.
Three major propulsion-system components are
vulnerable to meteoroid damage. The laser and coil
shield must be made almost invulnerable to

Table 6-4. Spacecraft capability required for various
missions.
AV, f/s*

Mission
Escape from Earth's gravity
Round trip from an Earth orbit
to the Moon's surface
Manned Venus reconnaissance

3

40 x

I0

40 x

10

3

150 x

I0

3

"Additional &V van hv used during the mission t o Ittdute
the transit time.

Reasonable translunar shuttle times should be on
the order of 24 hours. A fission system with a AV of
43.000 r/s, i.e., 3.000 r/s more than required, could
make the trip in the 24 hours specified. Fusion
systems with abundant AV could make the trip
much raster so that local maneuvers would consume
a large part or the transit time. Such a highperformance vehicle has been postulated using a
laser-fusion propulsion system, Figure 6-3 gives the
calculated performance for a 0.55 X 10'' specificimpulse system which produces 130 (jW, and
weighs approximately 300 tons.
Closest approach distances to Earth
Jupiter Uranius
Venus
Mars | Saturn)Pluto

J

Distance — Astro Units
Fig. 6 - 3

Laser-fusion-powered spacecraft performance.

Reactor Design for Spacecraft
A laser-fusion extraterrestrial propulsion system
will consist of a sustained series or fusion microex-
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1

Intercoil tiebar and radiator
(one of four)

S Coil and neutron shield
Mirrors (2 of 8)

- B Coil and neutron shield
'- B Shield radiator
Fig. 6-4.

Extraterrestrial vehicle thrust chamber.
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mcteoroid damage; therefore, they are protected by
a double-wall bumper shield. The heat pipes are
protected by only a single wall, and the loss of a
portion of them has been anticipated in the design.
Hyde, el «/.. estimates the total propulsionsystem mass to he 300 tons, distributed as shown in
Tabic 6-5. About 112 tons of the laser-system mass
and 14 tons of the thrust chamber mass are from
their heat-rejection systems. Thus, the mass of the
heat-rejection system constitutes 40'fl. of the total
mass of the propulsion system. The mass of the
neutron shields in the thrust chamber is 20 tons
while the mass of the coils in the thrust chamber is
about 15 tons.
The spi ;ific-impulse-maximizing snacceraft study
includes a pellet design which requires I MJ of laser
light from a 33% efficient electron-beam-excited
system. The total yield from the mieroexplosion is
260 MJ. with 120 MJ producing thrust. The power
needs of the propulsion system are almost ex
clusively those of the laser because refrigeration and
I.i''-pumping power are negligmle. 1 or a PRF of
500. the system develops 2.2 tons of thrust at a
specific impulse of 5.5 X 10 - s, or an exhaust
velocity of 6 X I 0 m / s . For a spacecraft with a
300-ton propulsion system and a 200-ton deuterium
fuel load, a payload of 100 tons can make a round
trip to any point in the solar system in one year. In
terstellar missions of a few decades in transit time
arc also feasible with a laser-fusion propulsion
system.
s

6

Conclusions
laser-fusion reactors lor propulsion (as they are
now viewed) would operate in a low-yield. highPR F mode with high first-wall fluxes. From inertial
considerations, the first wall should be a dry wall
ralher than a wet or fluid wall. These reactors could
operate on a parasitic fuel cycle from larger
stationary fusion-power reactors.
Although there is an apparent need for advanced,
low-fuel-cost propulsion systems, it is too early lo
determine if laser fusion will be an economical alter
native to future chemical or fission plants for
marine propulsion. Aircraft applications appear
even more uncertain because of the stringent
specific volume and mass technical constraints.
Laser-fusion propulsion plants for extraterrestrial
propulsion are possible, provided there is a demand
for intrasolar system or intersteller missions.

Table 6- S. Spacecraft fusion-propulsion-system mass.

Component
Propulsion system dotal}
Laser system
Thrusl chamber
Energy distributor
Refrigeration
Tanks
Miscellaneous parts

Mass. tons
300
ISt
54
17
9
25
44
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APPENDIX
A DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO
FOR INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION
Long-Range Plan
As the inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) program approaches a demonstration of scientific feasibility, it
becomes increasingly important to prepare long-range plans. The plans should be able to accommodate op
tional technical approaches to commercial fusion-power production and provide for varied paces of
technological development and application. The latter provision would allow management to keep the
program in line with changes in technical progress, national needs, and the nation's commitment to inertial
confinement fusion (ICF). The plan should also establish the goals and milestones required for commercial
applications. Establishing goals would enable us to identify the requirements and tasks in the early (scientific)
stages of development, working back from the application dates. Finally, we wanted a plan that would iden
tify the major issues and decision points. Moreover, the achievement of these objectives completely defines the
scope of our long-range plan.
In addition to these objectives, there were a few assumptions and guidelines that significantly influenced
the development of this long-range plan for ICF.
•
The ICF program will be competing with other long-term sources of energy, and we must anticipate
major priority decisions.
•
Commercial ICF power production will be developed by an industry that is working in conjunction
with government, national laboratories, and utilities.
•
The 1CF program will go through several phases of research and development before commercial
power is achieved. Key decisions will b ; required in each phase.
•
A broad technology base must be established that will both feed and be fed by the various develop
ments in the program.
The flow of logic for several optional paths to commercial fusion puwer is diagrammed in Fig. A-l. This
logic is based on the premise that experiments to verify the scientific feasibility of initiating high-gain microexplosions are independent of the development of high-average-power ignition sources.
In addition, solid-state laser technology represents the most highly developed short-pulse, high-peakpower driver technology in existence. Consequently, the series of solid-state laser-fusion facilities at LLL
(from Janus to Nova) is expected to provide the earliest understanding of implosion physics and demonstrate
the scientific feasibility of ICF. Once the physics of inertial confinement fusion are understood, and, after
high-gain microexplosions have been demonstrated, the program can progress to the engineering phases of
development and selection of the most promising high-average-power driver for an experimental power reac
tor. Potential ignition sources for high-average-power operation of the experimental reactor include ion
beams, gas lasers, and electron beams.

The Phases of Development
A more comprehensive scenario for developing inertial-confinement fusion is presented in Fig. A-2. In
this plan, the program progresses through several phases: exploratory development, advanced development,
engineering development, and commercial development. The demonstration of technical feasibility has been
split between the advanced and engineering phases because of the prevailing assumption that two experimen
tal power reactors will be needed before a demonstration power reactor can be built. As shown, this longrange plan provides for optional technical paths to commercial fusion. Moreover, the plan is based on the
premise that a broad scientific base must be established in the earliest phase of development and must then be
allowed to operate through a technical framework that will both feed and be fed by the various developments.
Exploratory Development
Those criteria required to demonstrate the scientific feasibility of inertial confinement fusion will be met
in the exploratory development phase. Scientific feasibility will be demonstrated when a high-gaii (G >20)
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Inertial confinement fusion development logic.

thermonuclear microexplosion is achieved and a suitable high-average-power ignition source is developed.
These accomplishments obviously must precede the decision to build an experimental power reactor.
The major program elements in the exploratory phase are separated into three distinct segments: inertialconfinemenl physics, source-coupling physics, and source feasibility. Neodymium:glass lasers operating at
1.06 >im with low-average-power capabilities will be the primary tools in the inertial-confinement physics
program. Nova, the largest of the Nd:glass laser facilities is projected to provide the on-target energies and
power required to drive pellets suitable for commercial power plants on a single-shot basis. The Nova facility
will also be capable of driving significant national security experiments.
The source-coupling physics program will be concerned primarily with quantifying and maximizing the
efficiencies of coupling other forms of energy—different-wavelength lasers, ion beams, and electron
beams—to the fusion target. In the source-feasibility program, several high-average-power sources (gas lasers,
ion beams, and electron beams) will be developed and analyzed.
The facility for pellet development will support work in the exploratory phase by providing 10 pellets per
day for Nova. This facility must also develop the technology to produce pellets at the increased rates required
by the first experimental power reactor (1000 pellets per day).
The major program elements initiated in this exploratory development phase will continue throughout
the development of ICF, thereby forming a foundation of continually expanding technology. The decision to
proceed into the next phases (advanced and engineering development) will be based on the successful
demonstration of a high-gain microexplosion and on the development of a suitable high-average-power
driver.
Advanced Development
The first experimental power reactor based on the ICF concept, EPR 1, will be undertaken in the ad
vanced development phase. This reactor will be the first of a series of major experimental facilities required to
verify the physics and engineering principles that are required to commercially develop 1CF. The primary
function of EPR I will be to provide information on the integrated engineering performance of a complete
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Phases of development in the long-range plan for inertial confinement fusion.

ICF system (source, target, and reactor). In addition, EPR I will be expected to demonstrate the capability to
produce electric power. An experimental power reactor supporting these objectives will:
3

Operate at approximately 1 0 pulses/day
Generate =10 MW of thermonuclear power
Have limited plant availability =20%
Obtain a fusion-energy gain >3*
Achieve high-temperature operation
Cost approximately 500 million dollars.
In the advanced development phase, pellet technology will consist primarily of producing 1000 pellets per
day for EPR I. The capability to produce pellets even more rapidly ( 1 0 pellets/day) will have to be developed
to meet the requirements of the next experimental power reactor.
5

"Fusion-energy gain is defined as the product of pellet gain and laser-system efficiency. As such, it represents the ratio o.'thermonucloarenergy output to eleclrical-energy input.
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A test and engineering facility also will be built and operated to investigate the effects of the ther
monuclear environment on the final focusing elements, the first wall, and the blanket structure. This facility
will not have a high-average-power capability and therefore will be used to investigate single-pulse phenomena
(<10 pulses/day). These test and engineering requirements could be met most economically by utilizing the
present Nova laser fusion facility.
Engineering Development
This third phase of the program will focus primarily on the major technical problems associated with an
1CF power plant. These include the development of:
•
A high-average-power driver with the required efficiency (> 1%) and reliability (>70%).
•
A first wall able to withstand the effects of x rays, debris, and neutrons from the micioexplosion.
•
Structural materials that can withstand the cumulative damage effects of high-energy neutrons and
cyclical stresses.
•
Final-focusing elements that can be placed far enough away from the microexplosion that they can
last a reasonable length of time.
•
The technology to cheaply mass-produce the fusion targets.
The second experimental power reactor, EPR II. will be built to demonstrate limited steady-state elec
trical generation in a smaller and less costly mode than is available with a demonstration power reactor. The
experimental power reactor that can accomplish this objective will:
•
Operate at 1 0 pulses/day.
•
Generate considerable thermonuclear power (> 100 MW, and tens of MW .).
•
Increase plant availability to >40%.
•
Achieve fusion-energy gain >b.
•
Demonstrate tritium regeneration and recovery.
•
Cost approximately I billion dollars.
In addition, a test and engineering facility will be started in this phase to qualify materials for commercial
power-plant operation. This facility will:
•
Generate = 10 MW of thermonuclear power.
•
Consume ^ 100 MW of electric power off-line.
•
Achieve fusion-energy gain »0.I.
•
Extend plant availability to = 70%.
•
Test materials for commercial operation to 1 0 neutrons/cm .
•
Cost approximately 300 million dollars.
Long lead times are generally required to develop and test new materials. Therefore, it would be desirable
to construct this high-average-power test facility much earlier in the program. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
project a more rapid development of the technology that is required to operate at 70% plant availability.
The pellet production facilities in this phase will provide 10 targets per day for both EPR 11 and the
materials test facility. At this stage, we must develop the technology for a fuel factory to mass-produce targets
cheaply enough to allow economical power production.
Nonelectric applications of ICF have been identified, including propulsion, fissile-fuel production, hightemperature process heat, burnup of radioactive fission waste, and synthetic-gas production. The technical
feasibility and economic incentives for developing these alternative applications will be evaluated during this
phase. The decision to pursue any of the alternative applications in conjunction with the production of com
mercial electricity murt be made by weighing the recognized benefits against the additional costs for develop
ment.
5

L

23

2

5

Commercial Development
The major efforts in this final phase of development will be associated with planning, constructing, and
operating a demonstration power reactor. This facility will be required to demonstrate the potential for
economically produced ICF electricity over alternative long-range sources of energy by operating in a safe,
reliable, and environmentally acceptable manner. In short, the demonstration power reactor (DPR) will:
•
Generate500to 1000 MW (several 100 M W ) of thermonuclear power.
•
Reach a plant availability =70%.
•
Breed tritium.
e
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Be fully licensed as a power reactor.
Consume less than 25% of generated power as recirculating power.
Achieve a fusion-energy gain > 10.
Cost less than 2 billion dollars.

Time Schedules and Options
For planning purposes, alternate time schedules for major engineering facilities are projected in Fig. A-3.
The three planning options are designated as cautious, aggressive (midrange), and accelerated.
In the cautious plan, the decision to begin the design of a major engineering facility is made only after the
preceding facility has achieved the milestones required for scientific justification. For example, the planning
and design phase of the EPR II would not begin until EPR I had operated and achieved its objectives. In this
plan, technical progress is limited by the availability of funds and the demonstration power plant would not
operate until after the turn of the century.
In the aggressive plan, the decision to begin construction of a major engineering facility would not be
made until the preceding facility had achieved the milestones required for scientific justification. With this
logic, construction of EPR.II world not begin until EPR I had achieved its objectives. Funding is adequate
and new projects are undertaken when their success is reasonably assured. A demonstration plant would
operate at the turn of the century.
In the accelerated plan, the need for a new energy source is extremely urgent. Major engineering facilities
are addressed in parallel, and new facilities are begun as soon as their need is defined. Thus, planning for
EPR I would begin in 1983, before the scientific feasibility of such a plant has been demonstrated. Reasonable
scientific justification would be obtained by extrapolating results from previous facilities. Funding is available
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and adequate for the construction of major facilities in parallel. Following this plan, a demonstration plant
would operate in the mid-1990s.
Comparing these three plans, we note that from the slowest to fastest option, there is a difference of 11
years in the operational dale of the demonstration power reactor. However, in the accelerated plan, the
decrease in time to the DPR is gained at the expense of parallel development of major facilities. This high-risk
strategy would seriously impact the rate of spending in the program, as well as the rate of employing the
technology base of manpower and pioduction capabilities.
In Fig. A-4, the lime schedule for the engineering facilities in the aggressive (midrange) plan is presented
together with the time schedule for the development and operation of the required scientific facilities. Here -ve
see that the decision to begin EPR I is made after Nova has been operating long enough to demonstrate a
high-gain microexplosion adequately, and after all of the potential high-average-power sources have beer
operating long enough to be evaluated. Pellet development is the only major engineering technology thai
strongly overlaps the design and construction of the scientific facilities. From this, it is evident that we musi
begin to develop the technology to mass-produce targets immediatey so that it will be available when the deci
sion to build EPR I is made. We have estimated the timing for all the pellet-development facilities assuming
that current pellet technology can be developed rapidly enough to prevent pellet availability from becoming a
pacing element in tlie program.
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Scientific and engineering facilities for the aggressive option.
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